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Editorial Desk

(From Left to Right: Mr. Amit Pyakurel, Mr. Chittaranjan Pandey, Mr. Vivek Risal & Mr. Sharad Koirala)

A

fter having published three editions
of the MEX Yearbook, MEX Nepal,
in its continuous endeavor of empowering
our ardent readers, are privileged and
honored to announce the launch of the
fourth Yearbook. This Yearbook vis-à-vis
the previous editions, stands testimony to
the year that had just gone by with breaking
events and news, that has shook the market
fundamentals. Though the US economy
seems to have finally moved out of the
abyss of a recession with improving figures
emancipating from the largest economy in
the world resulting in the tapering of the QE3
stimulus measures, new political turmoil in
the European region and other parts of the
world have certainly broadened the nature of
the analysis involved for the corresponding
investors. With Janet Yellen taking over the
reins from Ben Bernanke, as the new Chair
of the US central bank, the paradigm shift in
the power will affect the trading decisions of
the investors in the forthcoming days.
Due to the integration of the Nepal
Spot Exchange with MEX Nepal, in this
edition, we have incorporated the various
spot contracts for the better comprehension
of the analysis of corresponding contracts.
In contrast to the preceding editions, the
coverage of various contracts in the section
titled, “Commodity Insights” have been
categorized with respect of the commodity

involved. The data covered in the commodity
insight is more illustrative which will
provide the readers ample reasons to track
the progress of the commodities traded over
the review period.
The expert’s opinion is a section where
the intellectuals from the domestic and
international front come together and ink
down their respective opinions on a topic
deemed necessary to disseminate to our
readers. The issues range from the situations
confronting their respective economies to
the minute subjects hampering the economic
prosperity. The yearbook has always given
an opportunity for the ardent readers to
comprehend what the experts from various
walks of life believe should be done to
revamp their corresponding system. We
would like to thank the esteem panel of
experts for sharing with us their priceless
words of wisdom.
The various research papers included
in this edition, ranges on a wide array of
topics which depicts the various thoughts of
the authors on their corresponding insights.
While two authors have voiced their separate
opinions on the future prices of gold and
oil in the forthcoming days, another author
has submerged on the importance of the
R&D Department in the development of an
organization and an economy in general.

Another interesting piece revolves around
the mechanism of the Order Matching
System and the various facets of the
system in practice at MEX Nepal. Freight
Derivatives-unheard until recent times- is
an article exuding the importance of such
contracts while conducting businesses.
Finally, we would like to thank each
and every individual in making this noble
venture into a reality. A round of thanks goes
to the design and the printing teams who
have made this issue a monumental success.
A special part of our gratitude goes to our
MD, Mr. Dipendra Khatiwada and CEO, Mr.
Jitesh Surendren for their constructive ideas
and the support, without which the Yearbook
would not have been a possibility.
We hope to address the issue of the
dearth of information regarding the Nepalese
commodity market through this venture.
We further hope that the confidence of the
investors and members alike would be
rekindled through this endeavor. We urge
our readers to stay informative and provide
us their valuable suggestions for making the
next year’s issue even better.
Information was, is and will always be
the most important commodity in life!

The editorial desk can be contacted at: r&d@mexnepal.com
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Message of MD

Commodity exchange
is the script form of physical market
Dipendra Khatiwada
Managing Director
MEX Nepal

I

t’s another year, one more year of
experience added in life. Commodity
exchange when it was started it was in
different shape, it had challenges of market
creation, business expansion and worry
whether the market may regard this new
concept or not? Now if we analyze ourselves
honestly we can see how we face the
challenges and how situation were evolved
and turned. All these experiences are asset
of life and we will have more pragmatic and
realistic approach to move ahead.
Nepalese physical commodity markets
character is not yet changed. If we talk
about physical market condition and trading
system it really doesn’t support the market’s
active components. Physical markets player
might change and their approach might be
changed, but the preliminary requirements
are still far away from the physical markets.
Lack of information, storage, and lack of
daily auction system are the major obstacles
of development of physical markets.
Here we are mainly focused on how
physical market can be connected with
commodity exchange. Commodity exchange
is the script form of physical market.
Basically commodity exchange is known
as “to prepare and prescribe a systematic
mechanism where every type of market
components will have defined rights to
play their role in order to develop fair and
transparent price discovery system and
thus to develop trading behavior for risk
minimization.” In this context, development
of physical market conditions shall be one
step ahead for enhancement of quality and
area of commodity exchange.
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We from MEX urged since long time
for regulating commodity exchange. We are
eagerly waiting for this to take place as soon
as possible. But it’s been a world known fact
too that progress is there and things are not
getting materialized.
Few things we need to focus and we
obviously need policy level decision from
government authority in this regards are
as follows:
1.0 Commodity exchange regulation.
2.0 Warehouse regulation and warehouse
receipt financing system,
3.0 Hybrid instruments: real estate index,
consumer price index to make available
for trading.
4.0 Energy (electricity) to bring on
open market auction system through
commodity exchange.
5.0 Development
securities.

of

other

This sector is more essential to be addressed
by the government. Any sector should not
be kept on dilemma for long time, which is
happening with commodity exchange and
throughout of this development of entire
commodity market mechanism development
too.
Again we urge to have regulation on
place to bring more opportunity to Nepalese
economy through commodity exchange,
and by that to serve Nepalese commodity
economy too. We are optimistic without
further delay that regulation shall be on
place.
Once again, we would like to express
our sincere gratitude our business associates
(members), customers, media, authorities
to have greatly support us and we wish that
the support will be extended for years and
decades ahead too.

marketable

The primary focus has to be in
commodity exchange regulation and
warehouse regulation. Regulation only
creates opportunity to develop market more
drastically. That is real requirement of entire
commodity industry of Nepal.
Almost 80% people they are in
agricultural production sector, approximate
10% of people on agricultural and metal
business, and moreover the entire public is the
consumer of agricultural and metal products.

Dipendra Kumar Khatiwada
Managing Director
MEX Nepal
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Message of CEO
FOCUS 2014 –
Regulation, Warehouse, Warehouse Receipt, Standardize
Agro Industry, Improve Exports & Narrow Trade Deficit
Jitesh Surendran
CEO
MEX Nepal

Dear Patrons,

I

t’s indeed my pleasure to connect with
you all in the fourth consecutive year
through our annual publication of the Year
Book.
As we stand here today, celebrating five
years of successful operations, we look to
a bright future. The numerous projects that
have been carried out over the last five years
have significantly improved our capacity
to meet the needs of various stakeholders
and market actors. Similarly, forthcoming
accomplishments will be realized through
a number of projects being carried out to
further modernize the Exchange in a way
that will connect all buyers and sellers in an
efficient, reliable and transparent market by
harnessing innovation and technology.
As promised, 2013 has been a year
of technology upgrade and also a major
paradigm shift in uplifting the business
model for vaster market transparency and
reach.
We will continue to work towards
better market regulation and at the same
time look forward to further increase the
quality of service we provide to our market
participants.
This Yearbook covers all the intricate
parts of MEX markets of 2013. It also vastly
covers the fundamental factors that had
affected the price movements during this
time.
2013 has been overall good for the
markets, where the initiation and talks on the
regulatory front has been on priority, for the
policy makers and government officials.

We look forward for the immediate
regulation of the organized commodity
exchange market sector in Nepal.
We look forward to 2014 for delivery
based products to be listed, and thereby
connecting the missing link in the commodity
market ecosystem in Nepal.
Agriculture is the major sector of the
Nepalese economy. It provides employment
opportunities to 66 percent of the total
population and contributes about 36 percent
to the GDP. Therefore, the development
of agriculture sector is a key factor for the
development of the national economy.
Grading & Quality Testing Centers
becomes an integral part for establishing
standardized and dispute free trading of
Agro-items in the commodity exchange
platform.
Benefits of having Grading & Quality
Centers, either Governmental or NonGovernmental, will inevitably pave the way
to boost the production quality to a larger
extent.
Prices quoted against a recognized grade
assist producers and traders to assess and
market their products. This will also benefit
net consumers in attaining stable prices with
assured quality.

international market, keeping in mind the
scope of marketing Nepalese products to
international buyers. Focusing on Exports
of Agro products will be a major contributor
to narrow down the trade deficit, which is
climbing every year.
With all this thoughts in mind, looking
forward to a more action packed 2014.
Last but not the least - I would like to
congratulate the Editorial Team of MEX
yearbook for their relentless effort in
bringing all the intricate details of MEX
markets in the 2013 Yearbook.
Enjoy reading this copy of yearbook.

Best Wishes.

Jitesh Surendran
CEO
MEX Nepal

Last but not the least, once the
standardized products, backed by quality
certification, are channelized through
warehouse system and in a larger picture,
will improve the price of the produce in
the domestic, regional and also in the
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Experts View
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants:

“Certification
and standardization
may benefit more”

Asish Subedi
(Asish Subedi is a Research and
Development Professional. Mr. Subedi
regularly writes on issues of growth and
development, trade policy, investment
policy, competition policy, financial
sector, intellectual property rights, climate
change, labour migration, peace and
conflict, energy, among others, in Nepal
and other developing countries. Mr Subedi
is currently working as a Programme
Officer at a Kathmandu based think-tank
South Asia Watch on Trade, Economics
and Environment (SAWTEE)—a network
of think-tanks based in different countries
across South Asia. As a Lecturer (parttime), Mr Subedi also teaches at a college
affiliated to Tribhuwan University, the
largest public university in Nepal. Mr
Subedi was a Erasmus Mundus Scholar
at University of Warsaw from where
he completed his Master’s study in
Development Economics. Mr Subedi has
worked and engaged in research with
various institutions in Nepal and abroad,
including in the Peace Research Institute
Oslo (PRIO) and with the New York
University (NYU), the United States. )
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T

he Nepal Trade Integration Strategy
(NTIS) 2010 identifies medicinal
and aromatic plants (MAPs)—one of the
important Non-timber forest products
(NTFPs)—as one of the 19 goods and
services sectors with export potential for
Nepal. Given the abundance of endemic
species, Nepal possesses the unique
advantage of being home to a number of
important MAPs. Along with other products
such as essential oils and handmade papers,
these NTFPs with their potential export
markets represent potentially lucrative
alternative livelihoods from forests, and
thus can contribute to the overall poverty
reduction goal of the country. According
to the Community Forestry Division at the
Department of Forests, a total of 18,133
community forest user groups (CFUGs),
covering an area of 1,700,048 ha. (11.55%
of the total area of the country) have been
already established as of 13 August 2013.
This means, a huge chunk of households in
Nepal—a total of 2,237,195 in 74 out of the
75 districts that makes 41.22% of the total
households (5,427,302)—are dependent on
or directly linked to community forests.

Demand for NTFPs such as essential oils
and handmade paper have been reported to
be increasing annually in the international
market. According to the Trade Map online
database, Nepal MAPs export grew to US$
11,839,000 as compared to US$ 6,178,000in
2010 and US$ 9,794 in 2009. However, the
export value of essential oils decreased from
US$ 711,000 to US$ 505,000 in 2010 which
again increased to US$ 1,279,000 in 2011.
Community forests are the major
source of MAPs being used by the firms for
producing diverse products ranging from
cosmetics, medicines to flavouring agents.
Many private companies are found to be
involved in the production of the MAPs
by providing the saplings to the CFUGs,
helping the CFUGs fully grow them, and
later procuring the plants and plant materials
from them. However, Nepal has been mostly
found to be exporting the raw materials
basically to India and later importing
expensive finished goods that are made out
of the raw materials exported from Nepal.
Indeed, according to one company, only
20-25% of the herbal products in Nepal are

mex nepal year book 2013

Experts View
domestically produced, with the rest coming
from India. Reportedly, many Indian firms
sell their products to foreign companies
labelling them as made in Nepal.
This is symptomatic of the wider
challenges associated with developing
manufacturing sectors that add value through
processing and packaging, as opposed to the
export of raw materials for relatively low
return, where value addition is undertaken
elsewhere. Industry players complain about
the lack of proper plans and policies to
promote Nepali MAPs and to develop the
sector.
No doubt—being home to a number of
endemic species—there is a tremendous

potential for the growth of Nepal’s MAPs
and essential oil sectors also because of the
growing international demand for MAPs
products, and also because of Nepal’s
proximity with two large and growing
neighbouring markets, China and India.
However, a whiff of panic is in the air in the
sector with the proponents that are critical
about the role of NTFPs enterprises as one of
the potential means to contribute to poverty
reduction as envisioned by the government
in that in practice, according to them, there
are so far only a limited number of NTFPs
enterprises that have been successful in
creating income and employment for the
poor. A recent study about the MAPS sector1

Community forests
are the major source
of MAPs being used
by the firms for
producing diverse
products ranging
from cosmetics,
medicines to
flavouring agents.
shows that despite the annual growth of
trade in MAPs and essential oils at the
international level, Nepal’s share in the trade
is very small. So far the export has mainly
been to India, although there is a significant
potential to sell to other markets.
There are a few things in the MAPs
sector that are to be taken care of for
addressing the lackluster performance of
the sector with a seemingly tremendous
potential to contribute to the much needed
poverty reduction goal of the country. This
article lists the issues that are important for
improving the performance of the faltering
MAPs sector, and extensively deals with the
potential contribution of standardization and
certification of Nepal’s forest products—
something that is so important in the present
day economic landscape, especially in the
high- and middle-income countries but
yet not getting adequate attention in lowincome countries including in Nepal—for
the betterment of the export performance of
the sector.
Nepal’s MAPs sector face a host of
problems. On one hand, there are internal
problems associated with the structural
bottlenecks as well as supply-side constraints
that the sector faces. On the other, there
are external problems basically associated
with the marketing of our products in the
international market in that whatever raw
material, immediate and final goods the
sector has been producing, has not been
getting a reasonable price in the international
market. Therefore, while the government is
more focused on taking care of the internal
problems, it is equally important the external
factors be taken care of. Hence, the first
good step aimed at reforming the sector can
start with programmes that promote growth
in labelling, branding and certification of
www.mexnepal.com page
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Laboratory testing of products is an
important part of the certification process.
However, existing laboratories in Nepal are
reported to suffer from poor equipment and
facilities, and a lack of electricity and human
resources. This means it can take several
weeks to obtain a report, creating delays
which hamper exports. When a product
is produced in a large quantity in different
batches, and the importing firm abroad asks
for a report for each separate batch, this can
be almost impossible to obtain.

Nepali products which will surely help
increase exports in the international market.
There is also a need for better marketing
mechanisms, replacing the middlemen that
reportedly reap substantial benefits.There is
also a need to have an advanced processing
zones, and the institutional arrangement to
conduct research and development on the
issues important to the MAPs sector.
Lack of certification and standardization
many times act as a non-tariff barrier in
entering the foreign markets. Since many
international markets demand certification,
this can become an important—if not
essential—marketing tool for business.
The standards also vary between countries.
German and French companies, for example,
import only from certified Nepali companies,
while Asian companies tend to be less
concerned about standards and certification.
However, certification can generate a price
premium, even in markets that do not require
certification.
The process of obtaining certification
and standardization in Nepal is marred
by a number of factors. Unfortunately,
Nepal does not have clear standards for
the sustainable use of forest products. The
growing need to set national standards that
are in line with decisions about the envisaged
specialization and prioritization of certain
products to be developed for export has long
been felt. Federation of Community Forest
Users Nepal (FECOFUN) in collaboration
with different national and international
non-governmental organizations (NGO)
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have been helping some CFUGs get
certification from the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC)—international organisation
established for the promotion of responsible
management of the world’s forests through
standard setting, certification and labeling
of forest products—which although only a
few forests and their products have obtained
according to sources2. FSC certification was
introduced by the Kathmandu based NGO
Asia Network for Sustainable Agriculture
and Bioresources (ANSAB) for the first time
in Nepal. This has helped the FECOFUN
receive the management of NTFPs according
to them. So far eight Nepali companies
selling 24 different forest products in the
United States and the European Union are
now certified.
The certification process like FSC or
others are costly and troublesome given
the need to keep records of the production
cycle of the plants and trees from plantation
to harvesting. The CFUG members,
generally the people from villages, are
not well equipped to meet the stringent
requirements needed to obtain certification.
The appointment of an auditor for proper
bookkeeping is also costly, and it consumes
resources and time to gather information,
organize focus group discussions (FGDs),
and undertake many other activities that
are prerequisites for certification. The
institutional and financial arrangements for
all these processes represent considerable
effort for the CFUGs that consist of only
small groups of people.

It is hence imperative to have a national
branding of Nepali forest products through
proper certification and standardization. The
government incentives such as tax rebates to
MAPs producers and exporters do exist. The
government’s four per cent rebate on exports
of various products including MAPs and
essential oils, provided certain conditions are
met, is difficult to obtain due to bureaucracy,
among other things. When the firms involved
in the sector are calling for the government’s
support in tackling various non-tariff barriers
imposed by their trading partners, it is high
time we seriously take certification and
standardization as a boon to the ailing sector.
The government should without further ado
extend its helping hand to the organizations
like FECOFUN in empowering local
communities to be capable enough to follow
the procedures in obtaining certifications
and getting standardized. Meanwhile, it is
desirable to create facilities, for example
laboratory, needed for the certification
process. Sustainable livelihood of the large
proportion of population of Nepal that
are dependent on the forest resources can
be guaranteed by creating institutional
mechanisms that can, among other things,
cater the need to get forest products certified
and standardized.
1
See Sharma, Puspa and NirajShrestha.
(2011). Promoting exports of medicinal and
aromatic plants (MAPs) and essential oils
from Nepal. A study report prepared for
South Asia Watch on Trade, Economics and
Environment (SAWTEE) and submitted to
German International Cooperation (GIZ),
Kathmandu.
2
For example, a total of 21 CFUGs of
Dolakha and Bajhang with 14,000 ha.area
and 34,000 households have obtained a FSC
certificate of sustainable forest management.
See Forest Certification National Working
Group of Nepal, http://nfa.org.np/wpcontent/uploads/2010/10/brochure_project.
pdf (accessed 7September 2013).
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Gold, Silver and Crude Oil:

“The Trinity of India”
I

Cledwyn Fernandez
M.A Economics

(Cledwyn Fernandez is a student at
Christ University, Bangalore pursuing
his M.A in Applied Economics in the final
year of his Masters. He graduated from
St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata (2012) with
an undergraduate degree in Economics
Honours. Having also interned in The
Institute for Social and Economic Change,
Bangalore where he has worked on a
research paper dealing with – ‘Futures
Market in Agricultural Commodities’,
his interest lies in macroeconomics and
statistics and finance.)

ndia is known to be the third largest
country in the world in terms of
Purchasing Power Parity and is the tenth
largest in the world in terms of nominal
Gross Domestic Product. India is also the
nineteenth largest exporter and the tenth
largest importer in the world. Among the
major exports are mineral fuels, natural
pearls, iron and steel, organic fertilisers,
automotive components, engineering good
and other finished products of the raw
materials. Among the major imports, crude
oil has been one of the top most demanded
items along with gold and silver. It is not
astonishing that India and China account
for more than half the global consumption
of gold because of the consumption culture
in both these economies. In monetary terms,
imports of crude oil and gold and silver
amounted to 155 billion dollars and 62
billion dollars in the year 2012, respectively.
The rising Current Account Deficit and
Fiscal Deficit have been of great concern in
India of late. The Government along with the
apex bank, i.e. the Reserve Bank of India,
has sought to curb this twin deficit by the
next general election- scheduled to happen
in May, 2014. The targeted variables studied
in this article, namely, crude oil, gold and
silver, have been the driving forces for the

current predicament of the Indian economy.
The import bill of India, comprising
primarily of crude oil, gold and silver,
amounts to approximately 200 billion dollars
just by the contribution through the imports
of these three commodities. Crude oil, being
the raw material in various industries in
the form of petroleum and its products, is
a driving force of economic growth. It acts
as a forward linkage to ensure the efficient
functioning of many sectors of the economy.
By the fact that crude oil imports are inelastic
in nature, curbing its import is unfeasible.
Hence, by levying import duties on gold and
silver, the government has been targeting to
curb the import bill to a considerable extent.
But has it been successful in achieving its
targeted level of Current Account Deficit still
remains a question of importance.
In August 2013, the import duty on gold
and silver was raised from 6 per cent to 10
per cent despite the 34 per cent drop in gold
imports in the previous month, July. This
reiterates the fact that the drastic fall in the
imports of gold and silver has neither been
able to meet the sustainable level of Current
Account Deficit of 2.5 per cent of the GDP
nor has it been able to meet the targeted level
of 3.8 per cent this financial year.

Jesal D Sheth

B.A Economics Honours
(Jesal D Sheth is a final year
undergraduate student pursuing B.A
Honours in Economics at the Christ
University, Bangalore. Her interest
lies in macroeconomics, industrial
economics and Game Theory. She has
worked on a research paper in the area
of ‘Globalisation of Production’ and is
currently working on her dissertation
dealing with the ‘Examination of
Strategic Decision Making through Game
Theoretic Modelling’.)
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In this article, we have probed into the
correlation between three main variables
namely, gold, silver and crude oil prices.
The time frame has been broken up into two
halves – pre-recession period, 2003-2008,
and post-recession period, 2008-2013, and
prices of the variables were collected for
the same. Our objective is to check whether
there exists any difference in the correlation
between the commodity prices in the pre and
post recession periods and whether recession
has caused any change in the prices of the
major import commodities of India helping
her curb the Current Account Deficit.
Correlation between each of the
variables was studied to check the movement
of prices in the two periods. It was observed
that the relationship between gold and silver
prices in the pre-recession period was the
highest with a value of 0.974 which was
significantly higher than the correlated
values of gold and crude oil and crude oil
and silver, i.e. 0.819 and 0.682, respectively.
This establishes the fact that gold and silver
prices are unidirectional in nature and hence,
higher import prices of one of them led to
higher import prices of the other as well. The
coefficient of correlation between gold and
crude oil for the period 2003-2008 was also
found to be significant, i.e. 0.819.

Correlating the variables for the postrecession period, the trend hasn’t shown a
drastic deviance among crude oil and silver
and gold and silver. However, with regards
to gold and crude oil, the coefficient of
correlation has dropped considerably from
0.819 to 0.550. This implies that the effect of
the price of one commodity has a relatively
lower influence on the price of the other
during the post-recession period. However,
the number 0.550 is still considerable and
hence, raising the import of one will more
likely than not, increase the price of the other
commodity as well. Therefore, this justifies
the recent policy measure of the Indian
government with regards to the import duty
on gold and silver commodities.
The correlated values across the two
periods between the same variables were
calculated as well. It was observed that the
values for silver and gold were almost the
same, i.e. 0.895 and 0.891 respectively.
This can be attributed to the high positive
correlation between the prices of gold and
silver in each of the periods. However, the
coefficient of correlation of crude oil was
-0.054 in both the periods. This implies that
crude oil as a commodity had been impacted
largely due to the global recession of early
2008. As many economists say,

“If you want to know where the global
economy is headed, check the oil markets.”
Our study reveals the same. It is evident
from the figures that the oil prices in 2009,
the year after the recession hit the global
economy, plunged significantly to 32 dollars
per barrel from as high as 147 dollars per
barrel in the summer of 2008, just before the
collapse of the Lehman Brothers.
The cardinal point to be conveyed to
the readers is that it is not mainly through
changes in policies that India can come out of
the deep abyss she is in, but by concentrating
on changing the nature of the composition of
her imports and by reducing her dependence
on the US market which is linked to the
crude oil prices.
Conclusion:
Through the study, it is evident that the
interdependence of gold, silver and crude oil
prices cannot be ignored. Hence, alternative
practices must be espoused to ensure the
reduction in the import bill of India. One
suggestion is through the restrictions on gold
imports, either through quotas or import
tariffs. This will in turn lead to a reduction
in the price of crude oil, ceteris paribus,
and thereby, reducing the import bill of
India. Another measure is by regulating the
gold commodity market in India through
the adoption of practices similar to that of
the London Bullion Market Association, an
international trade association representing
the wholesale market for gold and silver
which is centred in London. It is a body
regulating trading practices among its client
base, maintaining standard documentation of
all trades that take place within its purview,
and refining standards of trading. A body
like this will help ensure a standardised gold
market in India. Other suggestions include
the designing of more financial instruments,
like the Rajiv Gandhi Equity Saving Scheme,
which may help decrease the reliance on
gold as an asset to hedge against risks.
However,
the
examination
of
the feasibility of the aforementioned
recommendations is best left to experts in
the field.
Read more: http://www.elliottwave.
com/freeupdates/archives/2013/04/16/WhyAre-Crude-Oil-Prices-Dropping-Not-WhyMany-People-Think.aspx#ixzz2efegIFT5
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“Commodity
Exchange
& Bangladesh”
What is a Commodity Exchange?

Sajia Haque
(Sajia Haque is a Post Graduate in
Economics from Dhaka University. Currently,
she works in the capacity of Senior Officer
of multi-national bank named Citi Bank in
Dhaka, Bangladesh. Her researches include
Macroeconomic Analysis and the core study
of Financial Markets in Bangladesh.)

A commodity exchange, a very new
concept in Bangladesh, which is a place or
the platform arranged to allow for the selling
and buying of commodities. Bangladesh
government has recently taken an initiative
to establish a commodity exchange market.
Before going into more details, let’s try
to identify what a commodity exchange
market is. The traditional definition of
commodity exchange market is that it is an
organized market for purchase and sale of
enforceable contracts to deliver commodities
such as wheat, rice, gold, or cotton or
financial instruments like US Treasury
bills or Eurodollars at some future date. A
commodity exchange, more precisely, is
defined as an auction market where contracts
on commodities are available for purchase or
sale at an agreed price and for delivery on a
specified date.
Commodity Exchange Market and
Bangladesh Perspective: Most commodity
markets across the world trade on contracts
based on agricultural products and other
raw materials (like wheat, barley, sugar,
maize, cotton, cocoa, coffee, milk products,

pork bellies, oil, metals, etc.). These
contracts can include spot prices, futures
and in some cases, options on futures. Other
sophisticated products may include interest
rates, environmental instruments, swaps, or
ocean freight contracts. Since Bangladesh
is an agricultural country there is huge
opportunity and the prospect of setting
up and managing profitably a world-class
commodity exchange market in Bangladesh.
The purpose of establishing this market in
Bangladesh is many folds.
Commodity exchange market helps
the government to monitor effectively the
movement of prices of essential commodities
and lubricates the supply chain. It is also
helpful in protecting drastic price fall after
bumper harvest.
In
agricultural
countries
like
Bangladesh, it is usually observed that after
a bumper harvest, the prices of agricultural

The traditional
definition of
commodity exchange
market is that it is
an organized market
for purchase and
sale of enforceable
contracts to deliver
commodities
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commodities like paddy and potato fall
drastically. The commodity exchange market
can protect this severe fall by selling the
product in futures market.There are very high
possibilities of establishing relationships
with Myanmar, UAE, Nepal, etc. regarding
the establishment and operations of
commodity exchange. Wheat, Jute, Barley,
Sugar, Maize, Cotton, Milk Products and
Knit and Oven product--- are potentially
tradable in Bangladesh commodity markets.

using derivatives. Especially swaps are very
depended on banks for successful usage of
this derivative. Banks perform the essential
role of counterparty in the effective use of
swaps.

Commodity Exchange Market and Role
of Banks: As a banker, I can throw some light
on the role of Bank in commodity exchange
market of Bangladesh. For the international
commodity market, the exchange rate of
different currencies can play an important
role. Banks offer futures on currency
exchange, to provide companies with the
insight of future exchange rates and the
means to cover themselves against adverse
exchange rates. Companies or farmers can
plan investments and secure themselves
of an acceptable exchange rate, by using
exchange futures.

A letter of credit is a financial instrument
which protects a selling party against the
inability of the buying party to fulfill his
payment obligations. In such a situation
the bank will vouch for the buying party in
a contract. If this party is unable to fulfill
his payments, the bank will pay the amount
agreed on in the contract. A bank will
perform a check for creditworthiness of its
clients, to determine whether their clients are
still able to fulfill their payment obligations.

Banks will often fulfill a function as
counterparty for traders and companies
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Banks can also supply trading companies
with the necessary documents to engage in
commodity contracts. These documents can
serve as a warranty for both the buying and
selling party, engaged in a contract.

Many banks are entering the commodity
market nowadays. With their extensive
financial capacity and their experience with
risk management, they present capable
players on the commodity market. Banks

will have to adjust to the specific need of
a risk management system for commodity
trading.
Commodity Exchange Market and
Risk & Opportunities: In Bangladesh,
participants of a commodities exchange are
not free from risk. Especially in the case of
futures contracts, inexperienced investors
may face price risk as all futures prices
respond to many factors. Such factors may

Companies or
farmers can plan
investments and
secure themselves
of an acceptable
exchange rate, by
using exchange
futures.
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include unexpected high inflation, general
strikes (hartals), natural calamities, reports
on economic forecasts, politics and even on
rumors and many other internal and external
matters. Therefore, profits from commodities
trading can be high but price fluctuation risk
takes away all the profits anytime.
In Bangladesh Authorized dealers
(ADs), Bank authorized to deal with Foreign
Exchange by Central bank of Bangladesh,
can hedge the price risk of commodities that
are traded in exchanges or over-the-counter
(OTC) of their customers through standard
exchange traded futures/options and OTC
derivatives on commodities subject to prior
approval of Bangladesh Bank (Central Bank
of Bangladesh). The use of commodity
derivatives will only be permitted when
customers have genuine underlying
commodity price risk exposure. This can be
monitored by the Authorized Dealer bank
through checking of the underlying risk
exposure documents.
Any kinds of speculation through the
use of commodity derivative instruments

will not be permissible. To become eligible
for offering commodity derivative products,
ADs must have the ability to monitor the
credit and market risk arising from such
products. They should also forward relevant
commodity price forecasts to customers
before the product is offered to the customers.
The forecast should also be forwarded to
central bank of Bangladesh along with the
application.
Bangladesh is opening the door for
commodity exchange sector very prudently.
The securities regulator of Bangladesh is
planning to formulate norms in introducing
commodities exchange as part of its efforts to
provide a platform for producers to discover
fair prices and hedge risks of their products.
The platform would be mainly for agriculture
produces as well as manufacturing products
to be initiated with Jute, sugar and gold.
Bangladesh Securities and Exchange
Commission (BSEC) initiated the move
following an amendment to the Securities
and Exchange Ordinance 1969 in November
last year, allowing establishment of a

‘commodity exchange’ in the country. In
Bangladesh some broker firms have already
trained their executives on how to execute
trade in the commodities market, I believe a
commodities exchange could be developed in
the country to help stabilize the commodities
market, which now experiences peaks and
troughs as quality changes with the changing
of weather patterns.
From my sight I can see great prospect
of this sector in Bangladesh but in here,
product Standardization Authority must have
capable persons, equipment, compliance set
up readily available to ensure timely and cost
effective completion of the process. For high
growth of this market, we need government
and private sector’s effort side by side. We
hope our government will take some more
steps to enhance the system and build proper
infrastructure. So we can offer a diversified
basket of commodity all over the world and
make new relationship every day.
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BRENT CRUDE

Brent Crude Contract Specification
Name

Brent Crude

Symbol

BRC

Contract Size

250

Unit

Barrel

Price Quoted

NPR / Barrel

I.Margin

www.mexnepal.com

Minimum Tick

1.00

Tick Value

250

Trading Hours

00:00-03:45 & 06:45-00:00

Contract Months

All Months

Alliance Tower, Fourth Floor, Charkhal, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. Tel: +977-1-4011542/43/44, Fax: +977-1-4011545/46
e-mail: info@mexnepal.com | website: www.mexnepal.com
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Marine Insurance:

“An analysis into the role of RICB
(Royal Insurance Corporation
of Bhutan) in Commodity
Transportation”
M

arine Insurance is a unique
insurance in contradiction of
various risks relating to movement of
goods from one place to another by various
means of conveyance such as air, sea and
land (Rail or Road). Marine insurance is
needed by importers, exporters and freight
forwarders, to transfer risk of loss and gain
protection against physical loss, damage
or spoilage and delays in transit (United
Nations, Documentary Risk in Commodity
Market). The extents of coverage are for
the losses due to accident, fire, collision,

bad weather, theft, pilferage, non-delivery,
breakage, leakage depending on the cover
sought and warranties imposed. Since the
importance of commodity market has laid
its influential hand on market, the facilitation
towards its growth and security has also been
a major concern. In Bhutan, Royal Insurance
Corporation of Bhutan (RICB) offers Marine
insurance for the transportation security of
commodity from Bhutan to other various
countries. Some of the interests under marine
insurance carried out by RICB include:

Risk Coverage for Commodities under
Marine Insurance

Exclusions under the Marine Insurance
(Risk that are not covered under policy)

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Loss damage or expense attributable to
wilful misconduct of the assured
2. Ordinary leakage, ordinary loss in
weight or volume, or ordinary wear and
tear of the subject matter insured
3. Loss or damage by insufficiency packing
or preparation of subject matter insured
4. Loss or damage expenses caused by
delay
5. War or civil strike or political revolution
or any derelict weapons of war used or
terrorist act
6. Benefit of carrier or any other workman

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Fire
Lightning
Breakage of the bridges
Theft or burglary and/or pilferage
irrespective of percentage
Collision with or by the carrying vehicle
Overturning of the carrying vehicle
Derailment or accidents of like nature to
the carrying railway wagon/vehicle
General average and Salvage charges
“Both to Blame Collision” Clause
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▪ Supply of Materials for Construction
▪ Vehicles and its parts
▪ Natural Raw Materials (e.g. Raw
Petroleum coke, Medicinal herbs)
▪ Equipment and other machineries for
industries, hydro-power plants, etc.
Desired commodity of clients (clients can
get insurance for any goods under certain
insurance policies accordingly)
The graphical representation of income
generated under marine insurance shows the

Shrawan Kafley
(Shrawan Kafley currently works as
a Development Officer in the General
Insurance Department in the Head
Office of Royal Insurance Corporation of
Bhutan based in Thimpu. Mr. Kafley is a
Graduate of Economics and Environment
from Sherubtse College, Royal University
of Bhutan, Bhutan. He currently
performs the jobs like Reinsurance
Underwriting, CAT Analysis, Risk
Analysis and Assessment. He also looks
after the Fire Insurance Underwriting,
Premium Rate Analysis besides handling
the International Reinsurance Business.
Talking about the researches, he also
carried out Environmental Assessments,
prepared the Assessment reports (EIA,
SIA and SEA). He also worked on
preparing business plans, Environmental
Clearances and Planning Waste
Management in Industries.)
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best fit line of relationship between the commodity market and the insurance market. The
analysis can be made stating the role of insurance in safeguarding the commodity market. In
doing so, both firms can grow simultaneously and exponentially under symbiotic relationship.

predicts that Marine insurance business
growth in 2013 shall be positive with rising
aspects of commodity market in Bhutan.

% Total Income under Marine Insurance

Analysis in promoting commodity market:
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From the line graph shown above, it indicates the positive growth in the income generated
by marine insurance in RICB. With a growth of 4% from 2007 to 2008 there was a fall by
2% in 2009. The reason for the fall was due to high operating expenditure and loss reported
compared to the previous year. In 2010, the trend grew positive with 3% increase as the loss
reported reduced and the number of policies underwritten was more than the previous year.
In 2011, the trend growth took a hike with 6% growth and in 2012 it remained constant. In
2012, the policies were just renewed and there was not much business to be underwritten
under marine insurance. For 2013 the company expects to get positive growth in line with the
marine business.

% Profit under Marine Insurane
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The graph above shows the profit accumulated under the marine insurance for the last
five years. Marine Insurance business in RICBL also underwrites the insurance coverage
for commodity transportation globally and so far 100% of the policies underwritten are of
insurance covering commodity transport beyond the national territory. From the graph, the
analysis shows that there was a positive growth in profit making. Except for the year 2009
which was hit by more expenses and less no. of policies underwritten, rest all year was with
profit. With an average growth rate of 17% approx. there was a positive trend for the profit
accumulation till 2012. As of 2013 the marine insurance has done better than the previous year
with higher accumulation of premiums and negative growth for the losses. The assumption

Upon reviewing most of the literatures on
risks of commodity market and the measures
to check each risk, various financial risk
managements are applied today. In addition
to this, Insurance can be also included in order
to check the risk faced during the trading
of commodities and also in Price changing
strategy. Commodity Market in Bhutan is
very minute as of now and the growth is
very less but in future if it happens to grow
wider the insurance would play its role more
efficiently. Upon the analysis with regard
to data above, the role of insurance can be
played not only in commodity transportation
but also in price instabilities. The common
problem of commodity market seen in most
of the agriculture based country is Price
change. In this regard buyer and seller can
use insurance as price hedging strategy
where either of them whosoever is interested
can insure paying certain premiums for the
period of insurance.
Commodity Chain Analysis of Bhutan
(2006) shows- there is a substantial
discrepancy in the transportation which shows
the inclusion of route, road transportation, &
other factors of transportation. This has been
one of the concerns for the producers, traders,
and buyers as well. The admissible fact is
that Bhutan being a mountainous country
has narrow roads and the rising figure in
the number of vehicles has set an additional
threat to this concern. In order to mitigate
and check the probability of risk that would
promote Marine insurance adoption would
always provide a positive result in assuring
the security of commodity transportation.
In line with the commodity market one
of the risks associated with its security and
can be mitigated by means of insurance is
Geopolitical Risk. The main risk faced is the
location of resources, the destined place of
trading and the risk during transportation/
trading of the commodities. Uncertainties
are main concerns in commodity market
and under this falls the safe transfer and
trading. With the same regard and keeping
in all aspects of commodity market
growth, insurance should be taken under
consideration. Insuring in the transportation
of goods is one best way to facilitate the
commodity market growth.
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A Tour:

“Food Inflation
Health and Survival”
G

lobal food prices have been on the rise for nearly a
decade, due to some reasons to be discussed later briefly.
As a counter measure, the poor and developing country men have
reverted to cheaper but less quality food items that probably have
a deteriorating effect on health on the long run.
The FAO has clearly documented the two peaks of global food
prices in 2008 and 2012.
Graph 01:FAO food price index

According to the analysis and forecast for few food items made
by United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 2008, this
trend of high prices is going to continue.
Graph 02: price forecasts of some food commodities

Reasons for this
trend include general
reasons
such
as,
increasing prices of
oil (which affect the
costs of transport,
fertilizer, and working
fees), natural disasters
affecting
food
Thilini Dilshara
producing nations, and
Samarasekara
reduction of farmland
areas due to rapid
(Thilini Dilshara Samarasekara is a
urbanization. But also
Graduate in Economics with her Hon.
the demand of higher
in Econometrics. Ms. Thilini is currently
resource
intensive
working in the capacity of assistant
foods (one kg of meat
lecturer of the Department of Economics,
require many kg of
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka. She
grain – for livestock,
is good at using econometric models
which could have
facilitated by the software like STATA for
been human food.
the macroeconomic Analysis.)
But the demand for
meat in developed
countries is answered
better, than the hunger
of developing countries), food converted for fuel (ethanol fuel which
requires grain), and effects of trade liberalization (that dragged countries
from self-sustaining ones to those that depends on imports).
The effect of this rise has affected the people in developing countries
in two ways mainly. The villagers who are used to a natural diet and also
being farmers suffered less. They had a better income from their crops
as well due to the rise of prices of food products. While the urban poor
people not being farmers and relying on processed food items, had to pay
dearly for their daily bread.
In Sri Lanka, the price of a rice kilo has been controlled with
government influence. But the vegetables fish and meat prices have
drastically increased over the last 5 years

This trend is not due to steep rise of population. In fact now the
population is stabilizing/coming down.
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The average index of food and non-alcoholic beverages has increased
from a 163.4 in 2008 to a 246.3 in 2011. That is a 50% rise. The average
food index of SRILANKA has increased 30.5% from 2007 to 2008,
indicating that SRILANKA is also highly affected by the steep elevation
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Villagers on the
other hand are less
educated and sadly
they do not think
of consuming the
freely available cheap
food items that are
nutritious.
of global food prices in the above period.
Prices of housing, water, electricity, gas and
other fuels also affect the population, but not
as much as that of food. The price indices of
above have increased only to a 16% in the
last 5 years altogether. In SRILANKA, the
total inflation in 2007 was a 163.1, and in
2011 it was 226.5 (2002=100) amounting to
a 38.8% increase. 46.7% of the said increase
was caused by the elevation of the prices of
food and non-alcoholic beverages.
People could have managed their
nutrition levels in the same ways provided
their pay grade was also improved parallel
to these food prices. A rough value of
population’s pay grade is given by real GDPper capita calculation. Regarding the above
value, it was Rs. 109.49 Million in 2007 and
in 2011 it was Rs. 138.44 Million. This is
only a 26% rise. It was not parallel to the
50% rise of food price index in 2007 to 2011.
The people that suffered from this
change have responded in ways they can
manage (Skipping morning milk, having
meat or fish once or twice a week, changing
from bread to rice, and reverting to fast food
items). However, their options are quite
limited than that of the average villager. In
a village we have access to local herbs and
food items. For an example, jack seeds are
said to be closely comparable to eggs in the
quality of nutrients it provide.
The actual price of bread should amount
to 400 rupees, because it requires corn that is
produced with use of high production cost.
Still we are provided the corn flour cheaper
by corn producing countries to safeguard
their farmer’s income, by maintaining the
flour price high in their country by dumping
the excess flour here. Therefore we have
a cheaper imported food than the locally
grown rice, leading to less demand to local

food. This undervalues our local crops and
disheartens the local farmer who is not paid
well due to less demand. The same theory
is applied to milk. This method has been
repeated for many years and currently we
have almost no dairy farms. And government
has to impose laws to ban the converting of
paddy fields to dry land.
This also leads to deterioration of the
production quality. The producers cannot
maintain their high sales with a higher
price which would have been the correct
value. So they acquire cheaper food of poor
quality and/or add stuff ignoring the values
of health minding money only. Examples
are melamine addition on milk. Melamine
can increase the number of milk cups can be
made by a pack of milk powder. But it is not
healthy in the long run.
The urban poor people have given
in to less nutritious foods that
just cover the energy need,
but not amount to the
nutrition and renewal
of body. Regarding
garment
factory
workers, who are
under paid and
over
worked,
have less time
and money to take
care of nutrition.
Over time, their
health
should
deteriorate due to
their calorie only diet which doesn’t include
nutrition to repair and renew the tissues. This
only leads to the collapse of the consumer’s
health in the long run.
Villagers on the other hand are less
educated and sadly they do not think of
consuming the freely available cheap food
items that are nutritious. (Commonly,
one could notice a rural school with the
road to it littered with jack seeds, and
children hovering at the level of chronic
malnutrition.) They also think that imported
costly food items provide better nutrition
due to being used to imported goods. It is
not wise to go for sustegen milk for a person
recovering from surgery. Meat or fish that
would better provide essential proteins for
growing tissues.
Current approach of the SRILANKAN
government to address this problem includes
increasing the avenues of earning to the
urban poor population. This includes the

new airport, new sea port, urbanization of
eastern province and reducing the interest
rates for loans.
They are also trying to strengthen the
local industries such as Pelwatte dairy
products, Pelwatte sugar products, and
factories to produce canned fish. So that
farmers have places to sell their products.
Most of the deaths in SRILANKA are
due to non-communicable diseases namely
diabetes, myocardial infarction, stroke,
chronic hypertension complications, and
kidney or liver failure.

Almost all of these should
respond to better food control. Individually
we can be better educated about food quality
and better food habits for a longer life and
better quality life.
Increasing cost for food appears to be
a reality but not unavoidable. (a)To meet
the requirements under new harder settings
one needs to adapt. Being better educated
about food quality and safety is mandatory,
especially as parents. (b)The governments
and food control authorities etc. have a
responsibility to limit the influence of
multinational organizations seeking profits
by putting in danger the consumer’s health,
but those will fail as usual. (c)There is no
point in having faith on the power of UN
or WHO to take control of this unnatural
consumption issues leading to world’s
hunger. Their interests are meat and oil. Not
the commoner. It is up to our selves. Are we
ready to learn?
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Commodity Market in Nepal:

Prospects and
Problems
Strengths
Background

T

hough the history of commodity
market in Nepal dates decades
back, the formal trading of the commodity
began only seven years ago. The formal
trading of the commodities began on
December 14, 2006 with the establishment
of Commodity and Metal Exchange Nepal
(COMEN). Unpackaged products like
wheat, maize, gold, silver and crude oil,
among others, which have not been given
any brand name are called commodity. Their
prices are subject to be changed frequently.
These commodities are traded through the
exchange in a systematic way to create
the profit for the investors and reduce the
producer's risks from the fluctuation of their
prices. In this system, the trading of the
commodities is conducted by making the
contract papers. The exchanges that list such
contract papers for the trading purpose are
known as commodities exchange. All the
commodities exchanges that are established
in Nepal are trading the contract papers of
agro products, metal and energy. In Nepal,
trading is conducted only on Futures
and spot. The price used in the domestic
commodity market is fixed on the basis of
the US Dollar and Indian rupees.
The financial contracts or financial
instruments whose prices are derived from
the price of something else (known as
the underlying) is called derivative. The
underlying price on which a derivative
is based can be that of shares, bonds,
residential mortgages, real estate, loans and
bonds. During the process, the commodities
on which contract are done are the derivative
of that particular commodity.
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Current Situation
There are currently nine commodities
exchange companies in operation. They are
Commodities and Metal Exchange Nepal
(COMEN), Mercantile Exchange Nepal
Limited (MEX), Nepal Derivative Exchange
Limited (NDEX), Wealth Exchange Nepal
Limited (WEX), Commodity Futures
Exchange
(CFX), Asian
Derivative
Exchange
(ADX),
Derivatives
and
Commodity Exchange Nepal (DCX Nepal),
Everest Commodity Exchange (ECX) and
RCDX. Likewise, some companies are likely
to begin their trading soon. Though there are
more than 200 commodity brokers, only
40-50 of them are only active in trading. A
total of 25 commodities contract are traded
in these exchanges. While there were 20
thousand investors in this market two/
three years back, there are less investors
in the market. According to experts, if the
regulation is not enforced in the market, the
number of the investors will further decrease.

It is assumed that the derivative trading
used to be conducted informally from the
early century. Since Nepal is an agricultural
country, there are various types of agro
products and valuable herbs and shrubs.
There is a very good prospective of these
agricultural products contributing to the
Nepal's economic development if they could
be incorporated in the derivative market.
Likewise, if this sector is expanded and
developed, it can also create the additional
employment opportunities and could
become a major source of income to many.
The derivative market is into the operation in
almost all countries in the world. This market
has been considered as an important area for
the economic development and employment
in those countries. There is a high possibility
in Nepal to develop the market to that level.
Some national and international
organizations have been assisting in
increasing the agro products, marketing and
price determination. Such agro products
should be included in this market. However,
the Warehouse Act has not been formulated
yet and which is also unlikely to come any
time soon. However, it would be more
effective if financial instruments like shares
and treasury bills could be brought into this
market.
Similarly, Nepal can also be developed
as the international financial hub. The big
trading of gold, silver and other commodities
could be held in Nepal akin to Singapore.
International investors can make investments
here and manage their 'portfolio'.
Challenges
The

problems

underlying

in

the
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commodity market can be classified into
three categories. First, the inability of the
government to formulate policies, second
is the uniformity lacking in regard to the
working modalities of the commodity
exchanges. Similarly, lack of awareness
among the investors can be categorized as
third one. There is a debate going on for a
long period of time about the commodity
market. However, the government's
apathy has become a major reason for the
underdevelopment of this market. While
talking about the open market, commodity
market should not be forgotten. There are
10 exchanges in the market. Their trading
models are also different to each other
creating confusion among the investors.
There has not been a debate and discussion
on which model could be appropriate for the
Nepali market. This market is still running as
a 'glamorous' market. This is the very reason
why the market went up abruptly and fell in
a similar way. People have understood this
market as 'Satttebaaji' trading. Similarly,
those who come into this market without
enough knowledge and understanding, they
are those who loose. And, these same people
defame the commodity market. Currently,
there are more people losing than who are
gaining from it. This problem has arisen due
to the lack of risk management capacity of
the investors. The investors have not been
able to realize the security in the market. The
number of the investors is also plummeting
because of security concern among
investors. So, there is an urgent need of a
regulatory body to ensure the security for the
investors. Meanwhile, exchange companies
should specialize their operating system,
software, human resource and other aspects
and determine their standards. Investors
should gather the adequate information
about the market and make investment only
after being aware about the possible risks.
Public awareness programs should be held
by the exchange companies while other
stakeholders should also help them.
Policy Problems
Due to the lack of clear policy and
regulatory body on the commodity market,
there are problems in operating such
companies. The government is collecting tax
from this sector since 2009. However, the
regulatory body is yet to be formed. As in
other sectors, in lack of a standard regulative
structure, few of the exchanges appear weak
on legal standards. In most parts of the
world, the commodity market is running in
the systematic and regulated way due to the

Unpackaged products like wheat,
maize, gold, silver and crude oil,
among others, which have not
been given any brand name are
called commodity.
presence of regulatory body, proper policy guidance and legal frameworks.
However, due to the lack of clear outline, operating procedures, regulatory
mechanism, there has not been the proper evaluation of the size, turnover,
trading system and other aspects of the market. There is neither monitoring
nor regulation of the trading of this commodity market. Similarly, none of
the laws applies to this trading. From the absence of regulatory mechanism
to lack of proper legal and policy frameworks, the derivative market is
yet to become systematic. Only after the formulation and execution of
effective policies, the exchange will run into systematic cycle and become
an exchange market in real term. Unless the clear laws are enforced by
formulating them, securing the interest of the investors by regulating
the commodities market is impossible. The need of the hour is that the
government and the concerned agencies should understand it in time.
www.mexnepal.com page
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Go Green with MEX

The value of going green is to maintain health of the environment. The question is how natural resources can be prevented to reduce the risk of
depleting energy in the long run. Talking about the culture in the office, it can be very simple as making sure lights are turned off in unused office
premises. However, some points are listed below to know how little changes can preserve natural resources by using those are sustainable, or by
taking measure to reduce the amount consumed.
Energy

As energy uses is important, but more than that is reducing energy is important. Computers should have a sleep mode or turn them off
when it’s not in use. However, using power strip is an easy way to ensure all the electronics are turned off.

Papers

When there is a uses of computers and are on throughout the day. However, going paperless is one the best way to promote Go green.
Where distribution of newsletters, memos via email, double side printing and reducing needless printing, which can save your business
money as well as environment.

Cars

One of the best ways to save your time and fuel, is reducing the driving time by consolidating trips which helps to save future environment.

Employee Encouraging employees to go green, ask them to carpool, bicycle or walk if possible.
Recycling Place a recycling bin at the office premises for papers, plastics and aluminum cans, so that it can be properly recycle these item and save
the environment.

Go

with MEX

http://www.mexnepal.com/gogreen/index.html
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Who let the trade Ruin:

“The Question Needs to
Be Answered?”

Neerab Pudasaini
(Mr. Pudasaini had completed his MBA
in HR from IAU. He is currently working
in the capacity of Director of Business
at Himalayan Commodity Brokers Pvt.
Ltd., a Clearing Member affiliated with
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited.)
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uys! Just a couple of months
back, my friend earned a hundred
thousand in a week, what do you think about
this? Let’s make an investment; it’s very
similar to the share market. It’s very simple
- all that you need is an internet service and
a computer system. Let’s not waste time and
visit a broker who can guide us to execute
trade investments. One of the friends replied
from the mass of seven friends “OK, Let’s
do it! I have around hundred thousand with
me idle in a bank”, at the same time another
friend replied, “If you guys are convinced,
I am ready for the investment. I will invest
two hundred thousand; I received it from my
brother just few days back which he wanted
me to invest for him”.
During the conceptualization and
preparation for my book “Commodity
Derivatives: An Insight into Basic”, one of
the friends from the group briefed me. He
told me how people enter into this market
with full hand of investment money but end
up empty handed. Further he explained that
he was not even aware about the market and
doesn’t even know how it works. He added,
“I don’t want to blame the market though”.
After the incident, he started to research
about the market and realized that the traders
lose because of their own ignorance.
There are lots of traders who invest in
commodity market without knowing its
connotation. Don’t know where we lack –
of course, it’s the responsibility of broker
members, clearing members and exchange
to aware the traders about this market, but
at the same time traders must be careful and
inquisitive enough to know about the same.
This verdict doesn’t allow us to blindly
blame all the stakeholders of this market,
as there are few entities that are acting very
professionally and awakening all the fact of
this market to their fellow members through
various means.

BUY if market goes
up and SELL when
the situation is contra.
But this is not the
right way out, there
has to be a trading
plan which is a must.
It is the blue print for
trading success.
light stop or for less profit targets, which
they need to stop to unnecessarily increase
cynical overtrading.
Leverage is one of the main problems,
but in our case only few traders follow the
SPAN margining system which is a must
because the high leverage will motivate the
traders to trade more which turns on trade
vain. One of the common habits of the
traders in Nepal is that they rely on others
and plan their trade according to others idea.
Instead, traders must trade alone hand; they
must make their own decision and must not
rely fully on others to make their trading
decisions.
The mock trading is a sheer game for
traders which are not as time sensitive as real
accounts. Therefore it gives the impression of
time sensitive trading system. Once traders
start dealing with live terminals, the reality
will be different. It starts opting with neck

to neck with the current market price, so the
mock accounts must manage in the same way
as they trade on live accounts. Traders have
a habit of trading in multiple commodities;
they even choose the commodity without
having any idea on it. At the same time,
when we ask the traders about their trading
plan: They reply: -BUY if market goes up
and SELL when the situation is contra. But
this is not the right way out, there has to
be a trading plan which is a must. It is the
blue print for trading success. With the lack
of a specific trading plan, most of the new
traders loose and quit the market silently.
Few traders say there is a huge difference
between buying cheaply on the way down;
low price quickly becomes a high price,
when traders are trading against the trend.
That’s why traders should not feel that their
position will move the trend or the market
in their favor. In some cases, traders’ profit
target is very low, so the spread traders pay
to enter the trade and create the odds way
against trader, when they go for tiny profits.
So, for the successful trading, confidence is a
must and the confidence only comes from the
successful trading. If the traders start losing
money in early trading, it is difficult to gain
confidence, so traders must learn about the
trading practices before they start.
Basically we have a habit of taking things
for granted, most of the traders believe on
others and try to trade according to other’s
idea as discussed above. I would like to
suggest, don’t trade for granted, make your
own trading plan and strategies, and trade
according to it. Current pathetic situation is
the result of not taking the trading seriously;
therefore, my stress is again about not taking
the things for granted. So, we are the one
who ruin our trade with our own hand.

First and foremost thing that all the
traders must know before trading is that
commodity derivative trading is a geared
instrument. The leverage facility has an
equal weighted of gaining and losing money
on market condition - multiple times than the
invested equity. So such instrument must be
handled carefully. The hard-earned money is
in risk due to the knowledge insufficiency.
Traders don’t invest time to learn on how
market price is driven, they just trade on
hunch and always expect that market will
turn in their favor, but every time it’s not
possible. People often trade with or without
www.mexnepal.com page
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Gold

Explanation of Charts
The volume for gold in the MEX
terminal had increased in the review period
i.e. from October 2012 till September 2013.
In the month of October, poor manufacturing
data from China coupled with the moderate
jobs report from USA and potential
stimulus measures from several countries
exponentially increased the lots to 3860
and 3645 for futures and spot contracts
respectively. The trading lots in the month
for November decreased to 3029 and 2781
in the futures and spot contracts respectively
due to the continued Fed policy of the QE
measures and the ongoing debt troubles
in the Euro Zone. The announcement that
Barack Obama was re-elected for a second
term as President also rekindled the faith
in the US economy which suppressed the
demand for the alternative investments. The
perpetual bearish trend of gold dictated the
volume in the MEX terminal as investors
undertook 2992 and 3492 lots in the futures
and spot contracts respectively in December
2012. The US fiscal cliff debate along with
the upward revision of the 3rd quarter GDP
growth figures attributed to the drop in the
volume for gold during the last month of
2012. For the year 2012, gold prices had
finished higher by 7%, which was the 12th
consecutive yearly rise for the yellow metal
but was also the smallest yearly gain since
2008.
The New Year ushered some ambiguity
in the minds of the traders, which was
corroborated by the decrease in the trading
lots to 2281 and 3646 for futures and spot
platforms. During the month of January 2013,

It is recognized as ‘Yellow Metal’ as it is
an attractive and expensive metal. It is
least reactive bio-compatible chemical
element and is found in native form.
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•

•

•
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Gold is mainly used for making jewelry
and investment purpose, followed by
industrial, electronics, surgical and
dentistry use. Nowadays, gold is also
used in aerospace as protection tool for
space vehicles and astronauts’ helmets.
Gold is also used in medical purpose
to treat rheumatoid arthritis and certain
cancers.
Gold is viewed as a currency by central
banks. The central banks keep gold as
security against paper currency.

Lots

•

2560

old (Au) is a transition metal and is
a dense, soft, malleable, and ductile
in nature; having corrosion and tarnish
resistance. It is recognized as ‘Yellow Metal’
as it is an attractive and expensive metal.
It is least reactive bio-compatible chemical
element and is found in native form. It is
considered as the most popular metal from
the historical periods due to its use in coinage,
jewelry and other artistic purposes. Gold
today is highly used in virtual screening,
lead optimization, and identifying the correct
binding mode of active molecules. Gold was
used as a standard metal as legal tender but
due to the fluctuations of its price, it was
aborted after the Bretton Woods Conference
and fiat money came into practice. Investors
today find gold as a store of value, store of
wealth and hedge against inflation. China
and Australia are the major gold producers in
the world, whereas India and China are the
top consumers of this metal.

Gold industry added USD 210 billion
of value to the global GDP in the year
2012.
The demand for gold in 2012 was greater
than USD 110 billion consisting of USD
70 billion for jewelry, USD 38 billion
for bar and coin investment, and USD 4
billion for technology.
The gold reserves and currency valuation
has been seen on a positive trend. With
the decrease in the gold reserves the
currency is devalued generally.
World’s largest gold producing countries
are China, Australia, United States,
Russia and South Africa. Also, it is
estimated that about 50% of all the gold
ever produced has come from South
Africa.
The major holders of physical gold
are Euro zone, US, Germany and IMF,
holding 8,972.6 tons, 8,133.5 tons,
3,390.6 tons and 2,814.0 tons of gold
respectively.

1793

G

•

September

Introduction

Gold can also be recognized as a
hedging tool during inflation. Investors
shift from the USD towards gold during
recessionary periods thus preserving the
monetary value.
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due to the improving data from the US and
the technical selling on the corresponding
contracts, the prices of gold declined. With
the continued optimism disseminating from
the US economy and accelerating demand
from the world’s largest consumer, India, gold
prices headed north in February 2013. Due to
the clarity of the direction, investors initiated
long positions aplenty which resulted in the
trading lots increasing to 2953 and 3833 in
the month. Fears enveloping the European
shores coupled with strong economy data
from the US i.e. GDP expanding at an annual
rate of 0.4 percent, send the alternative forms
of investments including gold on a southern
dive in March 2013. This resulted in the
trading lots for futures and spot contracts to
attain 3154 and 3181 respectively.
Along with the rise in the value of the
greenback and the decline in the appeal for
the yellow metal in India and China, the
gold prices headed further south to record
their worst performances with a 7.8% drop
for April, the sharpest monthly decline
since December 2011. This bearish run was
identified by the investors which resulted in
the lots of futures and spot trades to rise to
5035 and 3587 respectively. The southern run
of the yellow metal continued in the ensuing
month, i.e. April, which lead to a further
increment in the short positions held by the
investors thereby leading to the attainment of
6327 and 5307 lots during May 2013. Gold
fell nearly 25 percent for the month ending
June, over fears of an early ending to the
Fed’s bond buying program. This confusion
was reflected in the softening of the total lots
initiated by the traders’ i.e. 4673 and 3365
in futures and spot contracts respectively,
where traders preferred to sit on the fence.
With the equity markets garnering losses,
the prices of gold undertook a resounding
turn on the upside as offbeat data from the
largest economy and a sudden upsurge
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in the demand for the yellow metal took
centre stage during July. Consequently, total
positions held by the investors undertook a
surprising turn as 5979 and 5282 positions
were initiated in the futures and spot segments
respectively. The yellow metal posted
more than 6 percent gain in August 2013 as
expectations of an imminent military action
against Syria boosted the prices to reach a
three months high figure. This resulted in
a mammoth increase in the long positions
initiated by the investors which resulted in
an extra-ordinary increment in the trading

lots for futures and spot segments-8573
and 11956 lots respectively. With the
introduction of the micro gold contract in the
MEX terminal during September, investors
sought to the yellow metal to hedge their
risks against the US Congress failing to
agree on a spending bill. Political turmoil
in Syria failed to rekindle the bullish trend
in the metal as investors undertook short
positions during the last month of the review
period attaining 11795 and 16774 in futures
and spot segments respectively.
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Silver

Introduction
Silver (Ag) with an atomic weight of 47 is a precious metal due
to its rarity and has got prized possessions. It is a white, soft, lustrous
transition metal with noble characteristics resisting the corrosion
and oxidation although not as much as gold. Silver is considered as
the best thermal and electrical conductor among all the metals. It is
highly malleable and ductile which crafts it as one of the preferences
for numerous industrial applications. Silver occupies the middle
ground position between industrial metals like copper and investment
vehicles like gold. The constituent uses of silver are industrial (46%),
investment (27%), jewelry and silverware (20%) and photography
(7%). Silver is often considered as the “poor man’s gold” as it is much
cheaper than other precious metals and is available to the people with
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Though investors find it less attractive
for investment in comparison with gold,
silver has instantaneously advanced its price
for the past 10 years. Its unique properties
make it ideal for thousands of applicants used
in everyday life. The top four producers in
the year 2012 were Mexico (162.2 millions
of ounces), China (117 millions of ounces),
Peru (111.3 millions of ounces) and Australia
(56.9 millions of ounces). While looking at
the consumption side, the largest consumer
of silver is the United States followed by
India, Japan, and Italy.
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clarity in regards to the direction of the
metal in 2013. The slight bullish nature of
the markets encouraged the investors to grab
the opportunities provided which resulted in
the slight increase in the futures and spot lots
to 2269 and 1001 respectively in January.
The definite bearish nature of the markets in
February was due to the sharp decline in the
demand from the major consuming countries.
This reflected in the increase of the volume
in the MEX terminal to 2432 and 1687 in the
futures and spot segments respectively. In the
month of March, the US GDP data showed
the economy expanded at an annual rate of
0.4 percent for the fourth quarter in 2012.
This affected the silver prices in moving
bearish for the month which was reflected in
the volume in the futures and spot segments
i.e. 2378 and 1714 respectively.
During the month of April, the silver
prices undertook a further bearish path
closing much lower by the month end due
to the US Federal Reserve sticking to its
monetary policy which plunged the demand
for the metal in the industrial application.
The definite bearish trend and the
opportunities arising from it were reflected
in the enhancement of the lot size in the
futures and the spot segments which attained

1923

•

1005

•

September 2013, in the MEX terminal. The
volume from the preceding review period
grew in the current review time as investors
flocked to silver trades in the futures and
the spot segments to enhance their profit
levels. Even though the demand for silver
grew by 11.2 million ounces, the prices for
silver undertook a bearish path for the month
of October due to the monetary easing by
the US and also due to the debt troubles on
the other side of the Atlantic i.e. the Euro
Zone. As a result, silver could only muster
3230 and 1207 lots for the futures and spot
segments during the month. In the ensuing
month, November, due to the uncertainty
created by the US Presidential Elections,
silver prices were in an indecision mode.
As a result, the trading in the futures and the
spot platforms declined to reach 2790 and
1027 respectively at the end of the month.
The Nepalese investors took stock of the
bearish nature of the silver markets due to
the impending fiscal cliff negotiations in the
US and also the decelerating demand for the
metal in December, resulting in the decline
in the lots to 2255 and 1083 in the futures
and spot markets respectively.
The New Year ushered mixed sentiments
in regards to the metal as investors sought

302
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The major producers of silver are Mexico,
China, Peru, Australia and Chile. Any
news regarding the production patterns
from these countries affects the prices of
silver.
United States, India, Japan and Italy are
the most silver consuming nations in the
world. The demand patterns from these
countries are likely to affect the prices of
silver.
US Dollar and Euro are the major
currencies affecting the prices of silver.
Industry, decorative uses, photography
and jewelry accounts for 95% of annual
silver consumptions.
Global silver mine production grew last
year, by 4%, rising to a new record of
787.0 Moz (24,478 t) in 2012. The byproduct output from the lead/zinc sector
provided much of the growth, up by 9%,
with strong growth in China, Mexico
and India.
Primary silver total cash costs rose by
9%, to $8.88/oz, as credits from base
metal by-product revenues fell, coupled
with lower grades and higher input cost
inflation.
The de-hedging of silver contracts
reduced by 43%, total fabrication
dropped by 6.6% consisting of industrial
fabrication and jewelry fabrication,
implied net investment surged by 21%.
Jewelry fabrication remained broadly
flat as robust demand in India and China
offset losses in the developed world.
Coins & medals fabrication eased
but remained elevated by historical
standards.
Producers’ hedging activities switched
to the demand side.
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Silver is considered as the best thermal and electrical
conductor among all the metals. It is highly malleable
and ductile which crafts it as one of the preferences
for numerous industrial applications

and announcement of QE3, further lead to
an uplifting of the prices due to the hedging
needs of the investors. The month produced
an exponential rise of volume in the futures
and the spot segments i.e. 3643 and 9221
respectively.
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2531 and 2814 respectively. The economic
optimism exuded from the largest economy
and the consequent growing interest in the
equity markets led to the softening of the
demand of the metal in May. However, the
anti-gold rules during the month forced
the consumers of India to favor silver as a
hedging instrument. These contradictory
remarks perplexed the end consumers and
hence resulted in the lots attained in the
futures and the spot platforms to be 1599 and
3037 respectively. The month of June further
added to the slide to the prices of silver as the
US began offering subsidies to the industry
that sold or produced solar cells. However,
Japan, one of the major consumers of the
metal, added 5 Nuclear Reactors of Solar
Panels in 2013 which created huge demand
for the industrial application. This resulted in
the indecision mode of the investors which
lead to the fall in the trades to reach 1276 and
1144 lots in the futures and the spot segments
respectively.
The month of July witnessed positive
economic data from the largest economy in
the world, including stronger-than-expected
second quarter US growth, which dulled the
metal’s safe haven appeal. Consequently,
the investors rode with the bearish trend and
attained an increase in the subsequent futures
and spot segments in the metal i.e. 2004 and
3364 lots respectively. August witnessed a
tremendous increase in the appetite for the
metal as a lack of trust in the central back
shifted the investor’s attention in buying
silver as a hedge against inflation. The
preceding news coupled with the fact that
China, a global leader in the consumption
of silver, had increased the demand for
silver for their solar industry. This was
reflected in the positions undertaken by the
investors as 2286 and 7076 lots were placed
during the month. The ultimate month of
the review period i.e. September, witnessed
a further increment in the volume of silver
as anticipation of further ECB intervention

Months (October 2012- September 2013)
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Platinum
Introduction
Platinum (Pt) is a dense, malleable,
ductile, precious, gray-white transition metal
somewhat between nickel and silver. With
its atomic weight of 195.23, it is a heavier
and almost as denser as gold. Platinum in its
pure form it is harder than gold and silver. It
occurs in some nickel and copper ores along
with some native deposits. On earth, 80% of
the platinum is found in South Africa, 11%
in Russia and 6% in North America. Other
producers of platinum are Russia, North
America and Zimbabwe. It is the “rarest
of the precious metals” as it takes about 10
tons of raw platinum ore to produce one pure
ounce of platinum. It is 30 times rarer than
the yellow precious metal i.e. gold and is
a least reactive metal. Its ductility is more
than gold, silver and copper, thus making
itself the most ductile pure metal whereas
the malleability of gold is higher than that of
platinum. It is also one of the densest metals
known as it is preferred as a tradable metal
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commodity. The trends up to now show that
generally the price of platinum rises during
the times of political or economic instability
of the major economies in the world. The
US Government has labeled platinum a
“strategic metal”.
Fundamental Facts
•

•

It occurs in some
nickel and copper
ores along with some
native deposits. On
earth, 80% of the
platinum is found in
South Africa, 11%
in Russia and 6% in
North America.

•

•

•

Because it is one of the rarest metals
on Earth, there are evidences of wild
fluctuations in demand and supply of
the commodity thus increasing its price
volatility and risks for the investors.
As the major uses of platinum are in
the automobile industries and jewelry
making, the economic situation of USA,
Europe, Japan, China, India, etc. affect
the prices of platinum as the demand will
be differently placed.
Platinum due to its heavy use in the
industrial sector in the production
of fiberglass, medicines, chemicals,
computers, lasers, petroleum products
(gasoline), fiber-optic cables, crude
oil refining, fertilizers, synthetic
fibers, glass, paints, wires, plating and
explosives; the industrial sector would
not flourish without it.
Platinum is also used in industry to
control pollution and in automobiles
catalytic converters helping to limit
exhaust emissions.
As a precious metal, the price movement
of gold also affects the platinum prices as
it will determine the market psychology
for the product.
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Periods of sustained economic growth
and stability can drive the platinum
prices up to double of gold prices but in
the recession periods like current time;
platinum prices come distinctly below
the gold prices.
As South Africa is the major producer of
platinum, any supply disruptions or the
political confrontations in this country
affects the platinum prices.

Explanation of Charts
Platinum prices witnessed a southern
dive in the month of October 2012 as supply
exceeded demand from the major mines
although 12,000 illegal workers protested
in Rustenburg against the disciplinary
actions undertaken. This resulted in the lots
increasing few folds to 56 for the month. In
the month of November 2012, the prices of
platinum attained a bullish ride as modest
US unemployment and manufacturing data
increased the demand of the metal as 78 lots
were undertaken during the month. Platinum
was dragged down as November gave way

to December, with fresh geopolitical tension
in Syria and a struggling USD giving little
support to the metal. This lead to the fall in
the positions undertaken by the investors as
only 22 lots was initiated in the month.
The breakout from the bearish phases of
the preceding months during January 2013
was driven by a more positive attitude to
risk on the part of investors and a growing
awareness that Anglo Platinum was likely
to propose significant production cuts in
its review of operations. Due to the battle
between buyers who were attracted by a
possible supply disruption during the month,
190 lots were undertaken by the investors
to grasp the opportunity provided. After an
initial rise during the month of February,
the mood changed in the latter half of the
month as the strengthening USD and equity
markets confirmed the fears of the investors
that tighter money was in the prospect. With
the operations resuming at a major mine,
Anglo, the wind went out of platinum sails
and there was a dramatic collapse in the
prices by which the positions undertaken by
the investors attained the highest number in
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the review period i.e. 841. With the onset of
March, the investors were perplexed by the
contradictory news exuding from a brief
work stoppage by mineworkers at Lonmin
in South Africa and the technical unwinding
from recent long platinum trades, resulted in
the decrease of the positions undertaken for
the month to reach 491.
A sharp fall in the gold prices sapped
investors confidence in the PGM complex
and with little physical support apart from
a flurry of buying, the platinum price very
quickly declined. This resulted in the
slight increase of the positions undertaken
to reach 554 during April. A brief strike
at Lonmin and the threat of new strikes at
Anglo Platinum might have seen the price
of platinum put in a convincing rise but for
the poor performance of gold due to dollar
strength and the alternative attraction of
soaring equity markets sent the platinum
prices on a southern ride resulting in 426
lots during May. During June, platinum
was looking vulnerable because of investors
increasing aversion to risk assets followed
by the European data revealing that car sales
in May 2013 were down by 6 percent yearon-year at 1.08 million units, a 20 year low.
This bearish trend dampened the confidence
of the investors leading to the fall in the
volume to reach a figure of 358.
Platinum bounced off a 45-month low
prompted by a mix of short covering and news
of a wage demand by the AMCU union at
Anglo Platinum during July 2013. However,
the subsequent signing by mining companies,
governments and most union organization
lead to contradictory remarks for the trend
of the platinum thereby resulting in the
decrease of the volume for platinum to reach
212. Platinum prices continued on July's
rising trend for most of August, influenced
by ongoing concerns about supply disruption
in South Africa as wage negotiations in the
platinum mines approached. A stronger gold
price, partly in response to dollar weakness
and partly due to the developing pressure
for some form of intervention in the Syrian
conflict, gave further support resulting in
the increase to the number of positions
undertaken by the investors to attain the
figure of 408. The platinum price was largely
governed by a falling gold price during
September, which suffered from a slight
easing of international tensions over Syria,
and speculator anticipation of perhaps a
more hawkish monetary stance from the US
Federal Reserve. This resulted in the total
lots achieved during the month to reach 160.

Months (October 2012- September 2013)
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Palladium
Palladium nowadays has become the choice
of the growing number of fashion-forward
jewelry designers and being typically less
expensive than gold
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Introduction
Palladium is considered as the tough and
sensitive metal in the jewelry and ornaments
section. As a result of its rarity and value,
Palladium is characterized as precious,
lustrous, silvery-white metal which was
discovered by William Hyde Wollanstan in
1803. Palladium nowadays has become the
choice of the growing number of fashionforward jewelry designers and being typically
less expensive than gold, it has been taken
place as the sole preference among savoirfaire shoppers looking for affordable luxury.
Palladium is used as an auto catalyst in the
automotive sectors, industrial applications,
jewelry purposes and as an investment
tool. It is also used in dentistry, medicine,
hydrogen purification, chemical applications
and groundwater treatment.
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Palladium plays a key role in the
technology used for fuel cells, which combine
hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity,
heat, and water. Palladium’s proportionate
use includes auto catalyst (65%), chemical
(5%), dental (7%), electrical (16%), jewelry
(6%), and other uses (1%). Since Palladium
is among the rare metals grouping among the
PGMs and the most extensive deposits have
been found in South Africa, the United States,
Canada, and Russia. The top consumers of
Palladium are North America (29.10%),
China (20.20%), Europe (17.30%), and
Japan (16.40%). The main reference price
for palladium is the London Fix which is
considered as the international benchmark.
The quotation is done twice a day and it
is used for most of the deals. The fixing is
transmitted by international agencies and
it is widely followed by producers and
industrialists all around the world.
Fundamental Facts
•
•
•

•

The exporting policies of the major
producing nations including Russia and
South Africa affect the prices.
The main consuming countries include
USA, Japan and Europe. Their economic
situation also affects the prices.
The largest PGM deposits resource are
found primarily in South Africa and
Russia, which in total accounts for 75%
of global platinum resource. Thus, the
availability of the Russian and African
economic situation affects the palladium
prices.
The primary driver of growth in the
automotive sector being from the
emerging economies – Brazil, Russia,
India & China (“BRIC”) and stricter
emission controls that mandate the use of
catalytic converters had made palladium
much popular.

•

China being one of the top consumers
of palladium, growth in the Chinese
automobile market is forecasted to lead
the industry as a whole and become the
new driver for palladium demand. The
growth rates of vehicles are in line with
China’s GDP growth.
Palladium exchange traded funds
(ETFs) development has significantly
contributed to the increased demand of
palladium as an investment tool.

•

Explanation of Charts
Palladium witnessed a rollercoaster of a
ride in the review period i.e. October 2012 to
September 2013, undertaking bullish paths
in the initial phase and thereafter culminating
in a bearish mode. However, the volume
traded in palladium during the review period
still remained less vis-à-vis the other metals.
During the month of October 2012, the
prices of palladium remained aloof from
the bullish path as Spain and France both
recorded double digit falls in the new car
sales and the sales figures in Japan fell for the
first time in 13 months. Consequently, 2 lots
were achieved during the month. A stronger
USD put early pressure on the palladium
prices during November-December, only for
it to recover as the USD dropped following
the US elections and the strikes at one of the
major mine, Amplats. However, the investors
at the MEX terminal were unable to grab the
opportunities offered by the bullish ride and
registered only 2 lots during the months.
The bullish phase continued into the
New Year as the rise was helped by the report
of a sharp increase in the Chinese good
export as well as BMW announcing record
sales of vehicles in 2012. Reports from a
London seminar that the Russian state stocks
of palladium are close to exhaustion, coupled
with growing optimism about vehicle sales in
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the USA and China, gave the palladium price
an extra boost, thereby enhancing the volume
during the month to 5 lots. A sharp fall in the
prices of palladium during February was due
to the Association of European Automakers
reporting an 8.5 percent decline in yearon-year sales in Europe in January 2013,
which resulted in the 10 folds increase in the
volume for the month to reach 53. Supply
tension from South Africa and increasing
confidence in the prospects for economic
growth in the USA gave added strength to
palladium enabling it to reach an 18-month
high during the month of March which
enhanced the confidence of the investors to
trade in the metal. This resulted in the further
increase in the volume to attain the figure of
81.
Palladium made a positive start in
April but eventually succumbed to the
general selling pressure on the precious
metals especially gold, thereby garnering a
collective volume of 145 during the month.
Johnson Matthey released “Platinum 2013”
in May, in which it was estimated that the
palladium market was in deficit by over
1 million ounces in 2012. The review’s
outlook anticipating the market to remain
in this state during 2013 helped to support
a more bullish overview during the month,
thereby registering 244 lots, the highest
during the review period. The drastic change
in the prices towards the south during the
month of June due to the attraction provided
by the improving equities market, as a better
investment prospect, reduced the trading
volume from its preceding month to 200 lots.
The price received support during July
from the release of positive data on US car
sales, US light vehicles being predominantly
powered by gasoline engines using the
palladium catalysts. The preceding reason
influenced the volume of palladium to drop
to reach the figure of 60 for the month.
Palladium drew strength from concerns about
potential disruption to production in South
Africa and USD weakness following the
release of disappointing US economic data
in August, which resulted in a heavy drop in
the volume to attain 20. Positive automotive
figures from China and Fed statement on
monetary easing, which was seen positive
for consumer demand for cars and trucks,
culminated in a rise in the palladium prices
during the last month of the review period,
September. This resulted in an increase in
the positions undertaken by the investors to
conclude the review period at 88 lots.

Months (October 2012- September 2013)
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Best Service
Money Plus and Securities Pvt. Ltd.
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Deeplaxmi Commodities Services Pvt. Ltd.
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Jambhala Investment Pvt. Ltd.

Expedient Securities Pvt. Ltd.
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Copper
It is malleable, ductile. It is a good conductor
of heat and electricity (second only to silver
in electrical conductivity) thus making its
usefulness in many electronics and related
devices.
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Introduction

C

opper is reddish with a bright
metallic luster corrosion resistant
and antimicrobial. It is malleable, ductile. It
is a good conductor of heat and electricity
(second only to silver in electrical
conductivity) thus making its usefulness in
many electronics and related devices. As it is
used in the construction and electrical goods
industries; it is used in the construction
industry in the form of cables, wiring,
plumbing, heating and ventilation and other
building materials. The market sector for
copper are electrical/electronic constituting
about 31% followed by construction (25%),
consumer & general (17%), transport (12%),
industrial machinery (10%) and others (5%).
Due to its various properties it is
considered as the invaluable metal in the
history of mankind. Copper is derived from
the Greek word “Chalkos”. Similarly, copper
is used to create alloys in combination with
other metals like zinc, bronze, aluminum,
etc. Copper metal have been in use for
thousands of years. Copper is considered to
be one of the first metals to be mined. The
Bronze Age was named after the use of the
copper with tin. People discovered methods
for extracting copper from its ores at least
7,000 years ago.
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COPPER FUTURES
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Fundamental Facts

•

•

•

•

The taxation policies and the recent
concept of ‘nationalization of the
resources’ also affects the pricing of the
copper.
Governments are becoming more
aware of the impact of mining to the
surrounding environment in recent
years. In countries like Peru and the
Philippines, the relationship with
indigenous community is also a key
factor.
The striking problem prevailing
nowadays is the labor disputes trending
to increased labor strikes. This halts the
supply of copper thus increasing the
copper prices.
Rate between imported inputs and
domestic input costs affected by the
currency strength of the producing
nation and also the security and transport
accessibility is crucial to mine operation.
The major copper consuming countries

•

•
•

•
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Months (October 2012- September 2013)

The early decades of the 19th century
saw the foundation of the Electrical Age and
thereafter the demand for copper increased
tremendously. Britain was a major producer
for much of the 19th century but new
mines were opened up in the USA, Chile,
and later in Africa. In 1911, the world’s
output of copper for the first time exceeded
million tons per annum. With the increase in
industrialization, new important uses were
found for copper. Chile is the top producer
of copper producing 5801 followed by China
(1402 K tons), Peru (1362 K tons) and the
United States (1227 K tons) as per the Copper
Development Association Inc. Likewise,
according to the International Copper Study
Group (ICSG), the top importers of copper
are China, Japan, India and the Korean
Republic.

•
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include China, the US and Europe. Any
major news regarding copper demand
from these countries affects copper
prices.
The other key factor affecting copper
prices is related to the supply side. Any
major news related to the production of
copper from major producers also affects
the price of copper.
Weather conditions also contribute to
price changes with floods affecting
production and transport of copper.
Copper is a commercial metal which
is extensively used by the housing,
automotive and electrical industries.
Hence, data relating to these industries
from major consuming countries affects
copper prices.
The impact of the changes in the higher
exchange rates due to strong exports
known as “Dutch disease”.

Explanation of Charts
Copper which is renowned as red metal
underwent bearish trend from October
2012 till September 2013. Copper is one
of the most traded instruments in the MEX
terminal with total of 2374 lots for futures
456 for spot contracts respectively. It was
volatile during the last quarter of the 2012
where in the month of October 69 and 20
lots was traded in futures and spot contracts
respectively. The major news was higher US
jobless claims and also slight increase in the
production of copper mines in Brazil. In the
midst of the month, prices fell to a six week
low because of Asian investors selling the
US equities. Eventually in the latter days
of the month, there was an upward trend
because of early trading and remained static
by the Hurricane Sandy that closed the US
market. The overall trend in November was
towards bearish because of the stir in the
www.mexnepal.com page
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COPPER SPOT
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euro zone market and this was the all time
low lots in the mini copper and 128 lots was
traded in future in MEX terminal. In the
middle phase, the price remained static by
the Thanksgiving Day where as there was
again upward trend due to the growth in retail
sales by the Thanksgiving and Black Friday
weekend. December was the month when
the price headed toward the north for the first
time in 10 months as there was lots higher in
the MEX terminal with 211 in futures and 32
lots in spot when the delivery was made into
the Louisiana port where it ultimately made
with the large rents. When the US housing
started to decline, there was a slight decline
in the price. Later in the penultimate days of
the week the price inched up with the end of
the holidays and also with the reason where
fiscal cliff deteriorated.
When the New Year began with the
good smile the price picked up with strong
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positions of the US economic recovery in
the housing market which was backed by
the strong Chinese economic data. But there
was a slight decline of volume where 181
lots were traded in futures whereas 18 lots in
spot were traded in the MEX terminal. When
the trading was bought back by the investors,
the prices moved up a bit at the early stage in
the month of February where 138 lots were
traded in futures and 45 lots were traded
in spot. When the election in Italy and the
weakening of the USD made the prices of
red metal go mixed where the consistent
affect can be seen in the volume where total
of 210 lots were traded in MEX terminal
which is followed in the month of March.
However, the prices took a dive again by the
Fed’s defending on bond buying that urged
to avoid the fiscal cliff.
The price undertook a bearish trend to a
4 month low by the Cyprus bailout. In the

midst of April, when India’s largest copper
plant was shut, the price took a bullish trend
where 179 lots were traded in futures and 45
lots in spot. In the early and later days of the
month of May, the price was in bearish trend
because of the sharp sell-off by the Chinese
market participants and by the holidays
in Japan and China May Day where the
volumes remained low of 16 lots in spot mini
copper contract and 240 lots were traded in
futures as there was a pick up in the price of
the copper, resistance in the US trade due to
the Chinese equities and strong euro. When
Fed’s Chairman Ben Bernanke’s decided
to cut the pace of its quantitative easing
program, the price mounted up in the month
of June that resulted in a total of 210 lots in
futures and spot contract.
The coming months witnessed bullish
trends where the price was up by the
strong Chinese equities and the unexpected
unemployment announced by the Germany
and the Fed, who downplayed the market fear
that would taper QE and with the response
made by the People Bank of China for better
equities price which resulted the increasing
price for the red metal that continued in the
forthcoming months. However, this made
the total lots of 216 taken by the investors
in the MEX terminal. Chinese market was
too reluctant and the money supply was not
tight in general and the summer season was
a slow season for the copper consumption.
However, there was a positive data from the
US and Europe where the investors were
awaiting the policy cues from the US Federal
Reserve that ensured the prices to go up. In
the month of August, 380 lots were traded in
futures contract whereas 48 lots were in the
spot segment. When there was an action taken
by the US military in Syria that weakened
the USD and consequently the copper prices
went up. Later on the following month of
September, the uncertainty over Syria and
the US wounded down for the Labor Day
break. The price drifted down by the lingered
fiscal policy by the US and by the investors
left the market ahead of the week with long
break in china. However, it was seen the
price moved up, consequently resulting in
394 and 52 lots being attained during the
month of September.

Commodity Insights

Energy
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Brent Crude
Introduction

S

ince the commercialization of the
U.K. and Norwegian sectors of the
North Sea in the 1970s, Brent Crude has
served as a leading global benchmark for
Atlantic Basin crude oils in general, and
low-sulfur (“sweet”) crude oils in particular.
Brent Crude is a light crude oil containing
approximately 0.37% of sulfur.
After the significant turmoil in the world
oil markets including the nationalization of
the oil industry in the various Middle East
countries during the 1970s, and the oil price
shocks of 1973 and 1979 (Iranian revolution)
lead to the increased world oil prices and
many countries were in search for secure
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independent sources of oil supplies. So,
most of the countries outside OPEC,
went through significant exploration
and production of crude oil. The result
was the production of Brent Crude oil
from the North Sea which became a very
important source of non-OPEC crude oil.
The production of Brent crude is in
North Sea and mainly it is consumed in
the UK, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands
and Germany. It is refined in the
Northwest Europe and is suitable for the
production of petrol. The API gravity of
Brent Crude is 38.03 and specific gravity
is of 0.8333. Saudi Arabia, Russia,
U.S. and Iran are the major producers
of this commodity. Being the second
largest traded oil in the energy market,
it is used to price two-thirds of the
world’s internationally traded crude oil
supplies. So, Brent has both been used
as a benchmark for pricing and also as
a hedging tool for global crude prices.
According to the World Fact book,
Afghanistan followed by Albania and
Algeria remains the top oil reserves in
the world where Afghanistan alone holds
87 billion barrels of oil and produces
1950 barrels per day remaining at the
top list. Intercontinental Exchange (ICE)
is the major trading platform for this
commodity.

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Fundamental Facts
•

Brent remains as a benchmark for
most of the oil commodities. The
WTI, LLS, Mars and Dubai are
priced relative to the Brent’s prices.
It accounts for less than 1 percent of
the world crude oil production but
helps to determine the price of more
than 60 percent of internationallytraded crude oil.

•

The oil production from Europe, Africa
and the Middle East are mostly exported
and consumed in the Western countries.
So, Brent Crude remains as a relative
gauge for the pricing of all the oils.
Gasoline and middle distillates such as
kerosene, diesel, jet fuel and heating oil
are produced from Brent crude when
refined.
There is generally a negative correlation
between Brent Crude Oil and the
US Dollar. When the USD’s value
appreciates, the price of Brent Crude Oil
generally decreases, ceteris paribus.
Both WTI and Brent increases and
decreases at the same time showing a
positive correlation between Brent and
WTI. Although, the degree of volatility
does differ from one another. The
increase in the price of Brent might not
increase the price of WTI by the same
percentage.
The maintenance and replacement of
oil producing equipment leads to halt
in the oil supply. Typically the summer
maintenance period between July to
September takes place each year in the
North Sea.
Higher Brent crude oil prices contribute
to inflation; the result may lead to
recession in oil-consuming countries.
Since, oil prices have a negative impact
on the economic growth of a country. So
does the Brent crude oil too; with the
rise in Brent prices it will have negative
impact on the economic growth of the
economy.
Interest rates will have negative effects
on the Brent Crude oil demand. With
the decreasing interest rates it will
make lending more accessible and will
stimulate crude oil demand and increases
oil prices.

Explanation of Charts
Brent crude trading was at a lower side
as compared to its counterpart crude oil as
volume have remained at lower side during
the review period i.e. October 2012 to
September 2013. Likewise, the volume was
heavily concentrated on futures contracts
as 96.25 percent of brent crude trade was
traded for futures contract whereas only
3.75 percent of trade was concentrated on
brent crude spot contracts. The month of
October saw the trade at higher side for the
Brent crude futures contracts which were
at 94 lots and in subsequent month saw the
volume decline to reach 38 lots and 8 lots
for the month of November and December
respectively. The tension in the Middle
East in the month of October 2012 when
Syria and Turkey confrontation saw bullish
trends in the price of black gold which was
also backed by the declining level of output
from the North Sea field. These opportunities
saw traders interested to trade brent crude in
October 2012 when the total trade remain
at 104 lots for futures and spot combined.
Thereafter, lack of major fundamental news
in the market limited the traders to take

Higher Brent crude
oil prices contribute
to inflation; the result
may lead to recession
in oil-consuming
countries.
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position which is justified by the volume
attained in the month of November and
December of 2012 when the total lots stand
at 38 lots and 8 lots respectively.
However, the volume started to rise for
first two month of 2013 as total volume
reached 44 lots and 98 lots for January and
February respectively. This rise in the volume
was related to rise in the price of brent crude
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which reached three month high in the
month of January 2013 due to improving
economic signal from China and the US.
Similarly, lower temperature in the northern
hemisphere also increased the demand of
the brent crude along with its price and saw
trader at MEX going for long position. This
increasing trend in the volume of brent crude
oil couldn’t persist for a longer time and saw

volume decline again in the month of March
to reach lowest level during the review
period as 16 lots was traded for the month.
This decline in the volume was due to traders
lack of interest in the fundamental news
related to Brent crude as market during this
period was driven by the supply disruption
related news from the US.
The month of April saw rising number
of interest as 56 lots were traded as price
was on bearish trend after International
Monetary Fund (IMF) revised the global
growth rate to 3.3 percent from the existing
3.5 percent. This increasing interest for brent
crude couldn’t continue for long period as
price volume again declined for the month
of May and June to reach 22 lots and 36 lots
respectively. This lack of interest among
the brent crude trade was due to investors
mood of wait and watch and were waiting
for some major fundamental factor to drove
the market.
The month of July and August saw the
trade at higher side at 126 lots and 62 lots
respectively as prices increased due to rise
in the demand from the US and European
oil refineries. Similarly, continuation of
US quantitative easing also contributed to
the rise in the price. The interest for brent
crude trade reached new height as total trade
reached highest for the review period at 198
lots for the month of September as prices
increased due to the threat of US strike in
Syria. Similarly, there were supply disruption
in some of the major oil producing countries
like Libya, Nigeria and Iraq which saw price
of brent crude moving north and trader at
MEX platform traded on these news.
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Crude Oil
It is also known as “Mother of all
Commodities” because of its use in the
manufacturing of numerous products,
including gasoline, synthetic fabrics, plastics
and pharmaceuticals.
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CRUDE OIL FUTURES

Fundamental Facts
•
•

The biggest reserve of crude oil is in
Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iran
and Iraq respectively.
The major oil producing countries are
Russia, Saudi Arabia, United States, Iran
and China.
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t is often known as ‘black gold’
or “Texas Tea”. Crude oil is the
unprocessed oil that is found beneath
the earth’s surface differing in color and
viscosity and found in the form of liquid
or solid. It is the made up of hydrocarbon
compounds which consists of Paraffins,
Aromatics, Napthenes or Cycloalkanes,
Alkanes. It is also known as “Mother of
all Commodities” because of its use in
the manufacturing of numerous products,
including gasoline, synthetic fabrics, plastics
and pharmaceuticals. It accounts for 40%
of the world’s primary energy consumption
followed by coal (23%) and natural gas
(22%). OPEC countries hold around 81%
of total oil reserves with 66% located in the
Middle East alone. It is a non renewable
source of energy and has high economic
value.
Crude oil is traded in almost all the
exchanges all around the world. However,
the major crude oil trading exchanges are
New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX),
International Petroleum Exchange of
London (IPE), Tokyo Commodity Exchange
(TOCOM) and Mercantile Exchange Nepal
Ltd. in Nepal.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•

USA is the world’s largest consumer
of crude oil followed by China, Japan,
India and Saudi Arabia.
OPEC countries control 44% of the
world’s daily production thus making
control over oil prices.
The prices of crude oil are usually very
volatile and depend on the demand and
supply of oil. Amid from the demand
and supply, political instability in the
Middle East usually impacts the crude
oil prices.
World oil prices move together due to
arbitrage.
It may cause inflation and affects the
pricing of almost everything.
Seasonal demand and demand spikes
For example: During the second quarter
of the year the refineries in Europe and
North America undergo maintenance.
Cost of oil production and refining
along with technological progress. New
technological process in extraction of oil

•
•

is used known as hydraulic fracturing or
fracking.
Shipping availability, freight rates,
market trading activities and strategies.
Short term decisions of oil producing
countries, changes in economic
conditions or sentiment in both the short
and longer term, investment in new oil
production/ refining capacity.

Explanation of Charts
Crude oil is one of the highest volume
generating commodities among the energy
commodities and one of the highest traded
commodities in the MEX terminal. The
month of October and November saw total
volume for crude oil (which includes futures
and spot contracts) at 1473 lots and 1190 lots
respectively. This is comparatively lower
number of trades as due to the Euro financial
crisis which has spread the impression of
slow down and uncertainty. This resulted in
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the price of crude oil in international market
to drop and in these situations of uncertainty
investors at MEX terminal remained cautious
in the market.
The trend was almost similar in the
month of December, 2012 and January 2013
as 1181 lots and 1111 lots respectively were
traded for the black gold which includes
the futures and spot contracts of major,
mini and small contracts. The traders were
concerned about the US fiscal cliff – which
was basically combination of expiring of
tax cuts and government spending cuts
which if not avoided could have major effect
on already unstable US economy. In this
situation of instability, the prices of crude
oil were declining and few traders took
advantages of this going short. Although,
there were few positive economic indicator
being released from China where export

and import were on increasing trend and
European Central Bank President comment
regarding the potential economic rebound
in Europe supported the price of black gold
but couldn’t lift the sentiment of MEX trader
to trade more aggressively. Similarly, Bank
of Japan also pledged to fight deflation and
add more stimulus which was also crucial
to the price of black gold. These series of
economic indicators and comments by the
world’s leading central bank gave hope to
the black gold market and trader at MEX
were more optimistic and traded 1620 lots
and 1777 lots in the month of February
and March 2013 respectively. This rise in
the interest among the oil trader was due to
avoidance of so called fiscal cliff in the US
which was threatening to the US as well as
global economy. Similarly, the stock index
in the US i.e. S&P 500 was also trading at

an all time closing high which spread the
sentiment of optimism in the crude oil market
encouraging trader to go long. Similarly,
some of the crucial economic indicators like
US employment data and US housing starts
were strong which encourages traders at
MEX to trade for crude oil.
Similarly, the month of April, May
and June 2013 saw 1564 lots, 1641 lots
and 1973 lots being traded respectively
in the MEX terminal. The price of crude
oil declined in the month of March due to
reduced refinery demand where 6.9 million
barrels per day of oil was reduced fearing
the low demand in the market. Similarly, the
fears regarding the euro zone crisis evolved
again which encouraged the prices to go
bearish. The bearish sentiments in these
periods were also backed by the less than
expected macroeconomic indicators from
across the globe but mainly from China
and US. In the first quarter of 2013, GDP in
China grew lesser than expected along with
disappointing jobs data in the US. Similarly,
World Bank also forecasted lower demand of
oil due to renewed global economic forecast
of 2.2% from initial forecast of 2.4%. These
mixed economic indicators prompted trader
in MEX terminal to trade cautiously during
these month of April, May and June 2013.
However, the month of July and August
2013 saw drastic increase in the number of lots
as 3416 lots and 4428 lots respectively were
traded. The month of July was highlighted
by the 9% increase in the price of oil as
positive economic data in combination with
reduced supplies from the US encouraged the
trader at MEX to trade at large number. The
US GDP numbers showed that the world’s
largest economy grew by 1.7% in 2nd
Quarter 2013 as compared to 1.1% growth
in 1st Quarter of 2013. Similarly, speculation
on the market was ever increasing with the
release of every economic indicator form the
US regarding the Federal Reserve decision
on whether and when the stimulus program
would be halted. The number of lots traded
at MEX terminal reached a yearly high in
the month of September 2013 when 5154
lots was traded. This increase in the interest
among the black gold traders was due to the
mixed types of news in the market which
encouraged long and short position. Oil was
upbeat by tighter global supplies as there was
fear of disruption in the Middle East mainly
in Libya. However, later on the month the
geopolitical tension eased in the later part
of the month which encouraged the prices to
decline. This saw volume to reach the higher
side.
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it is similar to diesel and also
called ‘Red diesel’ but the chemical
composition varies. Its quality
specification is different than other
oil products.
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HEATING OIL

H

Fundamental Facts
•

•

•

•

•

Seasonality plays the major role in the
demand for heating oil. During winter
demand rises and falls during other
seasons.
The consumption of heating oil is high
in the Northern areas of the US. Thus,
brutal winter conditions rises demand
hence primarily raises its price.
On account of the changes in the cost
of crude oil also changes the price
of heating oil. If the cost of refining,
distribution and marketing increases for
crude oil, definitely the price of heating
oil too increases.
Due to the use of alternative means
for heating available locally like wood
furnaces, corn pellets and biodiesel from
vegetable oil switches the consumer
from heating oil thus reducing its
demand.
The taxation policies implied by
different countries and its states do add
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eating oil is also known as No. 2 fuel
oil as it is also a refined byproduct
of crude oil which is separated from crude
by the method known as ‘cracking’. Heating
Oil (HO) is a less viscous liquid petroleum
product, which is generally used in furnaces
and boilers in buildings to defend winter
through the pipes in the buildings. As seen
in the ancient times, it was used for lanterns,
stoves for lighting and cooking purposes.
The heating oil has two variants: household
purposes and industrial usage. Though it is
similar to diesel and also called ‘Red diesel’
but the chemical composition varies. Its
quality specification is different than other
oil products. Since the oil products contract
like jet fuel, diesel, kerosene, etc are not
traded on any commodity exchanges, the
heating oil’s future contracts are used to
hedge those oil products.
During the winter its demand is high due
to its usage in heating purpose. Considering
its environmental and health-friendly nature
with efficient usage in houses its popularity
has grown replacing the coal and wood since
it emanates less carbon dioxide. The factors
affecting the crude oil prices, refining costs,
distribution and marketing costs do affect
the heating oil prices too. There is high
correlation between the crude oil prices and
the heating oil prices. Heating oil is traded at
the New YNYMEX, ICE, MCX and MEX
Nepal platform.

9

Months (October 2012- September 2013)

•

•
•

•

up cost and accordingly increases the
price of heating oil.
The competition among the suppliers
and dealers do affect the price of heating
oil similar to that of the gasoline and
natural gas as its price is determined by
the demand and supply prospects in the
marketplace.
Since the production decision hands on
to the refining companies, their decisions
to produce heating oil affects its supply.
The climatic conditions such as hurricane
and storm in the Gulf Coast region in the
US halt the production; accounting its
reduction in production thus decreases
the supply. The Gulf Coast region has
47% of the refineries.
Exchange rates fluctuations also affect
the price of heating oil. The import
of crude from oil producing countries
involves currency exchanges after all
affecting the price.

Explanation of Charts
The volume chart of heating oil as in
the previous year’s chats shows that it’s
lowly traded commodities in MEX terminal.
During the review period which includes
twelve months only one month i.e. July,
2013 saw few trades. Moreover, the number
of trades also stand at very low of 8 lots
for the month of July. The month of July
traditionally is the month of low demand
and low price for the heating oil due to the
law of demand and supply. The demand of
the heating oil is normally higher in winter
than in summer and same pattern is applies
to price trend. However, July of 2013 saw
political unrest in the Middle East which
impacted the price of heating oil as well.
Egypt holds control over Suez Canal where
the Suez Mediterranean pipeline is located
which has a capacity of around 2 million

barrels per day. This heating oil is mainly
shipped to Europe and North America via
Red Sea. Therefore, unrest in Egypt spread
the message to trader to be more worry over
the security of Suez Mediterranean pipeline
which had forced the price of heating oil to
climb high in the month of July 2013. This
factor encouraged local traders to go long
on heating oil and take benefit. This was one
of the instrumental factor which boosted the
confidence of the local trader to trade heating
oil as due to lack of major fundamental factor
local trader are less interested to trade in this
commodities.
However, there was not a single trade in
the remaining months of the review period
as trader were more interested to trade other
energy commodities like crude oil which
are more easy to analyze due to abundance
of data and news available for the analysis.
Unlike heating oil, other energy contracts
are highly covered by the financial web
portal which makes it easier for the local
traders to analyze and invest. Moreover,
heating oil is relatively lesser volatile which
makes it lesser attractive to invest and trade.
Likewise, if we see the use of heating oil it’s
dominated by the North American market
where the usage is in declining side. The
stock of heating oil is already at record low
since Energy information Administration
began reporting in 1993 which clearly
states that this energy commodity is being
less prioritized. Moreover, the number of
household user of the heating oil is also in
downward momentum as it’s only being used
by around 7% of the American household.
Likewise, increasing usage of Natural Gas
also contributed in the declining usage of
heating oil. These factors have contributed
lesser priority among the local trade to
analyze and trade heating oil.
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The residential,
commercial,
industrial, electric
generation and
transportation
usage has
increased the
demand for natural
gas.
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atural Gas is a prime source of
energy and is considered as one of
the cleanest, safest and most useful sources
of non-renewable resources of energy. It is
colorless, shapeless and odorless in its pure
form and is almost pure methane (CH4). It
is combustible and emits less carbon dioxide
as compared to oil and coal. It is obtained
from fossil fuels and is used in many of
our day to day activities and needs. It is a
naturally occurring mixture of hydrocarbon
gas consisting methane in the highest
proportion along with ethane, propane,
butane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen,
hydrogen sulphide and rare gases. It has
its properties and functions similar to oil.
The natural gas is used for heating homes,
cooking food, run automobiles, chemical
feedstock in the manufacturing of plastics,
generates electricity and other commercially
important organic chemicals. It is also used
in the manufacturing of Liquid Petroleum
Gas (LPG). Mercaptan is added to natural
gas before its supplies since it helps to
detect leakages and prevents accidents in
houses. The development of the horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing has made
possible for extracting natural gas from
shale formations known as ‘shale gas’. It is
traded on New York Mercantile Exchange,
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), CME
Clear Port, CME Globex and Mercantile
Exchange (MEX).

159

180

Months (October 2012- September 2013)

Fundamental Facts
•

•

•

•

The price of oil affects the price of
natural gas since it acts as a substitute. If
the price of oil rises, people may shift to
the consumption of natural gas.
With the growth of the economy, the
demand for natural gas increases as it
is used in industrial sector as plant fuel
and feedstock. The demand falls with the
slowdown or declining of the economic
growth of the economy.
Hurricanes, storms and other climatic
conditions also affect the production and
supply of natural gas thus hitting the gas
prices.
The residential, commercial, industrial,
electric generation and transportation
usage has increased the demand for
natural gas.

•

•
•

The environmental and political
policies of the major producing and
consuming countries also correct the
price. Favorable policies increase
production and consumption whereas
unfavorable policies reduce production
and consumption drastically.
The high storage levels of natural gas
reduce the price whereas reduction
increases the price level.
As the shale gas extraction level is
increasing, the supply tends to increase
thus reducing the price. Also the high
drilling rate increases the supply.

Explanation of Charts
Natural Gas contracts that are traded
in the MEX terminal are composed of the
futures and spot contracts for major and mini
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types. The number of lots that is being traded
for the natural gas is average as most of the
months saw total lots being traded above the
three figures mark. The month of October
2012 saw number of lots being traded at 99
which was followed by 116 lots and 142 lots
for the month of November and December
2012 respectively. This consistent rise in the
number of lots was due to the bullish trend
in the price of natural gas. Normally, in the
month of October and November the price of
natural gas starts to catch bullish trend due
to seasonal factor. As winter is the season of
high demand for the natural gas, the price
tends to rise during these periods which saw
trader being interested to trade in the MEX
terminal. Therefore, gradual increases in
the number of lots were experienced during
these periods. Moreover, there was volatility
in the price of natural gas which garnered
interest among trader as there were more
opportunities for all kind of trader in the
market.
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Similarly, the number of lots reached
newer heights in the following months as
the month of January, February and March
of 2013 saw lots at or above 150. The
month of January, February and March
saw number of lots at 153 lots, 150 lots
and 249 lots respectively. The months of
January and February saw the start of strong
bullish trend with occasional correction of
price. However, from the month of March
the price was strongly bullish as it was the
middle of winter which is regarded as the
prime period for the demand of natural gas.
Likewise, frequent news regarding the high
supply and declining level of inventory in
the US also encouraged traders to go long
in Natural Gas. At the same time there was
also the news regarding the disruption at the
processing plant in Norway which affected
the price of natural gas to rise along with the
interest of traders to trade in natural gas.
The month of April also saw the
price at higher side due to increase in the

supply of natural gas which motivated the
overwhelming number of trader to go long
as number of lots stood at 228. However,
the month of May and June saw the volume
decline to reach at 105 lots and 55 lots
respectively. This declining level of interest
was oblivious as the main season of price
rise and price volatility was over for the
natural gas which makes it lesser attractive
as compared to other commodities and
contracts. Similarly, there was not much
fundamental factor that trader can rely upon
to trade with confidence which means the
lots have started to decline for the natural
gas in MEX terminal. Although there was
slight improvement in the number of trade
in the month of July and August as lots
reached 124 and 138 respectively. This slight
improvement in the number of lots was due
to the fact that price was correcting from
its higher level in the winter which means
trader were going short. Moreover, the news
regarding the normal weather condition also
supported the bearish trend as during the
normal summer temperature in the US, the
price declines. The number of lots remains
at one of the lowest level in the month of
September 2013 at 72 lots. The inventory
level of natural gas was continuously rising
in US which saw the price decline and
traders became more cautious and waited for
the right price to enter the market ahead of
the prime season.
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United Kingdom has the highest amount
of retail chocolate ($1.3 billion) and is one
of the biggest chocolate consumption per
capita markets. The global consumption of
both cocoa and its products is very high.
Switzerland, Belgium and the UK have
the highest consumption, which is just a
speculation looking at the global trends
though.

C

ocoa, also called cacao, is the dried
and fully fermented fatty bean of
Theobroma cacao which is used for the
extraction of cocoa solids and cocoa butter.
A cocoa fruit has a rough and leathery rind
about 3 cm thick (which may vary on the basis
of origin and variety). History shows that the
Americas are the natives of cocoa. Traces
show that the crop might have originated in
the foothills of the Andes in the Amazon and
Orinoco basins of South America which are
popularly known as Colombia and Venezuela
these days. More than 3,000,000 tons of
cocoa is produced each year. The production
has shown as increment by 131.7% in 30
years with a compound annual growth rate
of 2.9%. The three main varieties of cocoa
plant are: Forastero, Criollo and Trinitario;
and among the three varieties, the first one is
the most widely used which is also the 95%
of the world production of cocoa.
Netherlands has the highest monetary
amount of cocoa bean imports (US$2.1
billion); it is also one of the main ports
into Europe. United States of America
has the highest amount of cocoa powder
imports ($220 million); the US has a large
amount of cocoa complementary products.

Fundamental Facts
•

•

•

•

World largest producer of cocoa, Ivory
Coast and Ghana are unstable countries.
The political, social and labor issues
regularly threaten to decrease and
disrupt the supply of cocoa. Following
news from these countries would help
track the cocoa market.
Black pod disease is the main threat to
cocoa. A major outbreak regarding this
disease can move the price of cocoa to
higher levels.
Cocoa is strongly co-related to the
British pound than the Dollar Index
because Britain has dominated West
African cocoa industry.
Global cocoa and confectionery
industries are the key players which
drives the price of cocoa.

Explanation of Charts
Cocoa trading in the MEX terminal
during the period of October 2012 to
September 2013 did not look much
encouraging. Like the impact of the disaster
remained for long time ahead in the future, it
seemed as if the product cocoa also suffered
the post media-tirade effects that took place
last year in the country. But one can say that
after the sharp fall the commodities received
in the country, the pick up by cocoa was
relatively good considering the agricultural
products.
It is true that the first couple of trading
sessions of the product was very encouraging
but unfortunately, it did not last long and the
futures prices only extended their losses.
October month came up with the trade of
16 lots. Ivory Coast is a very influential
producer of cocoa and there were economic
reforms going on just to enhance the cocoa
production which also seemed beneficial
on the whole. The market participants were
pretty confident about the market mechanism
and this confidence led to the better trading
environment. Further, the prices also
rose owing to the wet weather conditions
and incidence of black pod disease that
threatened the overall production. Hurricane

World largest producer of cocoa, Ivory Coast
and Ghana are unstable countries. The
political, social and labor issues regularly
threaten to decrease and disrupt the supply of
cocoa. Following news from these countries
would help track the cocoa market.
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Sandy, tax dispute issues in Ivory Coast and
lower than expected purchase from Ghana
made the prices fall sharply which led to
demotivation among the market participants
showing no single lot of trade.
Because the West African region
received scanty rainfall, the production
of the crop was negatively impacted; this
supported the price rise for some period
of time. Besides that there were subsidies
provided by the government for the cocoa
bean production which was lifted and many
potential producers got demotivated. The
demotivation again led to the decrease in
production and the prices rose, thus 2 lots
were traded in the month of December. The
trade lots increased to 7 lots in the month
of January. Amid the limited stock of valid
graded cocoa in the warehouses, relatively
strong origin selling helped the prices go
up and thus the lots increased slightly in
the month. In an addition to it, the possible
impact of the Harmattan winds in the West
African region also was a concern for the
traders which made them optimistic about
the trading scenario, thus supporting the
price increase. Along with it, the US Dollar
weakened which attracted lots of industry
buying of the commodities which also
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recouped the earlier losses made.
February came up as a month with the
highest lots of 27 during the review period.
This shows that the month was much luring
to the investors. Because of the unfavorable
weather conditions in the Ivory Coast, there
was a big threat of the decreased production
which led to the ample opportunities for the
price rise. It’s not that there were only good
news driving the market towards higher end,
there were few setbacks too. The US Dollar
strengthened and it pressurized the cocoa
prices but the unresolved European debt
issues hiked the temperature of the cities
thus making the prices of the commodity
volatile. In March, the trade lots again came
down to 4. The small moment of happiness
that appeared in the valentine’s month
ended with the beginning of the other one.
Coming to this month, the prices of cocoa
fell down reflecting the reports of favorable
weather conditions which would bolster
the cocoa supply outlook. The strong US
Dollar did not compromise and the strength
kept on weakening the commodity complex
associated with cocoa.
Because the volatility of the product kept
on increasing, market participants preferred
keeping them in wait and watch position.

Thus, the trade lots rose to 6 in the month
of September, the last month of the review
period. Prices of the commodity remained
very buoyant during this month. Because
the deficit of the product was higher than
expected global deficit, the prices surged.
Dry weather patterns, Ghana’s decision to
gradually reduce the fertilizer subsidies and
phase out pest and disease control further
heightened the concerns. And, in an addition
to these, expectations of improved grindings
data and the aforementioned news of yet
another deficit for 2013/2014 supported the
increased prices. The review period showed
the total of 62 lots on the whole.
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Introduction

The major types of coffees that can be found
at international markets are Robusta and
Arabica, with the latter one believed to be
of better quality compared to Robusta or any
other coffees. Arabica, having bitter taste
and fewer flavors, accounts for about 80% of
all coffee produced in the world considering
its popularity and demand internationally.
Coffee is slightly acidic (pH 5.0–5.1)
and can have a stimulating effect on humans
because of its caffeine content. The effect of
coffee on human health has been a subject of
many studies; however, results have varied

C

offee, a soft commodity in the
current commodity market, was
initially discovered in the 7th century and
is now being produced by more than 70
countries globally. Coffee is also regarded as
one of the important commodity and popular
beverage where over 2.25 billion cups of
coffee are consumed in the world every
day. Coffee is a brewed beverage prepared
from the roasted seeds of several species
of an evergreen shrub of the genus Coffea.
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in terms of coffee's relative benefit. The
majority of recent research suggests that
moderate coffee consumption is benign or
mildly beneficial in healthy adults.
Brazil, the global leader in coffee
production followed by Vietnam, Indonesia,
Colombia and Ethiopia, is the lead producer
and have been producing almost onethird of all worlds’ coffee. Unprocessed
or raw coffee are primarily supplied to
multinational companies like Procter and
Gamble, Kraft, Nestle, Sara Lee and other
major related industries globally. Similarly,
the US, Germany and Italy are the top coffee
consuming countries.
Regarding trading of coffee at
international arena in futures markets,
New York and London are regarded as
the two major hubs for trading. However,
considering the volume of coffee trading,
New York Board of Trade (NYBOT) stands
as a pioneer in trade facilitator.

•

Weather is the prime factor that affects
the prices of coffee. Unfavorable weather
conditions in major coffee producing
regions/countries affects production,
www.mexnepal.com page
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•

which eventually affects the prices.
Supply/Demand
fundamentals
significantly determines coffee prices.
Similarly, any major changes in cropping
patterns as it is closely integrated with
demand of coffee, drastically impacts
the prices.
All the coffee in the world is grown
in the bean belt. The bean belt is the
region between the Tropic of Cancer and
Capricorn.
Brazil and USA, being the major
producer and consumer of coffee
respectively, any major fundamental
changes in these countries significantly
affects the prices of this soft commodity.

Explanation of Charts
Coffee, though being a commodity
of choice, faced a decline in the month of
October from 277 lots in the previous month

and reached 215 lots. Although the year 2012
ended with the ICO composite indicator
price 25.7% lower than the previous year,
the average price for 2012 remained still
higher than the previous decade. However,
the cost of production also kept on increasing
significantly which not only increased the
commodity price but decreased the quality
of agricultural practices too. Also, Vietnam
and Colombia were unlikely to produce
the commodity sufficiently and this would
definitely take the prices higher. The month
of January came along with much anticipated
optimism regarding the prices. The first
month of the New Year bulged out with the
highest number of lots of the entire review
period. The coffee prices seemed slightly
recovering in the month due to the growing
concerns over the outbreak of coffee leaf
rust across Central America. And most of
the coffee-producing countries across the
region reported damage in the commodity.

of coffee leaf rust thrashed the community
with severe socio-economic consequences
creating losses worth US$ 550 million and
making 441,000 jobless directly. The month
of April was further discouraging as the
lots decreased to 124. The ICO composite
indicator price fell further by 1.4%. The
differentials of the two major coffee varieties
also widened. The major decrease in the
imports of the major importing countries
also helped the prices come down.
May and June months showed up
increased lots with 198 and 172 lots
respectively. The bigger concern over the
remunerative prices that were used to trade
helped the prices rise and thus the trade
lots also increased. The significant effect
was observed in the month of May which
increased the trade lots to 198. Later, in the
review period, the coffee prices decreased
in June owing to the sharp fall in market
fundamentals combined with the uncertain

Brazil and USA, being the major producer and
consumer of coffee respectively, any major
fundamental changes in these countries significantly
affects the prices of this soft commodity
to 179 lots. There were several reasons
why the prices and the corresponding lots
declined coming to the month of October.
The prime reason originated when loss of
value was observed in both Arabica and
Robusta varieties. Now, there may be an
argument that coffee prices did not decrease
as anticipated, the reason for that is in spite
of the price decrease; price seemed firm in
comparison to previous years. And also the
production increased so high that the fear
of surplus supply in the market brought the
market down. In the month of November, the
lots further decreased to 172. In this month,
the ICO composite indicator prices fell by
7.3% taking the price to the lowest since
May 2010 and the lots suffered. Most of the
group indicators decreased during the month
and Arabica production constantly showed
its increment which escalated the fall of
price and lots. Strong production levels were
observed in other producing countries also,
except Vietnam and above that, the world
consumption looked resilient, stocks in both
exporting as well as importing countries
looked unfavorable for the price.
December came up with an encouraging
hope for the traders as shown in the chart
above. The lots showed significant increment
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Authorities in Costa Rica declared emergency
due to the sudden outbreak of such harm to
the commodity. Different campaigns were
launched and several trainings were carried
out to train the farmers to cope with the
disease outbreak.
Again in the month of February, the
ICO composite indicator price tracked
downwards despite the ongoing damage
caused by the outbreak of coffee leaf rust in
Central America. The trend was escalated by
the movement in Arabicas, where all three
major indicators suffered through losses.
The total exports were also supposed to
follow the increasing trend which not only
threatened the traders on their buy positions
but also brought down the anticipations in
the price. Higher incentives to the producers
of Robusta and discouraging incentives to
Arabica producers also de-intensified the
trading of coffee in the month, thus traded lots
fell to 361. The trade lots of the commodity
decreased by almost 50% in the successive
month reaching 187. Contrasting trend
were observed in the prices of Arabicas and
Robustas which further narrowed down the
arbitrage between the New York and London
futures markets, which also demotivated
the traders further. Moreover, the epidemic

macroeconomic outlook which had also
brought the ICO composite indicator price
at its lowest level. Moreover, the negative
economic news from China and the United
States of America also made the commodity
price decline to that level. So, weaker-thanexpected economic data from China and
Quantitative Easing in the United States did
not at all reflect any good on the coffee price.
In July, the trade lots again increased to 271,
owing to the possibility of frost in Brazil’s
coffee-producing regions. The average of
the ICO composite indicator showed an
increment of 1.2%, a remarkable effect
in the price. Also, the remarkable effect in
the export-size added up with the weather
concerns uplifted the price.
August and September had very minimal
difference in their trade lots, the numbers
being 232 and 222 respectively. Total
exports of the commodity decreased by 6.6%
which discouraged many traders and thereby
developed pessimism for the commodity.
Because of the softer exchange rates then, the
availability of the commodity increased in the
market, thus tending to decrease the market
price of the commodity, thus decreasing
the trade lots too. And, in September, the
ICO composite indicator slipped further by
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4% taking the prices to the lowest monthly
average. Though the production in some of
the region also dropped by less than 5% in an
average, the prices stood stiff to support the
prices and did not let the trade lots decline
much, attaining 222 at the last month.

Coffee is slightly acidic
(pH 5.0–5.1) and can
have a stimulating
effect on humans
because of its caffeine
content. The effect
of coffee on human
health has been
a subject of many
studies; however,
results have varied
in terms of coffee's
relative benefit.
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Corn

Introduction

C

Any main event
in major corn
producing,
consuming,
importing, and
exporting countries
affects the prices
of corn.
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orn, also called as maize, is one
of the most important agricultural
crops in the world. In the late 15th and early
16th centuries, when Americans were in
contact with the Europeans, explorers and
traders carried corn back to Europe and
introduced it to the other countries. Maize
spread to the rest of the world because of its
ability to grow in diverse climates. Sugarrich varieties called sweet corn are usually
grown for human consumption, while field
corn varieties are used for animal feed and
as chemical feed stocks. It is believed that,
it was first cultivated in highlands of Mexico
thousand years ago. There are various
varieties of corn like – yellow, black kernels,
red, pink and blue which are often spotted,
stripped or banded. Corn is the most widely
grown grain crop throughout the Americas,
with 332 million metric tons grown annually
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in the United States alone. And of that,
approximately 40% of the crop — 130
million tons — is used for corn ethanol. It
is mainly used to prepare variety of foods
(breads, muffins, cereal, popcorn, meal, corn
oil, etc.). The usage of corn also expands to
its use as sweeteners, alcoholic beverages,
ethanol, etc.
The top five producers of corn in the
world are United States of America, China,
Brazil, Argentina and Mexico as per the
records of 2012.

Months (October 2012- September 2013)

Weather is an important factor for the
production of corn. Any fluctuation
in weather conditions like rainfall,
temperature, soil moisture, etc. affects
the corn supply. Likewise, natural
calamities
like
floods,
drought,
earthquake, etc. affects its production
which ultimately affects the corn prices.
Any main event in major corn producing,
consuming, importing, and exporting
countries affects the prices of corn.
Price fluctuation of substitute’s products
increases the demand volatility of corn
which ultimately affects its price.
Any major technological change or
fungus & diseases during production,
harvesting or distribution may increase
or decrease corn productivity and supply
which reduces the prices of corn.
The seasonal cycle of crop also affects
its prices. For example, the price of corn
tends to be lower during its harvesting
seasons and higher at the time of sowing
due to its tight supply.
Corn is extensively used for the ethanol
production; therefore demand of corn for
the ethanol production also influences
the price rise of corn. Ethanol has
expanded its use as an alternative fossil
fuel due to the hike in the energy prices;
this has led to the increase in demand for
the ethanol. Thus, ups and downs of the
fuel prices also affect the corn prices.

Explanation of Charts
In the review period, corn did not start
impressively. The trade lots decreased to 8
from 18 in the last month, to start the review
period. The major reason for this price was
that demand was being rationed at almost
every juncture in the corn market. The carry
of the commodity from the last month was
also very small. Large amount of export corn
had already been booked and lowering the
Dollar values added up issues to discourage
www.mexnepal.com page
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the corn production. The movement of the
Ontario corn into the US also affected the
basis values of the product which discouraged
the corn trading. Coming to the month of
November, the trading lots further decreased
to 2. This led to an assumption that people
are not that interested with the trading of
Corn. The news then portrayed that although
the corn contract remained in the upper 7%
of the last five-year price distribution, the
futures reflected more of the bearish tone in
the short term. Very high yields in the southwestern Ontario also happened to be one of
the influential factors for further decrease
in the price and the trade lots. There was no
option than anticipating that the conditions
would improve next month down the line.
The later 2 months succeeded with the
worst possible trade lots. The interests of
the general traders did not work out for corn
was well understood but then the increasing
volatility of the commodity added more
complication and thus, the lots suffered. The
perceptions aroused looking at the resilient
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corn prices although there was extreme
harvest pressure and the weakness in the
soybean complex. One argument would
suggest that when the soybean complex was
looking weaker, people might get interested
towards other similar commodity like corn,
but that did not happen during these months.
In Ontario, the corn yields were much better
than expected in some of the moisture
deficient areas of the province which also
increased the fear of the sharp decrease in the
prices, thus people got uninterested to trade
in the commodity. The unimpressive import
price of the commodity was yet another
factor which threatened the disheartening
trade and commodity circulation prices
globally. Though the anticipation was that
the price of the commodity would attract both
commercial and non-commercial trading,
also based on the low market volatility, the
market perceptions did not go along and
the market did not trade the commodity
as anticipated towards the begging of the
months. Thus, no trading of the commodity

occurred in the months of December and
January.
To support the belief of people on the
product, the month of February came up with
a bit of optimistic hope for the commodity.
The USDA report supported the commodity
with a bullish tone that added up some
confidence to the traders. The increase in the
demand of feed and the ethanol also portrayed
that the demand of corn in the market is still
very strong and it is not the point to worry.
The price then was around the upper 17%
of the past five year price distribution range.
Thus, the month of February had 14 lots of
trade. With March, the lots increased further
to 21. It was anticipated since January
that the prices during March-April would
rise because of the production deficiency
these months would face and that actually
happened. The stocks went down and there
were quality standard bans seen in the
export and import of commodity in several
regions which then increased the charm
of the commodity. Commercial buying of
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the commodity also was evident during the
period. The volatility also remained low
which then attracted the non-commercial
traders also to the trading scenario. The
trading lots decreased again to 9 in the month
of April. This was the month of transition. A
very significant activity to be observed was
the dichotomy that existed between the old
crop and the new crop markets even in the
scenario when the crop price was dropped.
The trend remained either sideways or down
ward only which also was the reason why the
trading lots of the commodity came down
significantly. The planters rolled this month
whereas the producers had to wait for the
right time.
The corn market was phasing across one
of the darkest period of the review period.
Usually, longer duration of the bearish tone
or the darkest period engulfs the good news
also and that seriously happened during this
period. The 16% price rise aroused due to
the increased feed usage and ethanol usage
would definitely intend to be one of the good

news but it did not happen which justified
that though the market demand continued to
remain stagnant, the prices decreased. The
trade lots of the commodity dropped down
to 6 in the month of May also owing to the
weather concerns. Though the corn market
was going through a serious bearish market
outlook, the trade lots increased in the month
of July, the percentage increment was 300%
than that of the month of May. The trade lots
increased to 18 in June. Both commercial and
non-commercial trading increased owing to
the decreasing trend, thus, the short positions
increased which took the trade lots higher.
The production risk, on the other hand due
to the weather also encouraged people to
take positions. Though, the commodity
remained in the lower 40% of the last fiveyear distribution range, the position looked
good enough in the month of June during
the review period. With July, the trade lots
again shattered to 6. The main reason for
the shrinking lots again was considered to
be the summer weather which affects the

pollination in the regular life cycle of the
plant. Because of the weather concerns, the
export-import scenario was supposed to
develop to maintain the profitable status of
the commodity, but the anticipation failed
and thus, the lots dropped down to 6 again.
August was the month with the highest
trade lots in the review period, 102. The price
break of the commodity during this period
of time was very substantial and corn was
available in such a cheap price that the demand
only sky-rocketed. Chinese demand for the
commodity, of all, remained very significant
for the commodity. The temperature was hot
leading towards more news of the damage in
the crops which also boosted up the demand
and the price of the commodity. At the end
of the review period, the trade lots again
decreased to 58, as the massive demand in
the last month had quickly taken the price to
the resistance level from where price could
only fall back followed by the trade lots.
Overall, the ending of the review period was
comparatively encouraging looking at the
beginning of the same.

Corn

also called as maize,
is one of the most important
agricultural crops in the world.
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Cotton
Cotton is a soft,
fluffy staple fiber
that grows in a
boll, or protective
capsule, around
the seeds of cotton
plants of the genus
Gossypium.

Introduction

C

otton is one of such commodities where more than 100 countries have
cotton plantation but the production and the trade both are influenced
by only few of the countries. Cotton is a perennial tree which is cultivated as the
annual crop. It is a shrub usually found in the tropical and subtropical climatic
zones of the earth. Cotton happens to be the world’s most unique agricultural
commodity traded as its uses are not only limited to the fibers but can also be used
as food. Cotton, sun-lover and water-averter, is highly used as important textile
fibers in clothing and household furnishing.
Cotton is a soft, fluffy staple fiber that grows in a boll, or protective capsule,
around the seeds of cotton plants of the genus Gossypium. Cellulose is the
dominant component in cotton. The cotton bolls tend to increase the dispersion
of the seed sunder the natural conditions.
Moreover, the byproducts which are derived from the cotton seed and stalks
give us edible oil that is used for human consumption and also used to prepare
a high-protein animal feed supplement. It would be interesting to know that the
edible oil given by the cotton plant remains among top 5 most consumed oils in
the world. The major cotton producers are China, India, United States, Pakistan
and Brazil whereas the major importers are Korea, Taiwan, Russia and Japan.
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The major cotton producers are China,
India, United States, Pakistan and Brazil
whereas the major importers are Korea,
Taiwan, Russia and Japan.
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Used to produce many different textile
products: towels, denim for blue jeans,
socks, T-shirts, bed sheet, etc. their blend
with other fibers give other qualities of
clothes like polyester.
Also used to make fishing nets,
coffee filters tents, explosives, paper,
cottonseed oil, etc.
Largest producers of cotton are China
and India and most of their production is
consumed by themselves in their textile
industries.
Largest exporters of raw cotton are
United States of America ($4.9 billion)
and Africa ($2.1 billion). The total trade
of cotton in the world is around $12
billion in 2011 according to Wikipedia.
USA encourages its cotton growers in
a highly subsidized rate of $ 2 billion
per year which is itself creating trade
disputes among the producer nations.
United States-Brazil is a famous trade
dispute under the Dispute Settlement
Mechanism of the WTO for the unfair
subsidies in cotton. USA was alleged
of not abiding by its commitments in
the Uruguay Round Agreement on
Agriculture and the Agreement on
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures.
And surprisingly, the Dispute Settlement
Panel in WTO ruled against the United
States on several key issues of the case
on September 8th, 2004.

Explanation of Charts
The cotton prices ended up with a
decreasing tendency in the last review
period. One could only hope that things
could get better towards the next review
period and to the expectation of people, it
happened so. The trade lots were suffering
badly towards the end of the last review
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period. Towards the end of last review
period, only 73 lots of major contract were
observed whereas the beginning of the next
review period came up with 334 lots in major
cotton contract and 192 in the mini contract.
The expectation that the demand would
enhance and the anticipated flood in the
production areas increased the prices and the
lots also increased. The month of November
was not much different than the earlier one
as the demand pressure held strong enough
due to which not only the major contract
remained with the same number of lots, 334,
but the mini contract also increased to 255
lots. Because of the flooded production area,
the production definitely decreased which
led to the import-pressure of the commodity.
It had to bring the prices up. Because the
year was obsessed with the excitement of
Olympics, there was a huge demand of
cotton everywhere across the world but the
demand was not met. The prices had to rise
to nullify the effect of sky-rocketing demand
of the commodity countered by the deficit
supply. One could undoubtedly explain that
the rise in the price and the growth in the
trade lots was import-led supported by the
deficit supply induced due to the natural
phenomenon like floods and few cases of
top-soil erosion. December did not sound
impressive for the overall trading of cotton as
the trade lots of the major contract decreased
to 56 while that of the mini contract came
down to 141. One of the major reasons why
this happened was that the commodity was
released uprightly from the buy pressure it
had in earlier months. Because of the sudden
release of the demand pressure, the prices
came down and so did the trade lots.
January then started off well for the
commodity. It was certainly a New Year
Bash for the traders to find that the prices

rose in the first month of the New Year.
There was a narrow range established in the
mid-way through the year 2012 which was
breached at the earliest, the first month of
the year 2013 and the prices moved higher.
The trade lot in the month of January of the
major contract was 101 and that of the mini
contract was the highest of the review period,
355. Another supportive factor in the month
was the robust pace of the export sales of the
United States seen recently. One interesting
thing though would be that the single largest
destination remained China for the import
of the commodity, the consumption was
so high that it added up spirit to the whole
business scenario. Also, the Australian crop
suffered extreme heat and aridity which
would definitely affect the bulk volume of
the commodity in the world. After the series
of events that was observed in the month
of January, the expectation was already so
high that it could not fulfill dreams of all
the traders in the world and the price soon
reached the overbought level. The trade lots
for the major contract fell to 67 in February
and that of the mini contract fell to 274. This
was nothing but the post-incidental effects
of what happened in the previous month.
Besides that, the selling positions also could
not flourish owing to the volatility of the
Cotlook Index which was at the top at the
beginning of the month but slipped down
very low in the third week of the month.
The trade lots further decreased to 63 for
the major cotton contract and 171 for the
mini contract in the month of March. The
pace of the export sales of the United States
moderated in the month and the statistical
position also remained tight enough. Chinese
policy intentions also threatened the higher
price of the commodity, thus the prices came
down and the trade lots also suffered. Though
the major contract did not suffer much, the
mini contract fell significantly.
April had 124 lots for the major
contract and 155 lots for the mini contract.
Fluctuations in the New York provided the
main impetus due to which the trade lots of
the major contract increased in the month.
Most of the positions in the month were the
roll-over ones. The downward movement of
international offering rates which was under
the influence of futures also arose the active
mill demand for the commodity from the
physical market which helped the prices and
lots of the commodity move in the bullish
direction. Higher import quotas stood as
another influential factor for the same. May
was an interesting month for the commodity.
The trade lots for both major and mini
contracts in this month were the same, 157.
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Both the contracts showed up impressive
increment in the trade lots. This month was
able to bring more lots also because the
month acquired impressive numbers of both
buying and selling positions. The Cotlook A
Index reached a higher level in this month
only which induced greater number of long
positions. In the other half of the month,
the same Index hinted of the downtrend and
thus, the short positions increased in the
platform. Due to this reason, both long and
short positions were active this month giving
interesting trade lots for the commodity.
For the month of June, the trade lots were
132 and 75 for the major and mini contract
respectively. The sluggish pace of the sales
in June was reflected in the export figures of
the United States which demotivated many
of the traders as message of the failure of the
aspired of the commodity business across the
globe. On the other hand, China, Turkey and

various Far Eastern markets also shattered
down their import figures. Thus, the exportimport gap widened.
In the month of July, the trade lots sharply
fell down to 42 and 58 for the major and
mini contract respectively. The international
market was generally characterized by the
dull trading conditions added up with the
decreased mill demand of the cotton. Pockets
of buying interest stemmed from the Far
East, mainly for the US and African styles,
and mill purchasing of Uzbek and Indian
cotton continued in the Bangladesh but the
dips were dominant in the price. Over yields
in the regions of Xinjiang also promulgated
the weakened prices and decreased lots. The
trade lots again increased to 128 and 130 for
the major and mini contracts respectively in
the month of August. Higher rainfall in the
monsoon highlighted the chances of shortage
of the commodity, thus the chances of the

price hike and the increase of trade lots were
high, and thus the trade lots showed up good
sign. The estimation of the commodity was
higher so the intention was different initially
but later on the actual production was quite
less and the price of the product increased.
The revival from the earlier back-on was
yet another factor to encourage the traders.
In the last month of the review period, the
trade lots slumped sharply to 24 and 42 for
the major and mini contracts respectively.
The relative stability of the commodity was
rightly challenged by the ongoing period
which resulted in the traders becoming riskaverse and thus the trade lots decreased.
Because the earlier supplies were rampant,
the storage of the commodity was ample
enough to demotivate the traders going for
a long position or even staying in the trading
scenario.
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Soybean Oil
Introduction

S

oybean oil is widely used oil and is
commonly called ‘vegetable oil’.
Soybean oil is a very healthy food ingredient
despite the bad publicity regarding fats and
oils in general. Soybean oil is very popular
because it is cheap, healthy and has a high
smoke point. Soybean oil does not contain
much saturated fat. Like all other oils from
vegetable origin, soybean oil contains no
cholesterol. Saturated fat and cholesterol
causes heart diseases and are mainly found
in products from animal origin such as milk,
cheese and meat products.

Explanation of Charts
Soybean Oil was one of the least traded
commodities in the MEX terminal during
the review period i.e. October 2012 to
September 2013. The price of soybean oil
undertook bearish paths in October 2012,
as inelastic demand from China and better
than expected yield, governed the prices.
As a result only 2 lots were attained during
the month. Although, the prices of soybean
fluctuated during the period between
November 2012 and January 2013, the
investors were unwilling to trade in this
commodity since the investors were placing
positions in more volatile commodities. In
Ontario, soybean yields especially in the
Southwest of the province were very strong
during this period. Even in more drought
prone areas of the province where late rains
came, soybean yields had been better than
expected. This was reflected to some extent
in the lower basis, but it also is because of

In the past 10
years, the increased
global bio-diesel
production capacity
has increased
the consumption
of soybean oil in
Europe.
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Soybeans, in comparison to
other beans, grains and
cereals,
contain
a
huge amount
of fat.
Soybean oil
normally
has a shelf life
of 1 year but it’s
better to store soybean oil for only a few
months at room temperature.
According to the University of
Stellenbosch Business School (USB)’s
2011 Consumer Attitudes about
Nutrition Survey, soybean oil was
among the top three oils ranked ‘very
healthy’ by consumers.
Argentina and Brazil are the leading
players in the international soybean oil
market.
In the past 10 years, the increased global
bio-diesel production capacity has
increased the consumption of soybean
oil in Europe.
China is the world’s largest and the
Indians are the second largest importer
of Soybean oil.

Lots

•
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the very high Canadian Dollar. The market
was trading on record crop expectations and
any nuance and South American weather
will alter that. Soybean oil had a turnaround
month in December coming off harvest lows.
Soybean oil had moved higher in December
partly because of nervousness on crop
conditions in Argentina. There, untimely
rains have delayed soybean planting, which
had caused some concerns with regards to
future supply. However, weather in Brazil
had been more benign possibly boosting the
crop potential above 81 MMT in the future.
The month of February witnessed
resurgence in the trading of soybean oil as 20
lots were placed by the investors, the highest
during the review period. The USDA raised
the production of soybean to 82.5 MMT
while tapering Argentina’s production to 54
MMT. This significant information kept a lid
on any type of upper price movement thereby
providing a selling pressure on the prices.
The following month, March, witnessed no
trades in the soybean oil commodity even
though the markets continued on a bearish
ride due to further reports of an increment in
the supply from the major producing nations.

The US exports of soybean were extremely
strong during the period which caused the
prices to sustain the bearish ride.
Soybean Oil witnessed bullish trends on
the following two months i.e. April and May,
as the threat of bird flu in China and revival in
the increase in the demand of the commodity
encouraged investors to place long positions
in the commodity. This resulted in 13 lots
being positioned by the investors during the
months. June and July witnessed immense
selling pressure on soybean oil as the prices
were governed by the smooth supply from
the major consuming countries towards the
importing nations as supply exceeded the
demand by various folds. This resulted in the
attainment of 7 lots during June and July.
Soybean oil enjoyed some positive vibes
in the prices as the movement towards the
north during August was governed by
the robust demand and swindling
supply from the major
producing countries in
the
penultimate
month of the
review period,
August.

Consequently 4 lots were placed during the
month. The last month of the review period,
September, saw resurgence in the trading of
the commodity to 12 lots. This was due to
the bearish prices of soybean oil which was
influenced by the enhanced supply of the
commodity in the market. The lack of trading
in the commodity during the review period
was due to inadequate news and reports in
the market. Moreover, opportunities in more
volatile commodities were also the major
cause for the lack of volume during the
corresponding period.

Soybean oil is widely
used oil and
is commonly called
‘vegetable oil’
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Soybean
An ancient Chinese legend says that the wild
soybean’s nutritious properties were first
discovered by a band of traveling merchants
about 5,000 years ago.

Introduction

S

oybeans are an important global
crop, providing oil and protein.
Soybeans are legumes, native to East Asia;
those are grown for oil and protein around
the world. They are cultivated primarily in
warm and hot climates. They were originally
used as nitrogen fixers in early systems of
crop rotation-ancient farmers would plant
a field of soybeans on an exhausted or
depleted field and then plow the crop under
to replenish the soil.
A significant and cheap source of protein
for animal feeds and many prepackaged
meals is the fat-free (defatted) soybean meal;
another product of processing the soybean
crop is the soy vegetable oil. For example,

soybean products such as Textured Vegetable
Protein(TVP) are ingredients in many meat
and dairy analogues. Soybeans produce
significantly more protein per acre than most
other uses of land.
The US has been the largest producer
of soybeans, followed by Brazil. However,
soybean production has been falling in the
US recently, a trend which may continue
in spite of the increasing demand for arable
lands as pressure on food crops increases.
Futures on soybeans have been traded on the
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) since 1936.
Soybeans can be broken down into soy oil
and soy meal.

Fundamental Facts
•
•
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The soybean, also known as the soy
bean, is a legume native to East Asia.
An ancient Chinese legend says that
the wild soybean’s nutritious properties
were first discovered by a band of
traveling merchants about 5,000 years
ago.
Around 2838 BC, it was recorded that
the soybean was valued in China for its
medicinal properties.
Soybeans were first cultivated in
northern China and from there it spread
into Japan, Korea and the rest of SE Asia
and were first brought to America in the
early 19th century.
Some of the better known soybean
products include soy meal, soy flour, soy
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•

milk, tofu, meat substitutes, tempeh, soy
sauce, soy cheese, soy cream cheese,
infant formula, bio-diesel fuel, animal
feed, etc.
World soybean production has increased
by over 500 percent in the last 40 years,
and will continue to grow on strong
demand for animal feed (especially in
China).

Explanation of Charts
The graph of the soybean trade lots looks
compact enough compared to other agro
commodities in the platform as it did not face
the tragedy of 0 lots even once. Though the
commodity kicked off with misery, it took
off well and sustained itself. Just one month
before the start of current review period, the
price of the commodity reached a record
high exposing itself to the vulnerability of
non-commercial long liquidation. But the
demand inelasticity of soybean from China

brought the prices down in the month of
October, the beginning of new review period,
and the trade lots followed. October month
came up with just 2 lots which revealed that
though the price reached the record-high,
the rationing was not as severe as thought.
The price also came down fearing the yields
could be much better than expected. The
trade lots increased to 9 in the month of
November. Non-commercial trading was the
dominant factor which was also supported by
the commercial trading and the lots slightly
improved. The trade contracts were being
traded at the upper 7% of the last five year
price distribution range during the month
of November. The soybean complex looked
strong enough as the market was depending
on that commodity which was yet not there in
the market. The uneven weather conditions
promulgated the price further in the month.
The trend of the commodity showed up the
contradiction in the short-run and long-run.
Though the price level was not attractive in

the short run, it definitely lured some charm
in the long run and this remained the sole
factor to give some support to the commodity
price and the trade lots reached 11 standing
onto the foundation led by the long run
optimism. The fall of the Canadian Dollar
supported the buying of the commodity and
the trade lots, though not significantly. The
delay in the soybean plantings also slightly
contributed to the increased trade lots.
January and February remained slightly
impressive months for the commodity trade
lots during the review period as the trade lots
were 57 and 63 simultaneously. January came
up with a turn-around for the commodity. The
commercial outlook looked strong enough
to assure the bullish technical signs and the
price actually tested the higher resistance.
During the month of January, the soybean
contract trended in the upper 10% of the
five-year distribution range; the commercial
buying looked much more evident but noncommercial speculative sector was not
www.mexnepal.com page
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active during January only but it was always
expected that non-commercial buying
should also come into play to take the price
further high. And, that happened coming to
the month of February, non-commercial
speculations also increased in the month of
February and the trade lots increased to 63.
Demand continued to grow in the month and
therefore, though the USDA report revealed
the slight increase in the crop production, the
price did not come down. The production
problems in South America were also not
checked which further boosted up the price.
A small phase of sideways movement of the
commodity was observed in the month but
on the whole, the price increased and so did
the trade lots.
The trade lots slumped down to 22 in the
month of March. For this slump of trade lots
by more than 200% from the earlier month,
the USDA report looks quite responsible.
Also because the United States took
advantage of captive export markets in front
of huge Brazilian supplies, the trade scenario
of the commodity changed and the bearish
pattern was observed. The volatility of the
commodity seemed comparatively high
which also tended the traders take the side
of risk-averter and minimize their trade risk.
The commodity showed further resilience
with the price and thus the trade lots dropped
down to 14. Since, January to now, it was
observed that it was the South American
region showing dominance over the price
trend and pattern. And coming to this
month, the quality issues of the commodity
due to the long transport channels and the
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political turbulence causing strikes in the
dock demotivated the traders trading, neither
buying nor selling, for the commodity. The
exchange rate, primarily associated with the
Canadian dollar, also remained one of the
factors to influence the soybean prices. The
trade lots encouragingly increased to 59 in
the month of May. Now, this month had the
higher number of lots with both buying and
selling contracts. At the beginning of the
month, the threats of bird flu and the softening
of economy got to the nerves of bullish
trend, so prices came down. And towards the
end of the month, higher sensitivity of the
commodity again aroused some confidence
in the traders, thus the prices increased. So,
the month of May brought into both the long
and short positions to take the trade lots to
59. Coming to the month of June, the trade
lots again came down to 44 owing to the fall
of confidence among the non-commercial
speculators. Besides that, the greater supply
from the South American countries like
Brazil and Argentina along with loosened
demand from China brought the prices down
and the traders’ perceptions too. Though the
bulk transaction of the commodity occurs
through the commercial traders only, there
is no way that the non-commercial traders
could be taken out of the scene.
July came up as a month with the highest
trade lots in the overall review period. The
significant gain in this month was due to
the dwindling of the commodity in the
United States. The dichotomy between the
old and the new crop became more volatile
which could only take the price higher

and the trade lots higher too. There was a
period when the soybean made the traders
nervous with a small slump in the month but
it did not last long and again followed the
previous pattern of price rise. There was a
very weak carry for the commodity and the
new crop almost traded at the upper 46% of
the five-year price distribution range. The
trade lots for the month of July were a total
of 119. A small drop to 104 trade lots was
observed in the month of August. Though
the demand of the commodity remained
robust, the striking question got entangled
around the size of the crop coming from the
United States. In the month of August, the
dwindling old crop supplies juggled up with
the new one and though the overall tendency
of the commodity remained bullish, there
was a small and insignificant drop in the lot
size of the trade. Coming towards the end
of the review period, on one side the news
of reduction in the production was made
public by the United States Department of
Agriculture and on the other side, the South
American belt came up with excessive
supply. The trade lots, trying to neutralize the
two, came down to 82 which could anywhere
worse further. The anticipated USDA report
would definitely act as the litmus test for the
upcoming direction of the commodity and
the hope usually remains that the prices go
high and the long positions remain dominant.
Overall, the review period portrayed tradable
volatility of the commodity and disciplined
trading gave the balanced trade lots.
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Sugar
sugar is the
basic part of the
production and
consumption
in many foods
worldwide...
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Introduction

S

ugar is the second most traded soft commodity in
the world and sugarcane production originated some
2500 year ago on the Indian subcontinent. Today, sugar is the
basic part of the production and consumption in many foods
worldwide. There are mainly two types of sugar grown in
the world one is from cane and the second one from beet.
Both produce identical refined sugar product. The top 5
five consumers of sugar are EU, India, Brazil, China and
USA and top 4 producers are EU, India, USA and Brazil.
Sugar depends on climate condition and natural disaster.
Intemperate weather, diseases, insects, soil quality and
cultivation affects both the cane and beet production. Both
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beet and cane sugar production accounts for
9% of the world production and 3% of world
supply. 14 states of the US occupies the beet
sugar production where some few states like
Florida, Louisiana, Hawaii, Texas and Puerto
Rico have the sugarcane production. Sugar
is traded among the countries, corporations
and individuals where long term supply
agreements are signed that defines a free
market for sugar where 20-25% of the
world production are freely traded and small
changes in production or consumption can
translate to a much larger change in free
market sugar supply. 50% of traded sugar
is used to make ethanol therefore sugar is
negatively correlated from Crude oil.
Fundamental Facts
•

•

•

•

The world supply and
demand,
production
and consumption are
the major factors that
influence the world
sugar prices.
Increasing population
and growing income
have a major impact on
the consumption and
price trends.
Increase
in
international
crude oil prices has
resulted in an increase
in the demand for ethanol as an
alternate source of energy.
Any news coming out of the largest
producing and consuming countries
have an effect on the price of the sugar.

Explanation of Charts
Sugar was one of the most traded
commodities in MEX terminal after coffee
and cotton. The chart explains that volume

of 433 lots had been traded in the previous
year. The pattern has been fluctuating over
the years which were mainly affected by
the demand and supply of the concerned
commodity. The month of October saw a
bullish trend when FAO Food Price Index
averaged 205.8, which was 1.3 percent
above the previous month. The reason being
when large sugar prices took a rush when
prices of other commodities were also up,
thereby reaching 75 lots traded in MEX
terminal
which
was the highest
during the review
period.
Sugar
saw a massive
decline
during

the
month
of
November and December. The total number
of lots traded in MEX terminal declined
to 42 and 29 respectively. The biggest
producers and exporters of the sugar in the
world, Brazil, has 23% of the stake in total
production and 50% in export, which added
more stock in sugar and hence that enhanced
the supply production that led to the price of
sugar to remain stagnant.

Despite the massive decline in the
previous months, market sentiments was
seen optimistic where a total of 41 and 71 lots
were traded in MEX terminal respectively
during January and February. The month of
January remained very positive when there
was a significant decline in the production
of sugar from Brazil and Thailand. The
month of March remained very silent where
the least number of lots was traded in MEX
terminal. The following three months April,
May and June saw volatility in the sugar
market where a total of 77 lots were traded
and this had also been reflected at the MEX
terminal. The major reason behind the dive
was the decline in the price for the fourth
consecutive month which had expectations
of recovery in the cane crop for the new
crushing season that could result in large
global production surplus and hefty expert
availability in the marketing season.
The ensuing July month took the
significant rise in the MEX
terminal, where
41 lots was
traded
f r o m
24 lots traded in
the previous month. The
worsening weather conditions
in India and Australia led to an
increase in the price of sugar and this
was supported by the market sentiment and
thus finally investors grasped some profit
making during the month rather than the
previous month. There was not enough hints
to the investors about the sugar market in
the month of August and September where
a total of 42 lots was traded that led to a
stagnant market because of dry summer
weather conditions in Australia, Brazil and
in some parts of India.
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Wheat

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction

C

ultivated in many regions of the
world, wheat is the most important
cereal crops grown. It is one of the highly
consumed food staple. Wheat covers more of
the earth’s surface than any other cereal crop
for cultivation.
Wheat, with the generic name Triticum,
is a cereal grain, which originated from the
Levant region of the Near East and Ethiopian
Highlands, but is popularly and extensively
produced worldwide. Globally, wheat is the
leading source of vegetable protein in human
food, having a higher protein content than
other major cereals, maize (corn) or rice. The
self-pollination of wheat is also very good
which readily facilitated its domestication in
the human civilization.
Although it takes more land space than
other cereals, it is only the third-largest
cereal crop, behind maize and rice. Due to
its importance, the investment in it has
become a compulsion. In order to
safeguard themselves from

the risk of adverse price movement, the
producers and the merchandisers involve in
hedging activities.
The major wheat producers in the world
are China, India, United States of America,
France and Russia. The major exporters are
United States of America, Canada, European
Union, Russia, Australia whereas the major
importers are Egypt, Indonesia, Algeria,
Japan and the Black Sea region, which
includes Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine.
Fundamental Facts
•

Unfavorable weather conditions like
heavy rainfall, drought, hot dry weather
conditions etc.

affect the production and price of wheat.
Review of key supply and demand
factors affecting wheat market is
necessary for analyzing the prices.
The level of worlds ending inventory to
be exported and imported.
Impact of U.S Dollar depreciation on
wheat prices.
Current events impacting the wheat
prices.
Transportation cost also affects the price
of wheat.

Explanation of Charts
Wheat is one of the average traded agro
commodities in the MEX terminal. The
trading of wheat generally remained below
30 lots per months other that the month of
February 2013 when it had touched 30. The
first month of the review period i.e. October,
2012 saw total trading at 16 lots which was
an average level of trading during the review
periods. This interest in the wheat futures
contracts was due to the rising futures prices
in the international market as reports from
Ukraine confirmed the ban of export in the
international market citing dry weather
conditions. The trading interest decreased
in the following month to 6 lots as the price
of wheat was already at a four year high
creating a state of confusion for the
traders to initiate a position. The
month of December 2012 saw
total trading at 20 lots

Globally,
wheat is the leading
source of vegetable
protein in human
food...
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due to news regarding additional export of
wheat from India which eased the price in
the international market.
However, next month saw trading
volume plummeting again to reach 12 due to
lack of major fundamental in the market. The
situation was entirely different in the month
of February 2013 as the volume increases
by 250% to reach 30 lots which was also
the highest number of trading during the
review period. The reason for this increase
in the trading volume was due to the decline
in the wheat import from Egypt, one of the
major importers of wheat in the international
market. The economical and political
scenario affected the wheat imported to
Egypt. Moreover, snowstorm in the major
wheat growing areas in the US also affected
the price of wheat to reach an eight month
low and saw highest number of interest in
the MEX terminal. On the other hand, the
trading volume declined to reach 12 lots and
21 for the month of March and April 2013
respectively. This decline in the monthly
volume of wheat was due to the declining
level of price in the international market
which had MEX wheat traders mostly away
from the market. The trading volume for
the month of May 2013 saw number of lots
increases by 9 lots to reach 21. This increase
in the volume was primary due to the decline
in the price of wheat as some of the Asian
countries banned the import of wheat as
genetically modified wheat was detected
at Oregon farm. Japan banned the western
US white wheat and South Korea mills
also halted the wheat purchases which
influenced the price to decline in
the international market.

Months (October 2012- September 2013)

The month of June and July was
marked with low level of trading as 9 lots
and 4 lots respectively were traded. This
declining level of volume was related to
the contradictory news published in the
market. On the one hand, harvesting season
of wheat puts pressure in the price of wheat
and at the same time the US Department of
Agriculture came up with the better-than
-expected yields in some of the major wheat
producing zones. Whereas on the other hand,
the prices increased due to the demand from
the China. This put the traders in the state
of indecision which placed them at very
uncertain position to trade confidently in
the wheat futures contracts. In contrast, the
month of August saw trades at the second

highest number during the review period at
24 lots. The reason for this increase in the
trade was due to the bullish trend of wheat
in the international market as concern about
frost in the South American wheat producing
region impacted the price to rise. Similarly,
strong export demand of wheat from the
US market also contributed to the rise in
the price of wheat along with the volume
in the MEX terminal. The volatile trading
pattern among the MEX traders continued
in the month of September 2013 as trading
lots again declined to reach 8 lots. The price
of wheat was in strong bullish trend trading
at higher side which puts the investors in a
mood of wait and watch mode as there was
fear of market reversal. At the same time
the news regarding the rising demand
of US wheat, which is also the
biggest shipper of wheat in the
international market helped
generate the few lots that was
possible.
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Is Oil Domination
about to get
Weaker?
O
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(The author works in the capacity of Manager
at the Research & Development Department
of Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited. He
is also the part of the Editorial Team of the
MEX Year Book. He can be contacted at
r&d@mexnepal.com.)
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il is one of the prime sources of energy
and is expected to remain so in the coming
years as well. The demand or consumption of black
gold is expected to rise by 41 percent from 2012
to 2035 i.e. in 23 years period. The recent trend
of oil demand shows that there has been relatively
aggressive increase in consumption and demand for
oil. The demand for oil in the past ten years rose
by thirty percent and in previous two decades it has
increased by 52 percent. The recent year growths in
the demand of oil was mainly driven by developed
countries from North America and Europe whereas
the future growth in the consumption of oil is
expected to be inspired by the emerging economies
like the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and
South Africa).
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The future demands for oil would be
more specifically concentrated in the world’s
most populous countries i.e. China and
India, which is expected to consume more
than half of increase in the demand of oil by
2035. However, growth of demand among
the OECD (Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development) nations will be
substantially low at 5 percent per annum.
Major Factor driving global oil demand:
Demographics:
One of the key determinants for global oil
demand is the population dynamics as they
directly impact economic growth in terms of
age structure and consumption capabilities of
the population. As per the recent estimation
from the United Nations, global
fertility which is currently
around
2.5

children is expected to remain around 2.2
per woman by 2050. However, the growth
of population is predicted to remain at 8.6
billion which is almost twenty five percent
more than the 2010 levels. Moreover,
increase in the global population is mainly
motivated from the developing countries
i.e. 92 percent of total rise. As developing
countries are going through the phase of
rapid economic growth and is expected
to remain same for the coming couple of
decades would push demand for oil.
Economic growth
Long term economic growth of the
world directly impacts global demand for oil
and its related products as
economic activities

and energy consumption are highly related
to each other. Global economic growth is
expected to slow down from the current
levels of 3.6 percent to 3.4 percent by 2035.
This slowdown in the economic growth rate
would be backed by limited industrialization
and electrification which would also
impact the consumption of oil in long term.
Organization of Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) countries growth of
economy is expected to remain just below
two percentages and at the same time
developing countries growth rate is expected
to slow down in the coming periods. The
rate of economic growth among developing
countries is expected to decline from current
rate of 5.5 percent to 4.9 percent by 2035.
Simultaneously, global economic growth
rate by 2035 would slow down to 3.4 percent.
Table 1: Comparison of economic
growth in various years among OECD,
developing and world
In percent per annum
Countries
OECD
Developing
countries
World

20122020
1.9
5.5

2021
-2035
1.9
4.5

2012
-2035
1.9
4.9

3.6

3.3

3.4

Policies

Oil is one of the
prime sources
of energy and is
expected to remain
so in the coming
years as well.

Policy related to consumption of oil
would be another instrumental factor
affecting the demand of oil in the coming
decades. The regulation being adopted by
the US and European Union along with
other nation would impact oil consumption
pattern. The regulation being adopted by
the various countries is targeted towards
reducing the impact of oil in environment
which means limiting the consumption of
oil. Recent major policies impacting demand
of oil were EU package of measure for
climate change and renewable objective
and the US Energy Independence and
Security Act (EISA). These policies
are targeted towards low carbon
economy, promotion of green
growth and jobs, reduction on
greenhouse gas emission and
increasing energy efficiency.
Similarly, there are other
policies impacting the demand
of oil which includes the
International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships (MARPOL) which plans
to reduce significant amount of
www.mexnepal.com page
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pollution form ship which means there would be reduction on consumption of
oil related product by ships globally. These kinds of policies measure would
control the demand of oil and related product in coming years.
Energy demands
The demand for energy is shifting towards non oil source of energy and this
trend is expected to get stronger in the coming decades. Similarly, the growth of
oil demands is also expected to slow down at 0.8 percent annually. This growth
rate is slower as compared to the global average growth rate for the energy
consumption. At the same time, fuel share of oil and its related product is also
expected to decline in the coming periods. The share of oil in global energy
consumption which stands at 34.7 percent in 2010 is expected to decline in the
coming decades to reach 32.1 percent in 2020 and 27.2 percent in 2035. On
the other hand, the consumption of coals and gas as a source of energy would
increase as world is looking forward for the alternative to oil. This clearly
indicates the trend in the global oil consumption pattern where no single source
of energy is expected to dominate the energy consumption pattern.
Table 2: Source of Energy, its growth and share in various years
Source of
energy
oil
coals
gas
nuclear
hydro
biomass
other renewable
Total

Growth

(in % per annum)

2009-2035
0.8
1.7
2.4
1.7
2.4
3.4
8.1
1.8

Fuel share (in %)
2010
34.7
29.5
22.8
6.1
2.5
3.7
0.8
100

2020
32.1
30.1
23.8
5.7
2.6
4.3
1.4
100

2035
27.2
28.6
26
6
2.9
5.4
3.5
100

Conclusion:
The energy consumption patterns are changing globally as there are various
feasible alternatives to oil. Some of the alternatives to oil consumption are
coals, gas, nuclear and hydro as the consumption of these sources of energy
is in increasing trends. Similarly, slowdown in the global growth would also
be another factor impacting the oil consumption. Moreover, recent shift in the
policies by various nations towards the green economy and green initiatives
is another factor which would reduce the demand for the oil consumption.
On the other hand, rise in the global population would act as fuelling factor
for rise in the consumption of oil. Therefore, taking in consideration of all
these factors, the demand oil would still able to rise in terms of quantity but
it would lose its share in global energy consumption. As a result, by the year
2035, oil is expected to share its domination along with gas and coals in energy
consumption. This means for the first time in the human history there wouldn’t
be domination of any single source of energy.
Reference:
1. http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/about-bp/energy-economics/
energy-outlook/outlook-to-2035.html
2. http://energy.gov/eere/femp/articles/energy-independence-and-security-act
3. http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/about-bp/energy-economics/
energy-outlook/outlook-to-2035.html
4. http://www.opec.org/opec_web/static_files_project/media/downloads/
publications/WOO2012.pdf
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Some of the
alternatives to oil
consumption are
coals, gas, nuclear
and hydro as the
consumption of
these sources
of energy is in
increasing trends.
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Year Book. He can be contacted at r&d@
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R&D

The development dream does not end
here for Nepal. Nepal aims of higher growth
rates in absence of proper R & D on project
identification, priorities and implementation.

R

esearch and Development section,
commonly known as R&D or RD, is
very important in an organization and stands
as backbone to the organization. May it be
in the engineering sector, medical sector,
communication sector or the socio-economic
sector, R&D is very important by its kind
only. After few lines of praise for R&D,
people must be eager enough to know what
R&D is and what does it do?
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Fig: Research and Development Expenditure (% of GDP)

Data Source:World Bank

Initially, the concept of R&D was only limited to the Science
and Technology but it has not been long that academicians, scholars
and professionals have known the importance of R&D in other
sectors of the work- management, social sciences, etc.
Frascati Manual (OECD 2002) defines R&D as “Research
and experimental Development (R&D) comprise creative work
undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the stock of
knowledge to devise new application”. As rightly mentioned above,
the R&D activities definitely help to increase the knowledgebase required to develop the new application but we should not
forget mentioning the fact that they also help develop platforms
for not just the new products but also new processes and services.
The wide domain of the R&D could not be incorporated in the
above mentioned definition, therefore the other dimension of the
R&D suggests that it not only facilitates the organizational or the
corporate side, instead it also capacitates the people involved and
R&D establishes itself as an eminent culture in the organizations.
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No wonder, when it is about developing new sets of standardized
products, processes and services, R&D, in many cases, keeps itself
very far from the corporate objectives like immediate profits and
overnight improvements in business situations. Researches can either
be basic, applied, qualitative, quantitative, etc. but their outcomes show
sustainable effects.
Not getting biased with the sector for the R&D - May it be
technological, management or social sector; the importance of R&D
as a whole always gets justified. It is very expensive and uninteresting
business for the private sector to initiate the R&D activities in the
situation where government does not show much of the interest. In the
above figure, we can find the line chart of the R&D expenses approved
in the Budget of the respective countries. Japan has shown remarkable
results, it has usually spent more than 3 percent of its annual GDP.
And this is shown by their perfect economic, social and technological
development achieved after getting shattered during the Second World
War. After Japan, comes the United States of America which has its
R&D expenditure more than 2.5 percent of the annual GDP. This
expenditure is the asset that has still saved USA from the scrap that it
could receive during the financial crisis of 2007/2008. Currently, the
data on R&D expense of USA is not available which can be due to the
economic unrest going on in the country. The graph also depicts the
R&D expense of Brazil, India, China, Canada, Mexico, UK, France and
Nepal. In most of the cases, the growth of the countries can be related to
their expense done in R&D but it is very discouraging and frustrating to
see that Nepal has constantly been spending nil on its R&D and expects
economic growth upto 7 percent. Is it a joke?
The development dream does not end here for Nepal. Nepal aims of
higher growth rates in absence of proper R & D on project identification,
priorities and implementation. The government has even closed eyes
regarding the global trend of the importance of R&D expenses on
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development or the economic growth rates.
A simple correlation carried out between the
R&D Expenditures of the countries and the
economic growth looks like this:
S. No. Country
		
1
Brazil
2
Canada
3
China
4
France
5
India
6
Japan
7
Mexico
8
United Kingdom
9
United States
10
Nepal

Coefficient of
Correlation
0.9920
0.9203
0.9847
0.9627
0.6587
0.9710
1.0000
0.9693
0.9719
-

Data Source:World Bank

I understand people might have
several arguments to comment in finding
the correlation like this but other things
remaining constant (ceteris paribus), if the
economic growth and the R&D Expenses
are correlated, this is what we get. Looking
into the vacant correlation coefficient for
Nepal, each Nepali would feel bad but this
unfortunately is the fact and we have to
accept this. In case of India, the correlation
coefficient looks quite low because of
the socio-political tussles in the country.
Besides that, the recent economic turmoil in
the country has also decreased the specific
sectoral budget due to which the coefficient
might not seem encouraging. In United
States, though the correlation coefficient
looks higher, the budget allocation for the
R&D has significantly gone down and the
growth rate has followed. The US economy
is very hopeful to revive soon. China usually
has been criticized as being communist
country but the economic freedom in the

country is definitely commendable which
has led to the growth of R&D expenses in the
country and follows the economic growth
rate. China is also one big example to reflect
the importance of R&D in the economic
growth of the country. And there is one thing
that is to be understood well that it is not only
the cheap labour that attracted the industrial
development and outsourcing in China but
also the economic freedom and the interest
in the R&D.
In Nepal, Agriculture is always one
such sector where the government tries to
portray lot of hopes to the public. Recently,
there are several projects being carried
out like SAMARTH, PACT which have
been established in order to facilitate the
commercialization of agricultural trade.
There are good signals for hope though the
past was not that impressive.

The past of the Nepali economy with the
agriculture does not look good. The most
prioritized sector does not at all seem like
contributing that effectively and efficiently
to the economy. The expectations are way
ahead than the actual output. From the above
graph depicting the changing dimension
in the economic sector in Nepal, we can
easily see that the contribution of service
sector is increasing which is definitely
good but then looking into the agriculture
sector, the prioritized sector for the country,
the situation looks worsening despite the
audibility of various plans, programs and
policies which justifies the ineffectiveness
of the traditionalist approaches in agriculture
development. The hopes are high again
with the development of Agriculture
Development Strategy (ADS) which has
already been receiving some criticism. The
blast from the past also shows that the budget
allocation of the government of Nepal in the
agriculture sector decreased from 3.7% of
the total national budget in 1997/98 to 2.4%
of the same coming to 2008/09. Similarly,
the budget for the Nepal Agriculture
Research Council (NARC) has come down
from 14.4% of the agricultural budget in
1997/98 to 7.1% of the same coming to
2008/09. The exemplary implication again
is that Nepal wants its agricultural sector to
develop without the significant role of R&D
and I believe our policy makers know how
that can happen.
The situation of R&D in each sector of
our government is absolutely pathetic and
we can only hope that the situation does not
worsen further.

Courtesy:Mr. Niraj K. Giri
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I

t’s been more than half a decade,
since the inception of the commodity
market in Nepal and I have completed my
equal autumns of life in this sector. The most
striking moment in my tenure was when my
guru asked me to elaborate the contribution
of commodity market to the nation. And my
reply included price discovery, price risk
transfer, price information dissemination,
and secondary benefits like employment
creation, tax contribution, alternative
investment opportunity etc, but I, within
myself, was not confident with what I said
because the present commodity market
mechanism offers almost negligible primary
benefits and is stagnant to the secondary
benefits only. The very next day, in response
to my question to management, I interestingly
received the same answer which I gave to
my guru which immediately made me ask
another subsidiary to the management team
about the primary contributions that was
clarified by the current status and upcoming
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plans of the exchange which optimized by
satisfaction. The confidence was boosted
when I discovered that I was, directly or
indirectly, a team to establish the relevant
significance of the exchange to the national
economy.
Even though the current mechanism
cannot produce the primary benefits, it is
inevitable to acquire the upcoming business
model. It is a model which brings primary
benefits and doesn’t contravene any of the
positive aspects too. My enthusiasm led me
to be a part of the core team which has been
focused on the designing of new market
mechanism. This opportunity has widened
the domain of my knowledge through the
meticulous discussion we had during the
development of new business model. In
this article, I present what the new business
model is and some interesting facts that I
have understood about this market.

If two or more
buyers/sellers
have chosen
the same price,
then priority will
be given to the
buyer/ seller
on the basis of
FIFO.

Types of Market Structure
History has designed two basic market
structures, order-driven and quote-driven,
which have their own merits and demerits.
And with the evolution of time, a new market
has evolved combining the merits of both the
aforementioned markets. These two markets
can be differentiated by what is displayed
in the market depth, i.e. in terms of orders
quoted by the designated market makers/
dealers or clients and the presence of market
makers/dealers only. The order-driven market
displays all bid and ask prices and quantities
as quoted by clients (buyer or seller), while
the quote-driven market focuses only on
the bid and ask prices and quantities quoted
by the market makers or other designated
parties. Market makers generate both bid and
ask quotes frequently to provide liquidity in
the market and the difference between bids
and asks is the spread earning for them.
In a quote-driven market, Individual
orders are not seen; rather the market maker
will either fill traders’ order from its own
inventory or match traders with another
order. The major benefit of this type of
market is the liquidity created by market
makers who are required to show minimum
quotes in the prescribed manner. The major
drawback of the quote-driven market is that
it does not showcase adequate transparency
in the market, which incidentally is the
biggest advantage of the order-driven market
which clearly displays market orders and at
what price traders are willing to buy at or
sell for, but again in an order-driven market,
there is no guarantee of order execution
(until there is a Clearing House), as in quotedriven market.
As mentioned earlier, the new hybrid
system has evolved by combining the
positive attributes of both markets. Such

hybrid system have been experimented
and practiced by popular international
exchanges, including NASDAQ, London
Stock Exchange and many others; where it
is possible for market participants to have
a view of all the limit orders in the market
depth.
In Nepal, Nepal Stock Exchange
(NEPSE), the only national level stock
exchange, is operating purely based on
the order driven market, whereas most
of the commodity exchanges follow the
quote-driven mechanism and Contract for
Difference (CFD).
All market structure discussed above
except CFD model follow price-time-priority
principle to match the orders.
Order Matching System (OMS)
A market becomes functional when
numerous buyers and sellers reside on a
common platform to exchange particular
commodities or securities. But the lack of
adequate information received by participants
regarding the best price consequently leads
to bargaining. The above mentioned tussles
in the trading then led to the introduction of
Order Matching System (OMS).
OMS enables the buyer and seller to
receive the best available price on a PriceTime priority basis. In the algorithm of
OMS, first priority will be given to the price
itself — i.e. for seller side, those who are
willing to sell at the lowest price will get first
priority and will be sorted in ascending order.
In the same way, buyers, who are ready to
buy at the highest price will get first priority
and will be sorted in descending order. The
second priority will be given to time i.e. if
two or more buyers/sellers have chosen the
same price, then priority will be given to the
buyer/ seller on the basis of FIFO.
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OMS provides traders the opportunity to
see and observe five best bid prices (highest
five buying price) and ask or offer prices
(lowest five selling price) known as the
market depth. The visibilities of the number
of best bid and ask prices can differ as per
the policy of the corresponding exchange.
Using this facility, if anyone wants to
buy a contract, s/he can see the lowest five
offered prices in market depth and if satisfied
with the lowest price (i.e. market price), he
can buy at that price (best offer). And in
case if offered quantity in the best offer
price does not match the requirement,
matched ones will be booked in the
best offer price and the remaining at
next best available price.
If s/he is not satisfied with any of
the prices in market depth he can quote
his own price using the limit orders. In
such condition, his quoted price will be
sorted in bid side in descending order
along with other bid quotes. Once his
quoted price becomes highest price (best
bid) in market depth, then the limit order
will get the first priority for the sellers.
If same price is quoted by more than one
party, time priority will be considered. The
same method will be applicable for the sell
limit orders too. But stop orders will not be
available in the market depth.
OMS mechanism is very transparent
and enables a market to function in a perfect
way with respective and standard demand
and supply. It is why this mechanism is
internationally accepted and accredited for
fair price discovery. In Nepal, the Nepal
Stock Exchange (NEPSE) has adopted OMS
for their trading system since its inception.
Based on the above facts, MEX
market mechanism has been developed by
incorporating best features which is suitable
for the domestic market.
MEX Market Mechanism
MEX market mechanism has been
developed based on following norms and
principles.
International trend and adjustment of
domestic demand/supply
MEX market mechanism has been
developed in such a way where MEX
price discovery mechanism follows the
international price trend and also equipped
to incorporate the local demand and supply.
In this model, MMs chose the spread on
international price and show their inventory
in the market. Thus, MMs can't violate
the international market trend as per their
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interest but can bring the effect of local
demand and supply in the market.
Adoption of Hybrid Market Structure
and OMS
New market mechanism adopts the
concept of hybrid market structure and the
P r i c e - Ti m e

priority principle of order-matching-system.
In the market depth, the inventory of MMs
will be visible along with clients limit order.
In this way the competition among the MMs
and the clients’ limits order in the market
depth make the market more competitive,
resulting in the slimming of spread; even
less than the prevailing international spread.
The incorporation of OMS brings fair
competition among the market participants.
Provision for domestic price discovery
Once the requirements like warehouse
system and autonomous grading agencies
are fulfilled, then we can immediately go for
physical delivery of domestic products and
thereby achieve domestic price discovery.
This mechanism is already equipped to do
the same; but we are currently unable to kickstart the same due to lack of prerequisitesmarket value chain and policies.
No Carteling: A complete competition
based market
In the market depth and even after
execution, the identification of any MMs

and Clients for any particular quote is not
disclosed which ensures confidentiality
and anonymous quoting. Moreover, MMs
compulsory have to give both side quotes
and even while editing, the provision is
only for making equal change in quantity in
both sides (BID & ASK) in order to ensure
a balanced Market Depth (Volume) in every
situation. The order matching is possible
among Client to Client, Client to
MM & MM to MM which gives
higher liquidity in the market.
These provisions ensure that
no carteling is done and a
foundation is laid for a fully
competition based market.
Effective Risk mitigation
and management system
MEX Market Mechanism
provides the effective risk
mitigation and management
system
to
the
market
participants. If any market
participant including MM doesn’t
want to take further risk and
benefit, they can transfer it back to
the market by closing its open positions
for risk mitigation at any time. If no
orders are matched within the MMs/
CMs/clients circle, the orders will
be cleared at the Clearing House.
This will lead to the position
closure based on Price-Time
priority.
Eventfully, I should not miss to say
this mechanism may not be an ultimate
solution; further development will be done
as and when required to make this model
compatible and competitive with emerging
issues and requirements. MEX Nepal as
always assures to perform a role of leader
for the betterment of this market.
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Freight
Derivative:
A Précis

I

ntroduction to the world of freight
derivative seems anonymous to
many people around. However, the word
“Derivative” is defined as a financial
contract which derives its value from the
performance of another entity such as assets,
index, or interest rate (Wikipedia). In simple
words, freight derivative is also explained
as a financial contract between two parties,
which sets an agreed future price for carrying
commodities. However, it doesn’t involve
any actual freight or actual ships rather it’s
purely a financial agreement.
History:
Looking back in the early 1990’s, the
freight derivative market began its dry cargo
routes with the trading of its voyage rates
and then later expanded its wet tanker routes.
Freight derivative were almost used by the
participant from these shipping industry to
hedge against fluctuations in freight rates but
as of now the participants like investment
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banks and financial institutions have
entered into the market for the purpose of
speculation. Therefore, there is one method
to manage the risk through the purchase and
sale i.e. “Forward Freight Agreements”.
Forward Freight Agreements (FFAs), as
other financial agreement, has the underlying
asset, which is the freight rate, for a specific
physical trade route, which receives a
daily assessment on one of the exchanges
when the demand for FFAs increases.The
exchange continually evaluates additional
trade routes for the addition in the indices.
FFAs which serve as means for hedging
exposure to freight market risk by providing
the purchase and sale of freight rates over the
specified period of time where the contracts
are settled in cash and there is no need of
physical delivery.
Settlement:
If the contact rate is less than the average
rates for the contract route over the contract
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There is one method to manage the
risk through the purchase and sale
i.e. “Forward Freight Agreements”
period, the seller of the FFAs is required
to pay the buyer an amount equal to the
difference between the contracts. On the
other hand, if the contract rate is greater than
the settlement rate, the buyer is required to
pay the seller the settlement sum.
Benefits:
Benefits of using Freight Forwarder,
which can be a company per se, who
expedites and can have their own shipping
division in moving goods from the origin to
the destination and also understands what
mode of transportation are available for
certain destination. Ocean shipping requires
container loads which will have a longer time,
air shipments are prompt but can be more
costly, and a rail forwarder must be aware
with all the rail schedules and availability.
For example, if a truck is transporting a
load from Kolkata port to Birgunj Dry port
to Kathmandu (KBK i.e. hypothetical name
for this route) and return to Kolkata through

same route then it must return fully loaded
so as not to waste fuel and time. Therefore,
better planning is necessary to increase the
efficiency and more cost-effective shipping
when passed on to the customers. Therefore,
using effective freight forwarder, which
translates satisfied customers and whose
shipments arrive as promised with better
time management.
Role of Commodity Market:
Commodity derivative can act as an
economic indicator of future developments
in the freight industry. Market participants
in shipping industry, in order to hedge
their freight rate risk, can use freight
derivatives which are principal-to-principal
contracts between two parties, or to settle
a freight or hire rate. However, one has to
specify point of time of a cargo or number
of days. Likewise, cross market return
and volatility information and spillovers
between freight and commodity derivatives

markets are of different types of dry bulk
vessels and different types of contracts.
Moreover, economic spillovers undercover
should apply in the spot (physical) freight
and commodity markets as well to help
in improving the understanding of the
information
transmission
mechanisms
between freight and commodity derivatives
markets and assists market participants
into more effective trading, investment and
hedging decisions.
Discussion and Analysis:
So, what makes the analysis important
to investors and traders who engage in
the derivative market? The answer is the
investigation and the incorporation to
influence the potential structural breaks in
the information spillover framework. The
rationale results regarding the revealed
spillover relationships are the commodities
markets which are more liquid than FFAs
markets, with their average daily contract
www.mexnepal.com page
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Contract Specifications
Cash settled freight forward
contracts on the KBK
Lot Size
1000 metric ton
Currency
NPR
Minimum Tick
NPR 100
Contract Value
Lots x Lot Size x Price
Clearing Houses
Clearing Member
Index Provider
Exchange
Closing Price/Provider
Exchange
Final Settlement Price
The mean of the daily spot price
assessments for every trading day
in the expiry month.
Trading Hours
10 am to 6 pm, Sunday-Thursday
(Market close on public holiday)
10 am to 3 pm, Friday
Last Trading Day
At 18:00 NST time on the last
business day of each month within
the contract series.
Contract Series
Alternative months 6 contract, front
4 quarters, front 3 calendar Years.
Settlement
The first business day following the
expiry day.
Settlement Mode
Cash settlement only
Description

trading being roughly triple that of FFAs contracts. Commodity
futures are more flexible investment and hedging instrument
than FFAs, as they can trade in smaller contract sizes and are
accessible to a larger and more diverse spectrum of investors
who may possess more and better information. Commodity
futures prices are determined directly by the interaction of supply
and demand, while FFAs prices are determined by assessments
provided by a group of panelists.
Hedging:
The word “hedge” is used frequently in the derivative
market and has started to make sense in what they project
now than what it did in the past. Everywhere there is a price
risk, and number of derivative instruments has been created to
hedge them. In this context, in the freight futures market, there
is no arbitrage trade to implement cost of carrying price which
allow significant basis risk in the contract. The framework of
the contract takes the account of consolidating between the spot
and futures markets where they allow the time variation in the
hedge ratio which could improve the hedge performance but
basis risk remains massive compared with other futures markets.
The recent changes in the contract to use a narrower index have
reduced the problem but not enough to produce much increase
in the trading activities.
Creditworthiness of the market participants and close
correlation between the route assessments with physical and cash
market increases the liquidity in the freight derivative market,
which is one of the main points to ensure the growth of the
market. The best price dissemination by the brokers association
and standardization of contracts with latest development in the
market and close cooperation between the principal and broker
add value to the mechanism.
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• KBK – Kolkata Port-Birgunj Dry Port-Kathmandu

Conclusion:
The main core of the article is to know how simple and quick to
execute FFAs for a very short term, so how do they figure in the structure
for long term relationship. However, the physical freight derivative went
through a critical phase for the past couple of years. Now, it’s time to
change the way they cover them. So, what is the difference between the
physical and paper market? The core difference is that the physical freight
transaction is usually transacted between two counterparties at a fixed
rate. While, the fixed rate was a problem in the past days, which was a
way too high, the market was very low on one side that led to bankruptcy
and non-performance of the contract.
South Asia is just getting a taste of the market lately with various
companies benefitting from the hedging opportunities arising from it.
The market of freight derivative is just crawling in some parts of India.
Definitely, there are low cost and high benefits in the market. However,
there is Freight, Insurance and massive logistics chain in Nepal; and we
know now with this synopsis that freight is tradable. But the question
remains - who will lead the bandwagon?

MEX CSR
MEX CSR Activities: Year in Review
As a part of corporate social responsibility (CSR), MEX has donated to the following organizations in the period
between October 2012 to September 2013.

November 2012
Madrasa Islamiya School (Orphanage School)
April 2013
Rejoice and Salvation in Trinity Services

June 2013
Bal Mandir
Rasuwa langtang Liring Anath Sanstha

www.mexnepal.com/webpages/corporate_social_responsibility_mex.html
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Gold Outlook:
Will Gold Rebound
in 2014?

Gold prices have always
been volatile governed by the
impending factors of demand and
supply coupled with the status of
the affluent economies worldwide.
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F

ew days back, I was in the midst of an
intense conversation which dwelled
on a commodity which commands the
supreme authority amongst its counterparts
in the commodity market – gold. The
conversation revolved around the probable
direction of the asset in the forthcoming
days. The conversation (though not formal
by any stretch of the imagination) was very
informative and provided numerous causes
governing the directions of the gold prices.
This article is a tribute to the conversation
and also many others taking place around
the world regarding the topic and is a small
attempt to garner clarity to the impending
discussion.
2013: The year of the bearish gold ride!
The past year, 2013, will go down in the
history of the commodity market, as the year
in which the commodity market witnessed
drastic negative returns in the prices of gold
from its preceding years. The bullish ride
was certainly negated by a series of events
which lead many investors to believe that the
only direction that the prices heading was
down! Gold tumbled from its pedestal status
of a safe haven asset- an attractive alternative
to the depreciating fiat currencies, a hedging
tool against inflation and a store of wealth
against the global economic crisis.
There were numerous reasons that
brought down the gold prices in a blaze of
glory. The factors behind the plunge in 2013
are elaborated below:
1.
Tapering of QE3: One of the
most debatable topics from the financial
markets in 2013 was the one on- To taper
or not to taper? The Federal Reserve, in
a move to pursue loose monetary policy
designed to keep the interest rates down,
had implemented Quantitative Easing- a
policy designed to inspire companies and the
individual to borrow more money thereby
stimulating and influencing the growth of the
economy yet again. Conducted over three
phases namely, QE1, QE2 and QE3, the
policy enhanced the valuation of gold as a
hedging tool against the depreciating USD.
However, by the end of April, the US Federal
Reserve began hinting that the stimulus
measures were slowly fading in prominence
as the US economy began to improve on all
indications. The speculation played into the
lowering of the prices thereafter as Federal
Reserve decided on 18th December to cut
$10 billion a month out of the programme.
2.
Jobs, jobs and more jobs: Basic
economics theory suggests that in order to
determine the health of an economics, the

Vivek Risal
(The author works in the capacity
of Senior Assistant Manager in the
Research & Development Department of
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited. He
is also the part of the Editorial Team of
the MEX Year Book. He can be contacted
at r&d@mexnepal.com.)

labor market is the perfect indication. The
reason being that people out of work will not
pay payroll taxes and will be in no position
to make large purchases that are key engines
to drive the economic growth. According
to the latest figures from the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics, in December 2013, the
unemployment rate declined further from
7 percent in November to 6.7 percent. This
further accelerated the decline in the gold
prices as improving job opportunities in the
largest economy depicted the growth of the
economy and offset the glory days of gold.
3.
Stock Markets on Fire: Another
aspect of the financial markets which befell
the gold prices was that the stock markets
in the US caught fire, (which reminded me
of a song by Adele, titled ‘Set Fire to the
Rain’) and everyone gained confidence
in investing in the stock markets. Gold,
offering no dividend payments and being
illiquid if bought in physical form, took
the passenger’s seat in the rush towards
inciting the market participants. Preceding
the uproar, the stock markets were at the
crossroads over a withdrawal of the stimulus
measures due to the likely effect of a rise in
the interest rates. However, all that changed
on 18th December, when the Fed assured to
hold interest rates near zero with the S&P
500 and DJIA rallied to attain new highs that
day. The S&P has enhanced 27 percent over
the year, while three rounds of QE measures
have driven the stocks up by 168 percent
from a 12 year low in 2009!
4.
Cyprus Gold Bailout: Cyprus,
a small nation nestled in a small area of
the Mediterranean region, holding major
storage of gold, had a major impact on the
prices in 2013. At the commencement of the
month of April, Cyprus shocked the world by

announcing it would sell its gold deposits to
finance a 400 million euro bailout, and halt
the operations of underperforming banks.
In hindsight, analysts have believed that
15th April was a crucial turning point for
the fortunes of gold during the year- some
even coining the day as a black day for the
metal- as gold futures dropped $140, a drop
of 9.4 percent, to a two-year low – the largest
one day drop in 30 years!. While analysts
attributed the drop to the impending events
in Cyprus and improving signs in the US
economy, a more ominous reason began
to emerge, as Goldman Sachs, the leading
bullion bank slashed its outlook on the
yellow metal and provided suggestions that
investors should go short on their positions.
Other banks including JP Morgan & Chase
were also reportedly selling gold bullion on
the ETF markets thereafter on the cue from
Goldman Sachs.
5.
Gold flows West to East: One of
the initial victims of the April gold rush was
Exchange Traded Funds (ETF). Just a few
days after the Cyprus gold bailout, more than
a billion dollars flowed out of the world’s
largest gold ETF, the SPDR Gold Trust, the
third largest withdrawal on record till date.
But while the decrease in gold ETF was bad
news, a positive trend slowly crept up to
usurp the flow of the gold from West to East.
China and India continued to buy the metal
in the form of jewelry, gold coins and bars.
In a latest report by the World Gold Council
(WGC), it was noted that “Consistent with
the first two quarters of 2013, the global gold
market remains resilient, underpinned by the
continued shift in demand from West to East,
strong demand in consumer categories and
solid central bank and technology sectors”.
Surprisingly, the global consumer of gold
in Q3 was 26 percent higher than the same
period in 2012.
6.
Restrictions in Indian Import:
As the investors from the west sold their gold
ETFs, the citizens of India lined up to buy the
resultant cheap gold. The Economic Times, a
national daily business newspaper, reported
that the Indians bought over 15 tonnes in
just three days. This rise in the gold imports
affected the current account deficit, and on
3rd May, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
imposed restrictions on the imported gold.
In July, the RBI introduced an 80:20 scheme
where 20 percent of imported bullion had to
be exported back. These measures hampered
the importing of gold, resulting in a drop of
50 percent, from 310 tonnes in the second
quarter to 148 tonnes in the third, in the total
gold consumption of the country, according
to the WGC.
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2014: What lies next for gold?
The question on everyone’s mind at
the moment is- can gold regain the shine
in 2014? However, the indications are
not looking promising given the scores of
negative factors obliterating the possibilities
of a rise in the fortunes once again.
1.
Volcker
Rule:
The
US
government had recently passed the much
anticipated Volcker rule which is designed
to limit the banks’ participation in high risk
strategies including investing in hedge funds
and trading in gold and silver. However, the
banks, in an attempt to shun the magnitude of
the restrictions, are already seeking loopholes
in the given rule and extracting new ways to
go around the rule rather than complying
with the given guidance. The results will be
that the gold investors will continue to watch
the announcements of major investing banks
to follow the predictions as such forecasts
will induce the clients to trade in a related
manner.
2.
Indian Imports: On a more
positive side, the gold importers in India
may soon have a reason to rejoice
considering the government
may ease the restrictions
following
a
drastic
improvement in the current
account deficit account
and an enhancement in the
unintended consequencesa rise in the smuggling of
gold. A reduction in the gold
import duties from the current
10 percent will augur well for the
gold prices as the import of gold will
be spurred in 2014 resulting in the increase
in the price.
3.
Low Supply: Major news which
has not covered in the contemporary
financial press around the world is the one
on lower supply. While the WGC identified
that total gold supply fell three percent in
the third quarter in 2013 compared with the
same period last year, some analysts are of
the opinion that there could be a heightened
supply crunch in 2014. This could result in
the lowering of the supply of the metal and
even if the demand is struggling, the prices
will rise. The factors affecting the supply
are the lower production, delayed mine
development, government putting a halt to
big mining projects and the implosion in
South Africa’s gold mining industry.
4.
Recovering USA: One of the
major factors which will affect the prices of
gold is the debate whether the US economy
is still in recession or whether it has come
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out of the abyss of the recession. The current
figures including the labor figures has
exuded that the economy has come out of the
abyss but yet there are some skeptics which
believe that the government is hiding the true
picture- the US economy is still in recession.
This debate will linger for some more days
or years, as investors will try to interpret the
figures to resonate its impact on the prices of
gold. With a new person already in the Chair
in the Federal Reserve, the investors are
ready to pass on the mantle from the most
influential person of the financial markets
in the recent times, Ben Bernanke, to Janet
Yellen. The impending events in the US will
be closely monitored by the investors as the
largest economy in the world continues to be
the greatest influence for the markets.
5.
Central Banks Reserves: Even
after the cancellation of the gold standard more
than 40 years ago, central banks continue to
store gold as a part of their foreign exchange
reserves partly because of historical reasons
and partly due to its universal acceptance
and liquid character. It remains an important
hedging tool against
currency

and
inflation
risks, and as a safe bet in
times of geopolitical uncertainty.
Central banks, from net sellers,
have become net buyers since
2010. According to a report by the
WGC, during 2012, the purchases
by the central bank enhanced to a
figure of 535 metric tonnes. If the
central bank moves ahead with
this momentum, the gold prices
are expected to increase in 2014.
Price Forecasts: The Experts
Take!
The experts have furnished

their insights on the possible trend of gold
in 2014. Let’s have a look at their latest
predictions below:
•
Cannacord Genuity: Canaccord
Genuity Group Inc., a leading independent,
full-service financial services firm, with
operations in two principal segments of the
securities industry: wealth management
and global capital markets, was one of the
first to identify that gold will finish with a
double digit drop in 2013. The firm has
also predicted that 2014 may be a flat year
for the prices since they noted that in other
years where gold fell at least 10 percent, the
succeeding year provided indirection to the
prices.
•
Bank of America: Bank of
America has predicted a positive turn in the
prices of gold by the end of 2014 increasing
to an average of $1294 an ounce. However,
the bank warned that further downside risks
could also play into the prices if the US
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central bank tightened monetary policy by
raising interest rates- a factor that could push
the metal down to as low as $1100.
•
Morgan Stanley: In October,
Morgan Stanley had predicted that gold
will extend losses in 2014 given the further
tapering of the US stimulus measures into
the current year. The investment bank said
the bullion will average $1313 an ounce
in 2014, compared to its 2013 forecast of
$1420.
•
UBS Investment Research: At
the end of 2013, UBS Investment Research
observed that with few positive factors in
play, “gold is unlikely to regain its former
appeal”. The research firm has predicted
that with the stock markets showing positive
momentum into 2014, investors will further
move out of the safe havens into other assets.
The research firm has opined that investors
are likely to search for new places to put
their cash to work thereby limiting the prices
of gold to $1200.
•
Goldman Sachs: Following the
bearish calls by the research firm in October
2013, Goldman Sachs has predicted that the
decline is not yet over. The research firm
also said that most of the factors ushering
the decline in the gold prices have already
been priced in as opposed to a more gentle
process as the Fed backs away from the QE3.
The investment bank has said that by the end
of 2014, gold prices will be hovering around
the $1050 range.

•
Thomson Reuters
GFMS: The London based
precious-metals consultancy
firm has said that due to the
perpetual increase in the
demand for the buyers of
gold will continue into 2014
leading to a slight increase in
the prices to average $1225.
Most of the gold consumer
countries are seen likely to
continue to spur the prices in
a northward direction as India
and China are increasing their
appetite of the metal due to the
lower prices in the West.
•
World
Gold
Council: The World Gold Council, in a
recent publication, observed that the demand
for gold fell 15%, with a major sell-off in
gold-backed ETF outpacing strong growth
in the demand for jewelry and record uptake
for coins and bars. The research firm also
deliberated that 2013 was “a strong year for
gold demand across sectors and geographies,
with the exception of western ETF markets".
However, the council is yet to provide a
forecast for 2014.
Concluding Lines:
Gold prices have always been volatile
governed by the impending factors of
demand and supply coupled with the status
of the affluent economies worldwide. 2013

will always be considered as a black year
in the history of the gold prices with factors
negating the bullish trend in the prices of
the preceding years. If 2013 was anything to
go by, the losses are expected to increase in
2014. With due respect to few analysts, who
believe the prices will turn around on the
higher side, most of the analysts are of the
opinion the prices will remain bearish during
2014 too. But given the unpredictable nature
of the markets in the recent past, it will be
imperative to visit your analysis every now
and then to incorporate the various changes
in the investing environment to enter and exit
the trade at the right moment!
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Precious Metals
Precious metals came under pressure during the month, after a
stronger-than-expected US consumer confidence reading dampened
prospects for a prolonged period of Fed quantitative easing. Precious
metals remained range-bound in the latter half of the review period.
Strategically, investors still viewed precious metals as a “buy-on-dips”
metal, and still favored long positions in the forthcoming days.
Base Metals
With reverse repo activity from PBOC, the copper initially gained
to touch a highest price level. The gain in copper was short lived amid
positive European outlook in terms of stronger Euro.
Energy
The prices of energy witnessed mixed reactions from polarized
reports from different authorities affecting the prices of energy
commodities. With the better-than-expected housing data in the U.S
economy tempered by opposing energy inventory report indicating
significant rise in U.S crude inventories at a record level, the price of
crude oil remained volatile.
Agro
Cotton futures were mainly pressured by news that the Northern
Hemisphere was getting ready for harvest. The rally was short lived
following a stronger USD. Trend in sugar reversed following a rally in
the USD, eroding almost all of the previous gains. Rise in speculation
over sugar and increasing buying pressure could be attributed towards
bullish pattern in sugar prices during the review period. Ample world
stock & slow economic recovery for cotton was also speculated.
Soybean slowly started to rise after the release of US government
report showing strong export demand.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Open
42763.04
831.84
40162.65
15352.80

Close
41492.97
777.60
37849.05
14553.60

% Change
-2.97%
-6.52%
-5.76%
-5.21%

Open
619.36

Close
581.20

% Change
-6.16%

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8389.50
6906.75
62.33
249.750

Close
8670.00
6885.00
64.59
295.40

% Change
3.34%
-0.31%
3.63%
18.28%

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
186.750
284.80
22.44
116.84
86.74
43.99
33.66
24.86

Close
178.200
255.68
22.32
116.08
82.80
45.55
32.18
23.82

% Change
-4.58%
-10.22%
-0.53%
-0.65%
-4.54%
3.55%
-4.40%
-4.18%

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Investors still viewed
precious metals as a
“buy-on-dips” metal, and
still favored long positions
in the forthcoming days.
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Precious Metals
The strikes in South Africa came to an end which made prices
shortly move up and then finally brought it down. Weaker resistances
and the festive season in the Asian sub-continents had also made the
trend go bullish. Despite the end of Diwali, the markets continued to
see good physical demand for gold.
Base Metals
Mario Draghi’s downbeat assessment of Europe’s economic
outlook and simultaneous significant fall in Dow were some of
the major causes taking copper prices to lower price levels during
the period. As Euro zone is facing sluggish economy, Chinese
manufacturing data is deemed responsible for the movement in prices
of base metal.
Energy
Incline in the price of natural gas was due to the declining
temperature across Northeast US. With Barrack Obama winning the
U.S Presidential election; continued current accommodative stance
and support from concurrent positive reactions from precious metals
and weaker USD also facilitated crude to rally. The other reason behind
bullish trend in energy commodities could be attributed towards the
damage done by Hurricane Sandy, which had disrupted the supplies
of energy.
Agro
Competition for coffee increased in the market with the
introduction of the Mexican market. Extortions in the Ivory Coast
also threatened the farmers also leading to the price rise in coffee.
Cotton rallies were only seen on short-covering or the new sales. The
stocks for cotton went down increasing the cotton prices. Cotlook A
Index showed better signs encouraging the investors to make profit.
China output also increased whereas the slowed spending in the USA
decreased the sugar prices.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Open
41480.92
777.84
37853.87
14553.60

Close
41290.53
802.92
38632.30
17585.00

% Change
-0.46%
3.22%
2.06%
20.83%

Open
580.80

Close
642.70

% Change
10.66%

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8676.00
6887.00
64.57
295.40

Close
8889.00
7107.00
64.34
286.80

% Change
2.46%
3.19%
-0.36%
-2.91%

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
179.025
255.60
22.30
116.24
82.84
45.53
32.16
23.86

Close
198.90
264.30
21.96
130.08
81.34
42.33
31.92
25.37

% Change
11.10%
3.40%
-1.52%
11.91%
-1.81%
-7.03%
-0.75%
6.33%

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Competition for coffee
increased in the market
with the introduction of the
Mexican market.
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Precious Metals
With higher opening prices for precious metal group, the prices
started to plunge as the investors moved their investment from precious
metals to other asset classes (i.e. equities). Major reason behind the
plunge in precious metal group could be attributed towards improved
market sentiments over the much feared U.S. fiscal cliff. The Fed
left the target rate unchanged in the ensuing period and announced
that Operation Twist would be replaced by outright treasury security
purchases of USD 45bn per month from next year.
Base Metals
Amidst monetary easing regime in Chinese economy to boost
economic growth, the prices of base metal surged. China’s economy
had stabilized and is chugging along, without the need for any further
government measures to boost activity.
Energy
Investors were hopeful and optimistic about the US budget deficit
after US President Barack Obama presented a new offer in order to
reach an agreement in budget in order to avoid fiscal cliff. The rise
in the price of crude oil was also due to the speculation regarding the
Federal Reserve adopting new measures to support the US economy
which is also the largest economy in the world. This decline in the
price of natural gas was due to the US government report which
showed the stock for the natural gas had increased unexpectedly due
to mild weather cutting the demand for the heating fuel.
Agro
Drought outlook supported the price of the cotton futures. Many
sports events coming up increased the demand of clothing worldwide,
thus driving cotton prices higher. The country plans to increase
urbanization, the state-run Xinhua News Agency reported after the
annual central economic work conference. Wheat fell for the first time
since July amid concerns of a lack of export demand and as snow in
the central U.S. and a jump in German plantings boosted the outlook
for production next year.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Open
44147.50
861.50
38702.19
17619.00

Close
43097.50
782.00
37075.44
18091.00

% Change
-2.38%
-9.23%
-4.20%
2.68%

Open
642.30

Close
643.50

% Change
0.19%

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8815.00
7103.00
64.56
282.10

Close
8694.00
7340.00
64.10
269.30

% Change
-1.37%
3.34%
-0.71%
-4.54%

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
199.10
265.60
23.80
130.44
87.70
42.42
32.20
25.54

Close
178.40
253.80
22.01
132.56
86.16
41.87
32.30
22.87

% Change
-10.40%
-4.44%
-7.52%
1.63%
-1.76%
-1.30%
0.31%
-10.45%

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Amidst monetary easing
regime in Chinese
economy to boost
economic growth, the
prices of base metal
surged.
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January 2013
Precious Metals
The slump in the prices of gold has been mainly attributed towards
raised hopes on debt limit deal. Traders and market analysts had
emphasized that first-fiscal quarter report also could have contributed
towards fall in the prices of yellow metal. With improvement in Chinese
PMI with a level of 51.9 in the month of December, representing
economic expansion, the metals, i.e., palladium and platinum seem
to have been pulled upwards. Bond auction by Spain and Ireland had
supported the Euro, which in turn had pressured on U.S. Dollar Index,
eventually pushing precious metal index to reach a higher price range.
Base Metals
With Chinese Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) reaching to a
much desired level of 51.9, exhibiting expansion in the economy, the
base metal, i.e., copper had gained momentum. As Chinese economy
is showing a very good sign of economic recovery, especially in
manufacturing/industrial sector, the demand for copper had increased
significantly.
Energy
The rise in the price of black gold was due to the avoidance
of the fiscal cliff in the US. There was sign of improved economic
outlook amid signal of improved growth in US and China. Bank of
Japan pledged to fight deflation and add more stimulus, improving the
outlook for demand on black gold. The weather forecasts were also
looking mild which had affected the price of natural gas to decline.
Agro
Arabica coffee showed up signs of higher production for the
remaining harvest period. Wheat and corn production fell significantly
and moreover the climatic condition was also showing some definite
measures for insufficient rain as the upcoming threat. Argentina
dryness and the technical progression in the commodity boosted the
price to move up. Flop China auction and the impressive DJ Cotlook
Index also supported the cotton prices.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Open
43115.00
781.00
39680.00
18091.00

Close
42805.00
808.80
43170.00
19096.00

% Change
-0.72%
3.56%
8.80%
5.56%

Open
643.50

Close
658.70

% Change
2.36%

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8904.00
7338.00
64.09
267.90

Close
9249.00
7793.00
66.20
266.60

% Change
3.87%
6.20%
3.29%
-0.49%

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
179.70
255.60
22.23
133.86
90.32
42.13
32.40
23.12

Close
175.70
259.50
23.35
146.40
93.36
43.24
31.12
22.94

% Change
-2.23%
1.53%
5.04%
9.37%
3.37%
2.63%
-3.95%
-0.78%

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Traders and market
analysts had emphasized
that first-fiscal quarter
report also could have
contributed towards fall in
the prices of yellow metal.
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Precious Metals
The precious metals market went bearish, followed by the bearish
remarks made by a top U.S. treasury official concerning currency
devaluation regime and required transparency. Further, rising bond
yields in the U.S. treasury market and rallying stock market throughout
the world were also hitting the prices hard, taking the prices towards
south.
Base Metals
Base metal prices had come under heavy pressure during the
month, with a weaker euro and weaker equity markets adding to
the slump. Concerns over Euro zone and industrial/manufacturing
activities combined with unemployment worries in PIIGS nation,
eventually, were believed to have dragged the copper prices down.
Energy
The price witnessed bearish trends due to the Italian deadlock
which renewed the concern regarding the future of the Euro zone. The
political impasses in Italy was triggered as none of the major party’s
managed to secure the majority in the parliament which had raised the
fear of long term political instability in the country as well as in the
Euro zone The rise in the price of natural gas was due to the market
expectations of big declines in the storage.
Agro
The warehouse stocks for wheat increased and the exports
from major exporters came down which brought a disparity in the
market. Corn reached its lowest price also which basically triggered
as Marshall Paulsen put the commodity in spotlight. Drastic South
American weather condition and solid demand supported the price
of soybean. Coffee then reached its lowest price which basically
triggered due to higher stocks of the commodity. Cocoa producers
remained flattering and the prices fell owing to the stronger dollar and
prices came down to the lowest.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Open
42825.00
808.10
43130.00
19067.00

Close
40607.50
732.30
40715.00
18766.00

% Change
-5.18%
-9.38%
-5.60%
-1.58%

Open
659.00

Close
621.90

% Change
-5.63%

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
9258.00
7795.00
65.92
266.20

Close
8875.00
7340.00
63.18
279.40

% Change
-4.14%
-5.84%
-4.16%
4.96%

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
176.10
259.20
23.31
146.40
93.20
43.20
31.08
22.93

Close
170.10
252.40
22.60
150.16
86.64
43.63
30.12
20.86

% Change
-3.41%
-2.62%
-3.05%
2.57%
-7.04%
1.00%
-3.09%
-9.03%

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Euro zone and industrial/
manufacturing activities
combined with
unemployment worries in
PIIGS nation, eventually,
were believed to have
dragged the copper
prices down.
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march 2013
Precious Metals
The statement given by Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC),
concerning the stability of monetary policy, at least till the end of the
fourth quarter of this year, had provided a cushion to the gold prices.
As the Fed had given a hint on closely monitoring the economy to
accommodate possible policy changes, possibly to avoid potential
harm of easy money to the economy, the market for precious metals
remained bearish, except for gold.
Base Metals
The over-piling of copper in the Chinese economy, as a result of
over-supply of copper in the Chinese economy in the year 2012, had
lowered the scope for copper. The economic turmoil in the Euro area
and negative growth forecasts for the single bloc economy had also
impacted the copper prices.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Open
40615.00
733.40
40720.00
18791.00

Close
41022.50
727.80
40387.50
19858.00

% Change
1.00%
-0.76%
-0.82%
5.68%

Open
627.10

Close
600.40

% Change
-4.26%

Energy
The price of brent crude and crude oil increased due to upbeat
US data. Data from the US signaled strengthening growth which saw
price for black gold moving towards north. The price of natural gas
reached a high due to weather forecast in the US. The stock of crude
oil declined in the US which saw the price move towards north for the
black gold.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8872.00
7344.00
62.36
279.30

Close
8802.00
7770.00
61.53
321.40

% Change
-0.79%
5.80%
-1.33%
15.07%

Agro
The major reason for the price rise in cocoa was the decrease in
the complement, coffee by 30 to 35 percent and the drought in the
plantation areas. Brazilian output of the sugar increased, thus prices of
sugar reached its lowest level. Soybean found the support when profits
were forecasted by Crop report and tight supplies were observed due
to poor planting weather. The major reason for the price fall of corn
was the sluggish demand of the commodity in the market and the
industrial sector. South American wheat harvest pressure was there,
the wheat stocks increased and the decreasing imports by China drove
the wheat prices lower.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
170.30
252.70
22.14
149.92
86.76
42.69
32.38
21.03

Close
173.30
240.70
21.89
155.78
88.46
41.30
31.08
20.19

% Change
1.76%
-4.75%
-1.13%
3.91%
1.96%
-3.26%
-4.01%
-3.99%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

The major reason for
the price rise in cocoa
was the decrease in the
complement, coffee by
30 to 35 percent and the
drought in the plantation
areas.
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Precious Metals
Beyond the U.S. economy and related economic fundamentals, the
liquidation of gold reserves by the central bank of Cyprus to resolve
the national debt issues has also contributed to the falling gold prices.
The notion of reviewing and possibly halting the ongoing quantitative
easing program had also brought about a downward trend.
Base Metals
The sluggish growth in Chinese manufacturing sector, supported
by the lowering preliminary Chinese Purchasing Managers’ Index
for the month brought a southern dive in the direction of the copper
prices. The plunge in Chinese month-to-month economic growth rate
also corroborated the fall.
Energy
The lowering of the economic growth in China dampened the
demand for the energy markets in the month of April. A rise in the
price of natural gas was due to increase in the supplies of natural gas
in the US market which meant lower inventory level for natural gas
to high storage of gas and end of winter weather forecast in the US.
Agro
The productive feedback from the Oklahoma Grain Report and
the Southern Minnesota Grain prices supported the fall in the prices
of most agro commodities. The rain was less and plantings picked up
also supported by the opening up of the local farmers markets, prices
came down to the lowest. When USDA report showed up that corn
acres will keep on rising and new reservoirs will be built in few places,
the prices reached to its lowest. When farmers all around were opting
to plant corn and cotton except in Virginia and Turkmenistan building
the reservoirs, the prices further declined.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
41102.50
725.60
40535.00
19856.00

Close
37960.00
625.00
38752.20
17965.00

% Change
-7.65%
-13.86%
-4.40%
-9.52%

Open
599.60

Close
562.50

% Change
-6.19%

Open
8809.00
7791.00
64.42
316.50

Close
8135.00
7438.00
59.71
347.20

% Change
-7.65%
-4.53%
-7.31%
9.70%

Open
174.20
241.80
21.37
156.02
87.84
41.20
31.22
20.03

Close
188.70
238.70
20.43
154.32
86.80
41.04
30.44
21.20

% Change
8.32%
-1.28%
-4.40%
-1.09%
-1.18%
-0.39%
-2.50%
5.84%

The notion of reviewing
and possibly halting the
ongoing quantitative
easing program had
also brought about a
downward trend.
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MEX Almanac
may 2013
Precious Metals
Strong technical selling, in line with Federal Market Open
Committee’s (FOMC) statement concerning continuation of monetary
accommodation, supported the fall in the prices. As sluggish growth
in the largest economy of the world, the US, was announced, FOMC
had sought to maintain the ongoing unprecedented quantitative easing
program. Inflation, failing to accelerate in major global economies,
especially in the US was also a major reason behind the fall.
Base Metals
As a production outage at the world’s second largest copper
mine was set and believed to continue, the copper prices undertook
bullish trends. Optimistic US economy, improved market confidence
and sustainable looking US recovery also had a bullish impact on the
prices.
Energy
The US Dollar Index rose to the highest in almost 10 months
which subsequently had a negative impact on the prices of energy
commodities during the month. Inventory report released from the
US showed that the inventory of crude oil rose by 0.2 million barrels
which was below the market expectation. Due to milder weather
condition in the US, which is also the world’s largest consumer of
natural gas, the price of natural gas went bearish.
Agro
Price of corn increased due to decreasing warehouse stocks.
Supplies were generous and the output of cotton by China increased
by 15%. This resulted in the tremendous decline in the prices of cotton
for the period. Cocoa and coffee prices declined during the period
due to the inclined forecasted production from the major producing
countries. The production for sugar and wheat was forecasted to also
increase during the month which brought about a negative impact on
the prices. However, due to the disruption of supply of soybean, the
prices inclined during the month.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
37940.00
624.90
38770.00
17957.00

Close
35675.00
570.40
37417.50
19347.00

% Change
-5.97%
-8.72%
-3.49%
7.74%

Open
562.40

Close
576.50

% Change
2.51%

Open
8139.00
7446.00
59.76
347.30

Close
8008.00
7330.00
58.83
319.20

% Change
-1.61%
-1.56%
-1.56%
-8.09%

Open
189.00
238.80
20.37
153.96
86.80
41.05
31.08
21.49

Close
175.30
223.80
20.89
139.94
85.52
44.37
29.20
20.76

% Change
-7.25%
-6.28%
2.55%
-9.11%
-1.47%
8.09%
-6.05%
-3.40%

Inventory report released
from the US showed that
the inventory of crude oil
rose by 0.2 million barrels
which was below the
market expectation.
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june 2013
Precious Metals
Due to the significant technical short selling in the international
market, the precious metals bracket prices lowered. Moving off from
the US to the Asian economic giants, China and India, cash crunch
i.e., China, resulting in reduced physical demand of precious metals
and plunge in the physical demand. The Federal Reserve expected to
taper or at least show some hints on tapering the ongoing Quantitative
Easing-3 (QE-3), which subsequently had a negative impact on the
prices.
Base Metals
Chinese economic indicators, supported by the much watched
economic gauge, Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) and the prevailing
cash crunch denied a bullish run for copper during the month. With
the Federal Reserve expected to continue its assets buying program at
least for next few months (August/September), the market had already
started to shift from the raw commodity sector.
Energy
Due to the positive vibes regarding the US Federal Reserve policy
meeting, the oil markets enhanced to higher grounds. The rally in the
US stock market also supported the hike. Rise in the employment
which had positive impact in the US stock market also supported the
incline in the prices of the energy markets.
Agro
The inauguration of the first CHOCOLATE ACADEMY center in
South America and initiation of largest sustainable cocoa program in
collaboration with the Rainforest Alliance in Cameroon drove down
the prices. Heavy rains in the major production areas brought the corn
prices to jeopardy leading to a rise. Because supplies were tight and
technical buying were at its peak, the prices of corn rose to the highest
level. Increment in warehouse stocks and the dipping of exports of
cocoa, the price reached to its lowest level. Brazil decreasing certain
investment in sugar farming and then privatization of sugar prices in
Sudan brought the sugar prices at its lowest. Losses incurred by coffee
producers due to unethical intervention in the demand-supply chain
brought the prices down to the lowest levels.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
35740.00
571.30
37482.50
19280.00

Close
31662.50
501.00
34395.00
16941.00

% Change
-11.41%
-12.31%
-8.24%
-12.13%

Open
581.40

Close
539.10

% Change
-7.28%

Open
7976.00
7341.00
58.80
317.00

Close
8165.00
7712.00
60.89
286.20

% Change
2.37%
5.05%
3.55%
-9.72%

Open
175.60
223.50
20.89
140.12
85.10
44.38
29.18
20.78

Close
172.90
212.30
21.46
148.60
81.96
45.97
28.26
19.01

% Change
-1.54%
-5.01%
2.73%
6.05%
-3.69%
3.58%
-3.15%
-8.52%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

The inauguration of
the first CHOCOLATE
ACADEMY center in
South America and
initiation of largest
sustainable cocoa
program in collaboration
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MEX Almanac
july 2013
Precious Metals
The ongoing geo-political tensions, including civil unrest in
Egypt, coupled with the weaker US Dollar index and the emergence of
new worries concerning the European Union in line with its ongoing
financial problems brought a hawkish reaction on the prices of the
precious metals bracket. The precious metals enhanced during the
month due to the investors shifting towards the alternative form of
investment due to the impending problems worldwide.
Base Metals
Improving Euro zone’s economy, especially rising PMI indices of
Germany and France and optimistic manufacturing sector in the Euro
area, supported the overall market sentiments for the copper prices.
Energy
A big drop in the inventory crude oil in the US i.e. by 9 million
barrel in the crude oil inventory brought about a positive impact on
the prices for the oil market during the month. The price of Natural
Gas declined a little as the weather conditions in the US were milder
during the month leading to a fall in the demand of the natural gas.
Agro
Declining production and tightening of the stocks in the US led
to the increment in the prices of wheat. This was further supported
by the reduction in the Russian supplies and improving US exports,
subsequently raising the demand for wheat. The warehouse stocks of
corn were also highly supported by the Vietnam exports which went
down by 24.3% which brought the price to the lowest level. Luxury
House prices meeting the market also caused the cotton price to rise.
Disruption in the supply of cocoa also brought about a rise in the
prices of the corresponding commodity.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
31710.00
501.20
34465.00
16931.00

Close
33680.00
502.7
36762.5
18660

% Change
6.21%
0.30%
6.67%
10.21%

Open
537.00

Close
548

% Change
2.05%

Open
8161.00
7719.00
60.43
283.90

Close
8568
8353
64.23
274.6

% Change
4.99%
8.21%
6.29%
-3.28%

Open
173.20
212.00
17.15
148.42
81.48
41.94
29.84
19.25

Close
183.7
208.8
15.7
149.98
74.30
40.05
29.84
19.5

% Change
6.06%
-1.51%
-8.45%
1.05%
-8.81%
-4.51%
0.00%
1.30%

A big drop in the inventory
crude oil in the US i.e.
by 9 million barrel in the
crude oil inventory brought
about a positive impact
on the prices for the oil
market during the month.
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august 2013
Precious Metals
US gave conflicting readings, thus leading to hopes of a possibility
that the Fed's pullback program could get delayed gave impetus to
the prices of precious metal during the month. WGC (World Gold
Council) said that gold demand in China and India were expected to
rise in 2013 as compared to 2012 also gave impetus. Strength in the
Asian gold market, especially China, was also the major reason behind
the rise.
Base Metals
Slightly stronger than expected factory activity in the big metals
consumer, China, gave the necessary push to the copper prices during
the month. Although contradictory remarks regarding the production
send mixed signals in the course of the month, the news regarding
strong factory activity from China gave a major uplift to the prices in
the latter half of the month.
Energy
Due to expectation of positive economic data from China as
market was expecting positive export, factory output and retail sales,
the outlook on the oil market enhanced. Political unrest in Egypt was
playing in the mind of the investors which caused the price to close
at slightly higher levels. The possibility of military strike in the Syria
also threatened oil supplies from the Middle East. The incline in the
price of natural gas was due to forecast of hotter than normal weather
condition in the US.
Agro
The scenario created by the tight supplies stocks in the warehouse
increased the prices of soybean in the corresponding period. Cotton
prices came at its lowest due to the enhanced supply of 170,000 tons
to China. Due to unfavorable weather conditions and unimpressive
reports, the sugar price came down to the lowest levels. The exports
of the commodity slowed down and chances of excessive stocks
increased, as a result of which, wheat prices also came down to its
lowest levels.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Copper

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
33617.5
502.7
36747.5
18676

Close
35825.00
604.00
39105.00
18593.00

% Change
6.57%
20.15%
6.42%
-0.44%

Open
548.4

Close
570.50

% Change
4.03%

Open
8575.00
8360.00
64.28
275.00

Close
9125.00
8610.00
66.29
288.00

% Change
6.41%
2.99%
3.13%
4.73%

Open
183.90
209.40
15.67
150.26
74.52
36.67
29.86
19.50

Close
193.90
205.10
15.18
147.42
77.60
39.89
28.80
19.22

% Change
5.44%
-2.05%
-3.13%
-1.89%
4.13%
8.78%
-3.55%
-1.44%

Strength in the Asian gold
market, especially China,
was also the major reason
behind the rise.
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September 2013
Precious Metals
As threats of a U.S. military strike on Syria eased after a Russian
proposal to put Syria’s chemical weapons under international control,
the demand for alternative forms of investment lowered. U.S.
President Barack Obama surprisingly made a shift in his position as he
seek approval from the U.S. Congress before launching any military
strike on Syria which brought the shift away from the precious metals
bracket. Government bonds edged higher which nudging interest rates
down which also brought a downslide in the precious metals bracket.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Base Metals
Fears of a military strike in Syria eased following talks between
the USA and Russia which brought about a normalcy in the prices
of copper. US Federal Reserve unexpectedly postponed the winding
down of its monetary policy also lead to the increment in the demand
of copper from the world’s largest economy.

Copper

Energy
Decline in the price of natural gas was due to weather forecast
in the US where the prediction was that there would be moderate
weather condition that could increase the stock of natural gas. The
international agreement over the Syrian crisis which minimized the
chances of tension in the Middle East also led to the smoothening of
the supply of oil in the markets. The decline in the price of brent crude
was due to the ease of supply concern as Syria agreed to a Russian
plan of surrendering the chemical weapons postponing the possibility
of US strike in Russia.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Agro
Anticipated decreased production as a result of the water shortage
and the impressive China Sugar Industry Report resulted in an incline
in the prices of sugar. World Bank took an initiative to support the
projects of the climate change and the agro productivity; and the
prices inclined to the highest levels for cocoa. The market worries
started regarding cotton which gave impetus to the prices to close
higher for the month ending.
The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity
over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
35785.00
623.50
39092.50
18419.00

Close
34247.50
560.20
36220.00
18673.00

% Change
-4.30%
-10.15%
-7.35%
1.38%

Open
580.60

Close
585.70

% Change
0.88%

Open
9002.00
8546.00
66.27
293.50

Close
8648.00
8180.00
62.67
284.40

% Change
-3.93%
-4.28%
-5.43%
-3.10%

Open
194.3
204.9
15.44
147.34
78.32
40.97
28.88
19.47

Close
211.00
200.90
13.89
153.82
72.46
37.70
31.90
19.93

% Change
8.59%
-1.95%
-10.04%
4.40%
-7.48%
-7.98%
10.46%
2.36%

The international
agreement over the Syrian
crisis which minimized
the chances of tension
in the Middle East also
led to the smoothening
of the supply of oil in the
markets.
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Kanchanpur

Dadeldhura

Baitadi

Dailekh

Kalikot

Banke

Surkhet

Bardiya

Achham

Bajura

Salyan

Jajarkot

Jumla

Dang

Mugu

Organization
Development Regions
Districts

Kailali

Doti

Bajhang

Gulmi

Baglung

Myagdi

Kapilbastu

Rupandehi

Arghakhanchi

Pyuthan

Rolpa

Rukum

Dolpa

Nawalparasi

Palpa

Lamjung

Chitwan

Tanahun

Kaski

Syangja

Parbat

Manang

Mustang

Parsa

Bara

Makwanpur

Sarlahi

Kavre

Kathmandu

Dolakha
Solukhumbu

Siraha

Sindhuli

Saptari

Udaypur

Morang

Dhankuta

Sunsari

Taplejung

Jhapa

Ilam

Terhathum har
ht
nc
Pa

Sankhuwasabha

Khotang Bhojput

Okhaldhunga

Ramechhap

Sindhupalchok

Rasuwa

Nuwakot
Dhading

Gorkha

Rautahat

Humla

Mahottari

Darchula
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